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DATE NAME EMAIL ELEMENTARY MIDDLE HIGH OPTIONS COMMENT

02/18/2020 Ylopez lopezy4545@hotmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset
Communities that can walk to a school should continue to walk.   Please use our tax dollars as efficient as possible.  SAVE 
TRANSPORTATION COST!!   Sato and JW walk to Stoller and are not split feeders,  why can[?]t Findley get the same??

02/18/2020 Anurag Anand itsanurag@gmail.com Stoller MS

SEVERE FLAWS WITH BUS TRIAL RUNS- There are several glaring issues in the bus trial runs with respect to Springville to Five 
Oaks routes. Therefore the commute times found during these trials are severly underestimated. Here are the reasons- 1) Around 
holiday season the traffic on 185th is several times higher than what was observed during the trials. 2) Many months of the school 
year it will be dark and rainy with reduced visibility and effective driving speed. This is in total contrast to the conditions during 
trials. 3) From Springville community you can assume some parents (say 50) driving to the school to volunteer or to drop off kids. 
Also, there will be some parents (say 100) who will start their commute to work taking 185th road right around when buses pick up 
kids for school. Similar number of parents from Rockcreek community could be taking 185th road. So essentially you need to add 
roughly 300 additional cars taking the same routes as the buses. This wasn't done during the trials. 4) When the project to widen 
NW West Union (west of 185th) begins most of the cars would take 185th and US26. 5) Above factors could force the buses to 
start early and exacerbate traffic around Elementary School start time.Considering all these factors, daily commute from Springville 
to Five Oaks will be significantly higher. I am apalled that all these factors were not even mentioned when the trial run data was 
shared by BSD.

02/18/2020 PM heypriya@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS

YOU CANNOT ARGUE WITH NUMBERS: 1) Map C2.0 achieves the desired capacity at Stoller and does not explode in capacity by 
2025. If the idea is that crowded classrooms hamper the learning-teaching experience, then Map C2.0 is the answer to getting this 
balance. Between 2021 and 2025, Map C2.0 shows a 7% jump, while any version of Map C with SPV included, such as MapC 2.2 
shows a jump of 20%. 2) Map A and its variants overcrowd Stoller. between 2021 and 2025, the original Map A shows a 25% jump 
while the new Map A2.0 and A2.1 both show an increase of 20% each.  3) Even if SUMMA were to be relocated, it is evident that 
either Map A cannot be the solution as Stoller remains overcrowded. Please make your decisions based on facts and logic 
#YES2MapC

02/18/2020 E Crandall ecrandalltre@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset
Stoller feeds Westview and Sunset.   Please add more areas that feed Sunset too.   Springville/Sato/JW creates an unhealthy 
balance 85-15 split.   When Findley is added, split becomes closer to 50-50.

02/18/2020 Bridget brgolf@gmail.com

One community in one corner of BSD is disrupting the entire BSD and causing so much havoc and ill will amongst communities. 
Your decision next week committee members will either set a precedence for whether a loud mob gets their way or whether logic 
and facts see the light of day. Do the right thing! SPV&#43;SATO&#61; STOLLER OVERCROWDED!

02/18/2020 Rachel Smith rachelsmith01@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset

Please correct the small amount of students going to Sunset from Oak Hills.  The situation is very difficult, as these kids have very 
small amount of familiar faces at Sunset.  Put us in a MS where there are many other Sunset kids.  Timberland will be a great 
option.  Thanks!

02/18/2020 Sandeep Kumar sandysrivastava@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS HAS SERIOUS ISSUES - IT IS NOT EQUITABLEWhen Transport Analysis of different was presented in 
January 30th Meeting, it was told emphatically that &#34;WALKABILITY MAP&#34; (Original Map C) reduces No. of Student Riding 
BUS by 500. But it doesn't mention How many Miles extra added for remaining Students still riding BUS? E.g. In the same Map 
(Map C) where it was shown No. of Student Riding BUS reduced by 500, 400-500 Springville Kids are made to Commute double of 
their current commute Miles?How is this Equitable? Think...Think...and Think!!! It is not Income Tax System where High Income 
People (like Kids riding the BUS in this case) are asked to PAY More TAXEs to that Low Income People (like Kids who can WALK to 
School in this case) either doesn't need to Pay Tax or Pay Low Taxes.This is about Kids...It has to be Equitable!!!Just reducing No. of 
Students riding the BUS by certain number cannot be a ACCEPTABLE SOLUTION if It comes at the cost of doubling the Commute 
Miles and increasing the Commute Time by 50-60% of many existing Students riding the BUS?

02/18/2020 varsha a.varsha26@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MAP C IS UNDESIRABLE. DOESN'T MEET OBJECTIVES AND INCREASES TRANSPORTATION COSTSBSD built 64 million dollar 
Timberland facility to relieve middle school congestion.So ideally the kids closest to it should move to Timberland. Move entire 
Findley and SUMMAstudents to Timberland. It doesn't make sense to have Springville students travel sucha huge distance to Five 
Oaks, just to make way for some SUMMA students and concerns about walkability.MAP C doesn't meet 1&amp; 2 objectives. 
Ojective 1- fill Timberland. MAP C utilizes Timberlandonly at 74%. As per MAP C, Stoller is at 100% in 2021 which doesn't meet 
objective 2.MAP C also increases transportation costs. Below analysis is by transportation in BSD site.Springville to Stoller    
$30,487 Springville to Five Oaks  $56,071 ----NOTE THIS AMOUNTBSD WILL BE LOSING $25,584 by moving Springville to Five oaks 
instead of StollerAlso SUMMA is an optional program. Optional means Optional. In general for any activity,in any sphere of life, 
first preference should be given to regular stuff which IS ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED, OPTIONAL comes second..good to have but not 
an ESSENTIAL AT ALL.
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02/18/2020 Santosh Krisnamurthy ksantosh@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear BSD committee members,I would like you to consider following points for north Bethany middle school boundary adjustments. 
My emphasis here is going to be on Stoller middle school but these points can be expanded to other schools in the district as well. 
1. Please ensure Stoller is fed by communities with sustained growth rates over next 5 years. This can happen only with Findley, 
Sato and Jacob Wismer feeding Stoller. Springville and Sato are both predominantly growing communities and numbers don't lie. 
We have seen exponential growth with new houses and residents moving in over last 3-4 years. It is not fair to have current 
residents of Findley who have been in the locality for years and some for almost a decade to move out to another school. Just from 
economic perspective, scale of growth in SPV and SATO will not help in maintaining sustainable Stoller crowding solution. This can 
only be achieved if either SPV or SATO feed into Stoller along with FE and JW. At this point numbers point to Sato as a good choice 
to join FE and SPV. This means SPV need to feed into FO. All SPV kids are currently use Bus transport to Stoller. Now they need to 
go to FO in bus. Not much changes on that perspective.2. Do not split any elementary schools. Multiple maps in last meetings had 
elementary schools split across PORTLAND. Splitting kids at young age impacts them socially and academically .3. Walkability is the 
key and it should be accommodated at all costs. That results in overall cost reductions and I would prefer BSD spend money on our 
kids education rather than spend them on shuttling kids to schools. This needs to be accounted keeping in mind the number of 
walkable kids per elementary school who are in close proximity to middle school. If a given elementary school has high walkable 
student ratio to total students then that particular elementary school should be fed into the close middle school. Going by such 
logic means Findley.[?], sato and Jacob wismer are best candidates for feeding to stoller. This also supports my point 1 above.4. 
Move all SUMMA students together . Don[?]t split them after this year as well. These students will end up experiencing middle 
school transition two times in a year and it will not be fair. If Findley, Jw and sato are in stoller than entire SUMMa program can 
remain in stoller.So bottom line all scenarios and numbers provided by Advisory committee indicate keeping Findley, sato, and JW 
will provide stoller with a long term stable solution. The numbers add up .I urge BSD advisory committee to take right decision and 
not get distracted by emotional responses from other school communities. We need to do the right thing and have a clear problem 
statement which stoller over crowding reduction. So we need to fix this problem and not get distracted by posters, banners and 
media coverage which is aimed at creating a false sense of crisis. It is not a crisis, just s simple problem and will need simple 
solution.Santosh

02/18/2020 arun arun_koroth@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MAP-C IS UNDESIRABLE. DOESN'T MEET OBJECTIVES AND INCREASES TRANSPORTATION COSTSMAP C doesn't meet 1&amp; 2 
objectives. Objective 1- fill Timberland. MAP C utilizes Timberlandonly at 74%. As per MAP C, Stoller is at 100% in 2021 which 
doesn't meet objective 2.MAP C also increases transportation costs. Below analysis is by transporation in BSD site.Springville to 
Stoller    $30,487 Springville to Five Oaks  $56,071 ----NOTE THIS AMOUNTBSD will be losing $25,584 by moving Springville to Five 
oaks instead of StollerMoving Findley to Timberland instead of Stoller hardly makes much difference in transportation costs.BSD 
built 64 million dolar Timberland facility to relieve middle school congestion.So ideally the kids closest to it should move to 
Timberland. Move entire Findley and SUMMAstudents to Timberland. It doesn't make sense to have Springville students travel 
sucha huge distance to Five Oaks, just to make way for some SUMMA students and concerns about walkability.SUMMA is just an 
OPTIONAL program not an absolute necessity. Preference should be given to regularprograms first.

02/18/2020 sidhua sidhu.arun@comcast.net Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SUPPORT MAP A-2.0. REMOVE SUMMA from stollerBSD built 64 million dollar Timberland facility to relieve middle school 
congestion.So ideally the kids closest to it should move to Timberland. Move entire Findley and SUMMAstudents to Timberland. It 
doesn't make sense to have Springville students travel sucha huge distance to Five Oaks, just to make way for some SUMMA 
students and concerns about walkability.There were videos provided to BSD regarding how many students actually walk to Stoller. 
If yourefer the video all you see is a huge line of cars. So all these talks about Jacob Wismer walkbalityall is BASELESS. Also 
SUMMA is an optional program. Optional means Optional. In general for any activity,in any sphere of life, first preference should be 
given to regular stuff which IS ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED, OPTIONAL comes second..good to have but not an ESSENTIAL AT ALL.MAP 
C is undesirableMAP C also increases transportation costs. Below analysis is by transportation in BSD site.Springville to Stoller    
$30,487 Springville to Five Oaks  $56,071 ----NOTE THIS AMOUNTBSD will be losing $25,584 by moving Springville to Five oaks 
instead of Stoller
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02/18/2020 vijaya vijayanarun@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MAP-C OVERBURDENS Springville students with excessive travelling time, reduces time for extra curricular work and increases 
transportation costs.SUMMA Is just an optional program. First students should be enrolled for regular program. SUMMA 
shouldn'tbe used as a criteria to please JW/Findley and move the regular Springville students to such a far away to Five Oaks. Why 
should Springville students travel MORE THAN 1.5 hr each day  and TOO THE MAXIMUM DISTANCE OF 4.5 MILES to reach a school. 
Also in MAP C, Springville students   HAVE TO HOP AROUND 14 TRAFFIC SIGNALS,  2-3 schools (middle and high schools) and 
multiple school bus stops in between to reach Five Oaks .- Move Springville back to Stoller- Move all  Findley to Timberland- Move 
JW, Sato and Springville SUMMA to Five OaksSome JW/Findley Comments about the time taken for Springville to Five Oaks is just 
five minutes more than going to Stoller IS COMPLETELY WRONG AND BASELESS.The people making such comments doesn't 
consider the 14 TRAFFIC STOPS between Springville and FO, Traffic leading to US126, and multiple bus stops in between. There is 
no US26 in between Springville and Stoller.ASLO TRANSPORTATION COSTS WILL DRASTICALLY reduce if Springville feeds to Stoller 
rather than moving them a very huge distance to Five Oaks.You can refer the analysis by transportation. Springville to Five 
oaksSpringville to Stoller    $30,487 Springville to Five Oaks  $56,071 There is savings of 25,584 moving Springville to StollerFindley 
to Stoller $22,454 Findley to Timberland    $ 30,742 Increase of 8288Even if you net out the difference($25584- $8288) BSD will 
save more than $17000 by moving Springville to Stoller.

02/18/2020 jithinr jrathod81@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

PLEASE CONSIDER MAP A2.0Keep the North Bethany community together with no split.The transportation videos shown on site 
doesn't truly depict the actual time to reach Five Oaks. In some of these videos the bus hardly make one stop with a wait time of 
36 secs. How is that possible for the bus to only have one stop. Also the route map suggested doesn't sync with the bus starting 
position.Some JW/Findley Comments about the time taken for Springville to Five Oaks is just five minutes more than going to 
Stoller IS COMPLETELY WRONG AND BASELESS.The people making such comments doesn't consider the 14 TRAFFIC STOPS 
between Springville and FO, Traffic leading to US126, and multiple bus stops in between.ASLO TRANSPORATION COSTS WILL 
DRASTICALLY reduce if Springville feeds to Stoller rather than moving them a very huge distance to Five Oaks.You can refer the 
analysis by transportation. Springville to Five oaksSpringville to Stoller    $30,487 Springville to Five Oaks  $56,071 There is savings 
of 25,584 movine Springville to StollerFindley to Stoller $22,454 Findley to Timberland    $ 30,742 Increase of 8288Even if you net 
out the difference($25584- $8288) BSD will save more than $17000 by moving Springville to Stoller.

02/18/2020 Aishwarya Sreenivasan aishsreeni@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

On Feb 13th meeting Committee member Jason had an excellent observation about growth. Northern BSD areas are rapidly 
growing and Southern BSD areas are declining in their population of students. He also added this will result in northern area kids 
moving south being absorbed into southern schools. Findley atleast a major part of it is moving to Timberland. Then why not a 
major part of Springville move South to Fiveoaks? They will have their Westview buddies Rockcreek and Bethany Elementary. The 
travel between Springville and Fiveoaks is maximum 22 minutes and 22 minutes only. Every school is giving up something in this 
whole process. But from last meeting it looks like all schools are butchered and spilt and feeder patterns destroyed and kids left 
alone to satisfy only Springville's needs. Looks like only the loudest voice is heard.

02/18/2020 Brian briansbean@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I attended the boundary meeting on 2/13 and was appalled at the lack of priorities set forth by the Beaverton School District. It is 
clear the Superintendent, that is making the final decision, must step forward and clearly outline his priorities in this process. 
Without his priorities, the proposals and maps lack focus. Are we merely trying to fix a student distribution problem at Timberland 
and Stoller? Is increasing diversity and balancing out school lunch populations the goal? Walkability seems to be a priority as well 
for students within the Stoller/Timberland debate, while not a consideration at all for other students north of 26 such as Rock 
Creek. The lack of articulated priorities is a major disservice to the entire process and will produce a recommendation that will 
likely further cement inequities among school quality across the district. It is inexcusable that we are still at a point of arguing over 
what the priorities should be this far into the process.

02/18/2020 Brian briansbean@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I have significant concerns regarding the proposals for redistricting north of highway 26. There is an appearance that the 
rebalancing of Stoller/Timberland has become biased and unbalanced in favor of a very vocal minority when considering the entire 
district as a whole. The 2/13 meeting ended up being focused on the summa program at Stoller and whether it stays or goes. Such 
a small program in terms of student percentage across the district should not be the predominant priority/issue for rebalancing the 
school population. There is no solution that will make all parents satisfied. Already, Rock Creek, which currently attends Stoller, 
appears headed to Five Oaks or Meadow Park even though moving to either of these schools does not provide walkability, access to 
Summa, or provide the feeling of attending school in one's &#34;neighborhood.&#34; Yet somehow these arguments have 
dominated the boundary meetings for parents still fighting to attend either Stoller or Timberland, depending on their neighborhood. 
I urge the committee to consider the imbalance that appears to be present in this process and consider what is best for all students 
and not just a few schools in the most affluent parts of the district, and then apply the rationale equally across the district.
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02/18/2020 Madhu Rangarajan mrangar@yahoo.com Springville K-8

Dear Committee, Let us please not lose sight of the top two objectives. Fill Timberland, and Reduce Stoller. While reducing Stoller, 
please do not punish Springville which really has only ONE middle school option under 4 miles (counting school to school : some 
houses are further), Stoller. Jacob Wismer has TWO options under 4 miles : Stoller and Five Oaks.Findley has FIVE options under 4 
miles: Stoller, Timberland, Five Oaks, Cedar Park and Meadow Park.Terra Linda has FOUR options under 2.5 MILES: Stoller, 
Timberland, Five Oaks, Meadow Park.There are MANY options to relocate the Summa program and still keep proximity for most, 
but it is an option program and if we have to travel a little more IF we pick that option, so be it.Please maintain proximity and 
community for regular middle school education. Shipping Springville to Five Oaks will be unprecedented and a gross injustice. You 
would be punishing the only school with no other neighborhood alternatives.Also for 2025 numbers, we are ok with 10-20% over 
permanent capacity (WELL under total capacity) as a community. If we need class sizes that are 33 instead of 30 to be able to serve 
kids without portables, we are very amenable to that.

02/18/2020 Lori Near lori.near@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Please consider the irrefutable data that has been provided as you make your final recommendations to the BSD board.1. 
Population growth in the North, specifically in the SPV and Sato communities make it impossible for both of these schools to 
entirely feed a single MS. With JW being 100% walkable to Stoller and Sato being too far from any school other than Stoller, it 
makes most sense for SPV to feed to FO, especially since it has been proven that the commute of 22mins max in each direction is 
well within BSD averages. This is the only way to help solve the overcrowding at Stoller.2. Summa is not an option school, it is a 
program that was designed to exist in neighborhood schools. Instead of moving Summa with the thought of making room for non 
summa students, consider having Summa programs in all or more neighborhood schools. Removing Summa from Stoller will NOT 
provide enough room for an entire ES. Also consider that if Summa is moved out of Stoller, the majority of Summa students will 
opt out of the program and attend their neighborhood school anyways. 3. Although communities are lobbying hard to stay 
completely together, it is likely impossible. Therefore, I urge you to please keep splits as close to 50/50 as possible. Thank you for 
your continued efforts throughout this process. As you get down to the wire of making final recommendations, please don't 
discount the irrefutable data that has been provided to you. Factual data cannot be overshadowed by noise or by those trying to 
refute it.Thanks.

02/18/2020 Laura Friend frofriend@msn.com Cooper Mountain Elem Mountain View MS Mountainside

I have lived in the Beaverton school district for 21 years now. I have had two students graduate from two different Beaverton high schools and will have another student graduate this year from yet a completely different 
Beaverton high school than his older two siblings. After him I still have three other students who have yet to graduate from Beaverton high school[?]s. Five out of those six students all attended or are now attending 
Mountain View Middle School. Four of those six students attended Cooper Mountain Elementary school. All four of those six students who attended Cooper Mountain Elementary school had to listen to comments from 
their peers who were slated to attend Highland Park middle school during their fifth grade year of all the things they were going to miss out on because they were not in the attendance boundaries for Highland Park. How 
sad it was that they didn[?]t have an ice cream maker in their cafeteria. How sad it was most of their friends were going to Highland Park and that it was such a better school than Mountain View, or so their parents had told 
them. One of my students came home from her fly up day to Mountain View crying because her friends who had attended Highland Park[?]s fly up day had told her that they were sorry she had to attend Mountain View 
and that it was just a really sad thing for her. She had actually been really happy after she got back from her field trip to Mountain View until her friends returned from Highland Park and made her feel really bad about 
attending her new school. Fortunately she had a fabulous teacher at Cooper Mountain who talked to all of the students about being kind about where the other students were attending. It wasn[?]t the students fault that 
they were expressing such an elitist attitude about Highland Park. The elitist attitude is bred from some of the elitist parents at Cooper Mountain. This student, my daughter, is now on the President[?]s List in the Early 
College program at PCC, maintaining a 4.0 GPA. She had a fabulous experience at Mountain View  middle school. She made some wonderful friends there and did well in her studies. But when she began her freshman year 
at Mountainside High School she found that she did not care for the atmosphere socially nor the academics and ended up withdrawing after the first semester, doing an online program for a year and a half, then began the 
early college college program her junior year. Her two younger sisters currently attend Mountain View middle school and one of them is set to attend Mountainside high school as a freshman next year. I am concerned for 
her because she will be thrown back into the mix of her peers that she attended Cooper Mountain with and it is not an easy situation. She is heavily involved in the band program and, like her older brother who is 
graduating this year, has worked really hard as a musician and band student. However when a student from Mountain View begins as a freshman at Mountainside it is a very great challenge for them to compete with other 
students from Highland Park who have had almost twice the instruction in their band program. Because Mountain View[?]s band program has had every other day band for the last several years with, the exception of eighth 
grade having it every day this year, it has presented big challenges for those Mountain View students who have wanted to apply for leadership positions in Mountainside band programs. They have to work twice as hard to 
keep up with students from Highland Park and it becomes pretty much mandatory for parents to pay for private lessons in order for their students to catch up and maintain their students abilities with those from other 
students who attended middle school at Highland Park. It[?]s a very inequitable situation because of where their zip code was during middle school. This has been a huge frustration for our family for many years. It was 
also a huge frustration for the 12 years we were at Cooper Mountain to have other parents at Cooper Mountain say horrible things about Mountain View that I knew were absolutely not true because I had students attending 
there. They were things that were based on rumor, things that were based on fear. I would try to dispute those things only to have those parents look at me like I was crazy or naïve or even of a lesser class than them. My 
husband and I both hold higher level degrees and one of our older daughters who attended Mountain View and then Aloha high school just graduated last year from Linfield College with a BSN and is now enjoying a 
career in nursing. But apparently, rumor is greater than experience at Cooper Mountain.What I have found with having had a students attend three different high schools in the BSD...one from Beaverton, one from Aloha,  
and now one from the wealthier Mountainside high school, is that no matter where your student attends there will always be good things and bad things about that school. There is no perfect school in the district. There 
will always be teachers that you love and teachers that you do not like so much. There will always be programs you like and programs that you do not like. But the district has a huge problem with classism and it seriously 
needs to be addressed. We speak a lot about racism and it is heavily looked down upon but it[?]s disgusting to me to see how really classism is just another form of racism that[?]s thinly veiled with kinder words. My 
children love going to Mountain View and for the most part their teachers there have been amazing! The principal there is fabulous! Does it have issues? Yes! But I bet you could talk to any parent at Highland Park and they 
will tell you that it has its own issues. There is no school that is perfect. I am more concerned about the low academics that many of the students at Mountain View struggle with due to low income ratios than I am with 
the fact that we don[?]t have an ice cream maker in our cafeteria or a 3-D printer in our library. We need better supports in our school to help our low income families. We need a greater understanding among our wealthier 
elementary schools. Perhapsthat would happen if we had some of these wealthier elementary schools begin feeding into some of the lower income middle schools so they could understand that these are not bad schools. 
You make a school what it is. And Mountain View is actually a really fabulous school! With really fabulous kids! I am so tired of people at Cooper Mountain assuming horrible things about Mountain View when they have 
never attended it. A friend of mine from Cooper Mountain recently said that she wanted her kids to go to Highland Park because Mountain View never gives homework. I just had to laugh because the other day my sixth 
grade daughter stayed up till 9 PM doing her homework. People need to stop assuming things they hear just by rumor. There are fabulous teachers at Mountain View and fabulous kids and fabulous programs. So stop 
assuming and maybe come find out for yourself. Take a tour, meet with the principal, talk to some parents who actually have students who go there, and stop being elitist, classist, and politely racist. The boundary 
adjustment committee would really help the district by moving the Cooper Mountain community to Mountain View. Doing so would even out our lower SES community and boost the academic scores at Mountain View 
in the process. This will also result in alleviating some of the horrible misconceptions about Mountain View that have been going on at Cooper Mountain for decades now. Please consider the voice of the minority and 
help our wonderful Mountain View community! Thank you!

02/18/2020 Prashanth Palasamudram R prashanth.connected@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

My vote is for map A. Please select map A. This makes us to be in bethany and go to a school in bethany. Map C is a big no and 
makes springville an island and makes kids travel for longer duration during the heavy traffic. Kids have to travel extra 2.5 hours 
longer in the high traffic areas.  This will reduce their time for extra curricular activities.
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02/18/2020 Jyothi nagajyothi.cse@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear committee members and BSD-I am mom of current 5th grader in Findley. We attended open house for ISB. On the way to ISB, 
my son said &#34;Mom, I dont want to go to options school, I want to go to Stoller because that's where my friends will be 
going&#34;. It is not about the school, it is about being with friends. This will be the mentality of 10 year olds.  Please DO NOT split 
Findley. Findley is one of the top performing schools in BSD and send most SUMMA students every year. Breaking such a good 
community into 2 is not good, for both BSD and most important for kids emotional health. These kids will be entering their pre 
teenage years and undergoing hormonal changes. During this crucial time, they will be entering middle school which they never 
went before, and will be already stressed with new environment and new schedules. Adding more stress to them by splitting them 
from friends is one thing we can avoid. Entire Findley feeds to the same HS (sunset). So, they can maintain their friendships from K-
12. So, splitting them for MS does not make sense. Please consider kids emotional health when you draw boundary lines, not just 
math numbers and/or budget.

02/18/2020 jyothi nagajyothi.cse@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Our school has been strongly requesting to NOT split feed elementary schools into middle for the past 3 months.We strongly 
support linear feeding from ES to HS, where possible, but most of the test maps show Findley split.Please note that in every map 
where Findley is split, Springville is also split.We support Map C 2.1 which keeps entire Findley in Stoller. This is the only map 
which has entire Findley together and entire Springville together.And this is the map, in which Stoller is NOT over crowded. Stoller 
is at 99% in 2021 and little over 100% in 2025.This supports Walkability, emotional health of kids and is budget friendly.Map C 2.1 
has overcrowding issues for Meadowpark and Five oaks; and under utilisation issue for Timberland.We can adjust Five oaks, MP 
and Timberland to solve these problems.All Findley students go to sunset for HS and all SPV kids go to westview. These kids can 
maintain their friendships K-12. Then Why split 2 ES when there is a solution without splitting them?If walkability is important for 
BSD then entire Findley should go to Stoller. Over 85% of Findley is within 1.5 mile radius to Stoller, but only 47% of it is in 
walkable zone, because of lack of safe walking path for the rest.Kids from both walking and non walking parts of Findley pass by 
Stoller almost everyday, when we have to go to after hour classes, groceries etc.Stoller is in the neighborhood for every Findley 
child (even if they do not walk to Stoller)I would like to request BSD to make kids emotional and academic wellbeing the primary 
goal.

02/18/2020 SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee members and BSD staff,Please look at the big picture.  Every human being is selfish to some extent but there is 
still many who think for the greater good of the community at large. That's how the society is still one cohesive unit with people 
compromising for the community's well being. Findley, Jacob Wismer, Sato and Springville are all fighting to be at Stoller. Stoller is 
just a building. It has good rating because of the great teachers there and the hard working students who form a great combination 
together. All kids and parents in Bethany area value good education that thankfully BSD is providing now. Everyone has to 
compromise so that the community can heal from this acrimonious process. Please send all Summa kids to Timberland as itis an 
option program. Having one strong Summa program north of US 26 will consolidate all the families from the above mentioned 
schools to be together thus promoting healing of all the divided communities north of US 26. There are some things that are more 
precious than money and that is kids friendships and their emotional well being.

02/18/2020 SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

PRIORITIZE LOCAL SPRINGVILLE KIDS OVER OPTIONS PROGRAMS! Summa is an optional program. Parents and kids who join have 
a choice that other kids do not. Don't force the bussing of Springville kids to a distant school outside their neighborhood to prioritize 
an option program like Summa for the privileged few who have chosen that option. Regular Springville kids should be able to 
attend their neighborhood school which is Stoller. Move Summa from Stoller to Timberland so regular Springville kids can attend 
their neighborhood school Stoller.

02/18/2020 Sunita Pai spai28@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset

Could we have a version of Map C that has Oak Hills(Sunset) feeding Timberland and Oak Hills(Westview) feeding Five Oaks? All 
versions of map C have Oak Hills isolated at Meadow Park. The boundary for Meadow Park in map C makes no sense. It looks like 
the leftover pieces of a puzzle were thrown together at a middle school. Why are unrelated schools paying such a heavy price for 
the overcrowding at Stoller? Meadow Park is overcrowded in all the versions of Map C. Map A is a much better map!

02/18/2020 SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Map C takes Springville and shoves it down to Five Oaks, travelling over a bunch of areas that are much closer to Five Oaks which 
go to Stoller instead. Springville is literally the sole nortwestern-most island being sent there with none of the neighboring 
communities. To rub it in further, the summa option program continues to remain in Stoller, prioritizing the proximity of an option 
over regular middle school. Finally, the Springville summa option is moved 7 miles away to Cedar Park in Map C. CHOOSE MAP A, 
DO THE RIGHT THING BSD..
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02/18/2020 Lynnie sagerslynn78@yahoo.com Cooper Mountain Elem Mountain View MS Mountainside

We are a very small part of Cooper Mountain that feed into Mountain View. I would like to see all Cooper Students feed into one 
middle school. I also want to see the demographics of Mountain View improve. There are great economic inequities between 
Mountain View and some of the other schools due to the high concentration of poverty.  Right now there is a huge concentration of 
poverty in that school which results in lower test scores and other related issues. Boundary changes should consider decreasing the 
poverty concentration in that school. Balancing out the demographics will only help Mountain View and it's students.

02/18/2020 Vasu Akkineni vasu.akkineni@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SUMMA IS an OPTION Program - Trying to spin it as a neighborhood program and have SUMMA walkability privilege at STOLLER at 
the expense of neighborhood communities seeking general education is unprecedented. Moving SUMMA out of Stoller due to lack 
of capacity for the broader population of neighborhood students needing general education is consistent to what is happening 
around the district, SUMMA at Cedar Park shifted to Meadow Park because of capacity. By definition, if it were a neighborhood 
program then why does not every middle school in BSD have it?  You have to APPLY for SUMMA, get INVITED to attend it and then 
CHOOSE to attend it or IGNORE it. It is by CHOICE, it is an OPTION. Some kids leave SUMMA and go back to General Ed due to the 
heavy load. That means it is an OPTION.  

02/18/2020 Na-Yung Yu nayungyu@up.edu Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee members,1. Other elementary schools have many middle schools within 4 miles radius; while Springville has only 
one middle school within 4 miles radius. Springville within 4 miles:         Stoller Jacob Wismer within 4 miles:   Stoller, Five 
oaksFindley within 4 miles:               Stoller, Five Oaks, Meadow parkTerra Linda within 2.5 miles:    Stoller, Five Oaks, Meadows 
Park, TimberlandIt is injustice that only Springville kids need to go school more than 4 miles away while other elementary schools 
have so many middle schools nearby.2. Summa is optional. We need to honor the general public: all the springville kids. If we move 
Summa to Timberland the rest of Findley said they will go Timberland too. Then majority of Springville, Jacob Wismer, and Sato 
can go to their closest middle school: Stoller. It is not our fault that we need to take bus to go our closest school. Unless there is 
another middle school built in north bethany, it is only fair to share the burden of not having middle school close enough: move 
summa to Timberland! Springville has summa kids as well but we will share the burden. 3. It is not fair to divide communities. 
Jacob Wismer, Sato, and Sprinvgille are defined as north bethany by Washington county. This school boundary is dividing us. Please 
don't isolate Springville from north bethany. I understand that all the comments are from concerned parents. What we want is the 
same. We do not have a middle school in north bethany area, so please let all north bethany share the burden. It is not fair that 
only springville need to sacrifice. Please don't isolate us from our community. Thank you.

02/18/2020 Gauri gauritri@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Mr. Sparks,&#34;PLEASE ENFORCE SOME BASIC RULES OF DECORUM TO TESTIMONIES&#34;From what I understand of this 
process, one of the basic rules to be followed is &#34;No posting that is derogatory toward an individual, whether a student, a staff 
member, or a community member.&#34; Comments that do not meet the above basic criteria are NOT published. I would request 
you to please extend this rule to public testimonies at the boundary meetings as well.  One of the last testimonies in the previous 
meeting was derogatory and accusatory towards the Springville Community. The entire testimony time was used to depict anger 
and frustration towards the Springville community and was directed more towards sending Springville students  to Five Oaks, 
rather than speaking for that school's own concerns. The was tone was extremely rude and UN-neighborly. Public testimonies 
should be used for advocating for your own community and should certainly not be used to put down or vent anger towards  
another school or community.  Comments targeting a community are censored but if that same thing is allowed to be said in a 
public meeting, it defeats the purpose. If you could please announce at the start of the meeting for all communities to follow this 
basic decorum in testimonies moving forward, it would be greatly appreciated.

02/18/2020 SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Stoller is the closest middle school for Springville by proximity. Sato, Jacob Wismer, and Findley all have boundary extending further 
south, much closer to Five Oaks than Springville is. While our boundary seems big, it in fact includes a big chunk of land that is PCC 
Rock Creek and farmland that no student resides. We are actually a very compacted neighborhood touching only the SATO 
boundary. To get Five Oaks, we would have to travel down south, pass Springville elementary, pass PCC campus, pass SATO pirate 
park neighborhood, pass farmland, pass Westview High, pass Rock Creek Elementary, pass Highway 26, pass huge Tanasborne 
Shopping district, and we still hadn't arrived intended destination. To take the other route, we would have to first go East, pass the 
SATO neighborhood that is to the east of us, pass Jacob Wismer boundary, pass Stoller boundary, and then crosshighway 26, and 
we still have get on Cornell passing a business district before arriving. Five Oaks by no means can ever be our neighboring middle 
school. How will kids socialize with their peers when school is not in session. No way they can ride their bike through multiple 
busiest intersections. Even public transit requires transfers or long walks to and from stops. We are completely ISOLATED. And it is 
just not okay!
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02/18/2020 Ashutosh Ghavi ashutosh.ghavi@gmail.com Springville K-8

Additional School should make things betterOver the last few months, the entire Springville Community is in a state of turmoil. The 
root cause for the turmoil is very strange: The Beaverton School District is commissioning an additional middle school. Typically, 
when a new district facility is added, things should get better for everyone in the district. So for example, in theory, when instead of 
8 Middle schools serving a certain geography, if you have 9 Middle schools serving the same geography, every student should 
experience a shorter commute.In this case, due to the choice of location and due to aggressive lobbying by certain groups, a 
situation has been created where one of the largest Elementary schools in the district may now be forced to undertake one of the 
longest commute for regular middle school attendance. The situation could be so bad the approximately 400&#43; kids of 
Springville  will be forced to commute between 4.5 to 5.5 miles as against their current commute of 2.5 to 3 miles. This will be a 
new district record!I request the Committee to not create any new &#34;records&#34;. Other communities have many reasonable 
commute options to chose from but Springville has none. Please do the right thing for our kids and let every kid in the district enjoy 
the benefits that adding a new facility brings.

02/18/2020 Ravi pr.ravi@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS

Dear CommitteeWe teach our kids to stand up for themselves and for friends against bullying behavior. I hope we can set an 
example for them as well. I was concerned the way things turned out in the previous meeting. Some parents  expressed their fear 
this past weekend and are reluctant to attend the meetings going forward. My hope is that the committee members are not 
swayed by these aggressive tactics and base their recommendation based purely on data.Thanks

02/18/2020 MadhuR mrangar@yahoo.com Springville K-8

REGARDING THE SUMMA PROGRAM LOCATION:If Findley moves to Timberland, it can host a Summa program for Findley and 
other schools there. Stoller should be focused on hosting regular middle school given the lack of other options nearby. Five Oaks can 
be the location for the Stoller Summa program : If all of the summa program is concentrated in Timberland, it may squeeze Terra 
Linda out. To fit Terra Linda in, moving Jacob Wismer Summa along with the rest of Stoller to Five Oaks would be the ideal 
solution.

02/18/2020 Padma scorpion_valli@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset HS2 / SST
We vote for walkability Growing communities pouring into Stoller doesn't solve the prob by pushing Jacob Wismer away Kindly 
consider map c 2.0

02/18/2020 Ritochit Chakraborty ritochit.chakraborty@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

In the last meeting, there was a growing consensus among committee members that Findley elementary school and SUMMA 
should be moving to Timberland MS. This is causing jitters among parents who have had their kids feed into one of the most 
reputed (academically) middle schools under BSD purview. Parents have put in countless volunteer hours to work hand-in-hand with 
the fantastic teachers at Stoller to reach this milestone.BSD' s original plan in 2016 was to transition the SUMMA program to 
Timberland but it was shelved due to backlash from communities feeding into Stoller. But now we are at a stage where the 
population is exploding, and we can no longer slide things under the rug. As one committee member pointed out in the last 
meeting - we do not want to stretch our resources to bring in new maps and keep meeting till next year.SUMMA is an options 
program, and shared by all students feeding into a middle school. So it may be prudent to start the North Bethany boundary 
adjustment process by moving this program (per the original intention) to the new middle school and start making decisions from 
then on - who feeds into Timberland and who does not!!! At that point, ES-&gt;MS and MS-&gt;HS feeders along with no split for 
ES can all be under consideration. Change is hard, but eventually people will adjust. Lot of kids from North Bethany feed into ISB as 
well and the bus ride is much longer.The real question is - what are the checks/balances BSD will put in place to ensure Timberland 
is on par with Stoller since some well-established communities in Stoller will be asked to move out to pave way for others. BSD 
owes them this much at least - a sincere effort to hire the best teachers, create state-of-the-art facilities and introduce advanced 
curriculum so that kids do not get a sub-standard education in a fancy new building!!!

02/18/2020 Rajesh rajeshbotla@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS HAS SERIOUS ISSUES - IT IS NOT EQUITABLEWhen Transport Analysis of different Maps was 
presented in January 30th Meeting, it was told emphatically that &#34;WALKABILITY MAP&#34; (Original Map C) reduces No. of 
Student Riding BUS by 500.But it doesn't mention How many extra Miles added for remaining Students still riding BUS? E.g. In the 
same Map (Map C) where it was shown No. of Student Riding BUS reduced by 500, 400-500 Springville Kids are made to Commute 
double of their current commute Miles?How is this equitable?It is not Income Tax System where High Income People (like Kids 
riding the BUS in this case) are asked to PAY More TAXEs to that Low Income People (like Kids who can WALK to School in this 
case) either doesn't need to Pay Tax or Pay Low Taxes.This is about Kids...It has to be Equitable!!!Just reducing No. of Students 
riding the BUS by certain number cannot be a ACCEPTABLE SOLUTION if It comes at the cost of doubling the Commute Miles and 
increasing the Commute Time by 50-60% of many existing Students riding the BUS?

02/18/2020 Rajesh Kumar Thakur rktthakur@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I would like to state that Rock Creek ES wants a boundary change which keeps Rock Creek with the rest of the Bethany neighbors. 
we wont accept any proposal that isolates Rock Creek ES from our community. We completely reject any versions of Map A. It is 
not fair to us. Please treat all the schools equally. Rock Creek is integral part of Bethany community.Thank youRajesh
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02/18/2020 Stacey Nagata campingmoe@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Sunset

I would like to provide my point of view: map C 2.0 is my preferred map, because it preserves a healthy feeder pattern for Jacob 
Wismer kids going to Sunset. We also should keep the SUMMA program at Stoller. We want to prevent that a minority of Stoller 
kids feed into Sunset, because we don't want them to lose many friends when going to high school (if we don't select map C 2.0, 
most Stoller kids would feed into Westview). Furthermore, Stoller is in our neighborhood and within walking distance. It doesn't 
make sense to send the JW kids in buses to another middle school and it would be more expensive. Then there would be less 
money to retain/hire teachers! On the other hand, Springville kids need to be bused to middle school, no matter what school they 
go to. And the distance to Stoller vs Five Oaks is almost the same. In order to ensure no overpopulation of Stoller in the long run, 
we should bus Springville kids to Five Oaks.Thank you for considering my point of view in this complex decision.

02/18/2020 Tina Wang gnaw_anit@hotmail.com Springville K-8

There are talks that transportation did an analysis on how long it takes to send Springville to Five Oaks and that information is 
sufficient enough to justify moving Springville.I[?]d like to point out that according to GPS track, Bus 1 arrives at 9:07, Bus 2 9:07, 
Bus 3 9:10, Bus 4 9:05, and Bus 5 9:06. Given Five Oak regular schedule starts at 9:15, I don[?]t see how student can make it to 
their first period with 5-10 to spare from getting off the bus, to dropping off bags at the locker, and heading to the class. And what 
about those who need to eat breakfast at school?To be able to get to Five Oaks at 9:00, giving students 15 minutes (15 minutes in 
my opinion is already too short) for breakfast and head to class, the buss need to leave at least 10-15 minutes earlier from the trial 
runs and they will for sure run into elementary school traffic. And all elementary schools slaying for being redrawn during this 
boundary adjustment process should have the same trial bus runs to better compare. It is unjust to trial run just one school and says 
the data supports so. The data would also support a short ride from Findley to Timberland, a short ride from Jacob Wismer to Five 
Oaks. A much much shorter ride than the North Bethany elementaries like Springville and Sato.

02/18/2020 Shilpa Lad shilpalad2005@gmail.com Springville K-8

Communities watch out for Each OtherThere is a very high probability that post the middle school boundary adjustment,  Jacob 
Wismer, Sato &amp; Springville will feed to Stoller Middle School. The Committee will decide whether these schools feed 
completely or partially to Stoller.As a parent who has lived in various parts of this Bethany &amp; North Bethany community for 
almost a decade, I would request the Committee to not split this community and to allow all the three schools to entirely feed to 
Stoller.These three elementary school communities are essentially one: shopping in the same QFC, converging in the same bethany 
village fountain for summers, going to same after school programs etc. Any split of Jacob Wismer ( closest to Five oaks and 
Timberland) or Sato ( Southern part) or Springville will be detrimental to the students academic and social lives. In case of minor 
overcrowding in 2025 our three communities will manage together, the minor inconveniences of 1 or 2 extra kids in a classroom. 
We have seen much worse with overcrowding in Stoller and Springville over the last few years and have not only survived but also 
thrived here in the Bethany/ North Bethany area.Supporting each others is what communities do, and please do not deny us the 
opportunity to do so with our neighbors and friends!

02/18/2020 Ravi pr.ravi@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS

Dear Committee membersThanks for your time and effort in this endeavor. I want to provide my inputs as a parent of one kid 
attending Stoller and one kid in JWE. When we work towards a solution, lets go by numbers (exploding north bethany construction) 
and geography (proximity and walkability). These factors are non discriminatory. I understand the need to include socio-economic 
factors as well and fully support that. Lets not discriminate based on children's needs. Would you kick out all students getting IEP? 
If not, why would kicking out all SUMMA students is acceptable. Catering to TAG students is required by Oregon State law and has 
been confirmed by the district is not an option school, but is a learning program. Learning programs achieve their best when they 
are easily accessible to students who need them (like a library or play ground for example). I am receiving a lot of feedback from 
my community that they may opt out if SUMMA is moved out. This scenario has multiple issues - the student who need the 
differentiated curriculum are deprived of it and it immediately adds pressure to the overcrowding issue.I see posters that show 
SUMMA crossed out in the committee meetings and I see that as discrimination and introduces a fear psychosis in students mind 
as well. I strongly support **Map C 2.0** that serves well not just now, but in the near future as well. It balances the dwindling 
south student population by feeding the fast growing north bethany students. Thanks

02/18/2020 Tina Wang gnaw_anit@hotmail.com Springville K-8

The two objectives of this boundary meeting is 1) relieve Stoller from overcrowding and 2) to fill Timberland. The most logical step 
is to move schools currently feeding into Stoller into Timbetland so that Stoller capacity can be at 90%. This can be done so by 
moving all of Findley and SUMMA. This leaves Stoller at 90% in year 2021, with Springville, Sato, Jacob Wismer. Rock Creek should 
be with other Bethany elementary school like Bethany and Oakhill East in Five Oaks. Even with Westview portion of McKinley and 
Westview portion of Elmonica, Five Oaks still has space for Option Program.  Timberland can then be filled by other neighboring 
elementaries like Bonny Slope, Terra Linda, Cedar Mill and Oak Hill East keeping the feeder pattern intact.
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02/18/2020 Padmanabhan P padmasap@gmail.com Findley Elem

Dear BSD Boundary Adjustment Committee,To get the desired numbers at Stoller MS, I strongly feel FE, JW and Sato will be a 
better combination. These schools are a perfect mix of established and growing neighborhoods and are in close proximity to Stoller 
MS. If the committee members feel otherwise then I sincerely request not to split feed any elementary school which includes 
Findley Elementary.I hope a better decision comes out by considering the welfare of all BSD communities.Regards,Padmanabhan.P

02/18/2020 Suresh Nasureshkumar@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS

Please don't split findley elementary school.Its make sense not to include both growing community into same school we will have 
same issue in 2 years same expressed by committee member also mentioned same thing.Best option keep full  findley in Stoller. 
Transport cost also will be reduced. Thprd planning to make more walkable near future will reduce more in transport.Currently few 
findley is transport because there is no walk zone thprd is planning and also discussion started.I like more Map c most of the 
committee also voted for Mapc and comments are received to keep Mapc. There is lot of split which can addressed in mapC 2.1 
just move summa to timber land where we have enough numbers.There is no justification can provide just 2 mins to Stoller asking 
the same kids to go 20 mins.Another community not accepting their kids to travel another 5 to 10 mins more.How the same 
community can ask others to travel more 20 mins which does not make sense.Everyone is kids we need to understand both 
lines.Please do the right thing

02/18/2020 Douglas Yap dougyap1377@gmail.com Springville K-8

BAD OPTICS to voters?A 61 million dollar investment our community approved in an election gets underutilized because of special 
interest groups using walkability as a crutch for not sending SUMMA kids to the new Timberland middle school.  Instead, they're 
pushing their Adjustment Committee representative to kick Springville out of Stoller and keep harping on the SUMMA 
exceptionalism.   This is not fair to Springville since Stoller is the only middle school within it's 3 mile radius.  Other schools such as 
Terra Linda can pick and choose between Five Oaks, Meadow Park, Stoller, and the most practical choice - Timberland.I urge the 
Adjustment Committee to think and vote wisely.   Please do not EXCLUDE Springville out of it's North Bethany sister communities.  
There is enough space in Stoller.  There is enough space in Timberland to fill Terra Linda, all of Findley, Bonny Slope, and Cedar 
Mill.

02/18/2020 M-A Walker walker_m29@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

BSD boundary committee members, please consider the devastating economic impact if Springville gets sent to Rock Creek 
elementary. This community is genuinely concerned about our homes losing 10-15% of the value and rents going down. BSD can't 
ignore the severe impact this will have on many families. Please keep Springville in Stoller.

02/18/2020 Sushma chennu schennu9@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset Please keep Findley in Stoller , I support map C

02/18/2020 Douglas Yap dougyap1377@gmail.com Springville K-8

These elementary schools have more than 1 middle schools within a 3 mile radius:   Terra Linda (Five Oaks, Meadow Park, Stoller, 
Timberland).  Oak Hills (Five Oaks, Meadow Park, Stoller, Timberland).  Bethany (Five Oaks, Meadow Park, Stoller).  Rock Creek 
(Five Oaks, Meadow Park),  Findley (Stoller, Timberland).These middle schools have only 1 middle school within 3 miles:  Sato, 
Jacob Wismer, and SPRINGVILLE.  And the middle school is STOLLER.Would it be fair for the Adjustment Committee to EXCLUDE, 
ISOLATE, and DIVIDE Springvile from it's most proximal sister communities?  If you were in our shoes, wouldn't you cry foul or feel 
that the system is rigged?

02/18/2020 Cindy niniding1117@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD,Please do not send Springvilke's children far away.  There are high-speed intersections and busy business districts.  It is a 
school of nearly 5miles.Please do not sacrifice the right of more than 500 general education children to the nearest school.  Summa 
is optional.  It can arrange schools with space.Please make good use of the new school Timberland.  100% of Timberland's use will 
greatly help Stoller's situation.  Findley representatives have stated their position.  Findley does not want to split.  Hope to go to the 
new school.Every child is equal.  Springvile is a diverse area.  Please keep the diversity of Stoller.The physical and mental health of 
children is above all else.  Please do not use transportation costs to measure children's safety factors.Thanks to most committees 
for their correct and fair judgment at the February 13 meeting.  Your justice and kindness please our parents and children at 
Springvile.

02/18/2020 Douglas Yap dougyap1377@gmail.com Springville K-8 Please do not EXCLUDE, ISOLATE, and DIVIDE Springville.  Please keep our kids in Stoller.

02/18/2020 Deepak Khunteta deepak_khunteta@hotmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB
Splitting Findley students is not solving the problem of overcrowding Stoller So Keep Findley students together as splitting them is 
not good for kids

02/18/2020 Anu Balu Anoo_paapu@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

Number for stoller in 2021 and 2025 for each map: Map A 98, 123; Map A2.0 113, 133; MapA2.1 101, 121; Map C 100, 107; Map C 
2.0 100, 107; Map c 2.1 99, 106; Map c 2.2 101, 121The numbers show that the only way to reduce overcrowding in stoller is to 
start with map c 2.1 which was the objective of this rebalancing exercise to start with.
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02/18/2020 Ravi Mantri marchiv@yahoo.com Findley Elem

Dear Committee members,Our family supports Map C.1 with some minor changes as needed primarily because it solves the overcrowding 
problem in Stoller and keeps all of Findley intact going into Stoller. I would like to offer following additional arguments in support of this which I 
hope all committee members take into account before forming their opinion and making a decision:1. Map A and all its variations do not solve 
over crowding in Stoller in the long run considering two growing communities are assigned to Stoller (Sato and Springville).2. Map C.1 doesn't 
split Findley unnecessarily like other Map C variations. Not splitting elementary schools wherever possible has been expressed as a strong desire 
by most parents and committee members across the school district. This is very important taking into account child psychology and the 
undesirable impact splitting an elementary school when feeding to middle school would have on friends who are currently going to same 
elementary school.3. This approach of keeping Findley and JW intact in Stoller will also help in ensuring most Summa students will have an 
opportunity to continue in their neighborhood school. Since these neighborhoods have a concentration of Summa students, it will also save 
resources for transportation and ensure that money saved can be used for other beneficial programs.4. The narrative propagated by some 
Springville parents that their commute time to Five Oaks will be 40&#43; minutes has been debunked by the data provided by transportation 
department. The commute from Springville to Five Oaks has been shown to be very reasonable and close to average by transportation 
department's data.5. There is not much change in diversity if Findley goes to Stoller or to Timberland. However there is a very significant 
improvement in diversity at Five Oaks if Springville goes to Five Oaks. Taking into account the future growth of Springville, it is expected that this 
will result in significant improvement of academic standards at Five Oaks over time.6. The choice in front of the committee is between busing to 
Timberland about ~250 kids that can walk to Stoller vs. adding ~5 mins to Springville kids who already have to take a bus. Its better to reduce the 
burden on the transportation department in terms of resources needed and use tax dollars wisely.7. Findley&#43;Sato&#43;JW in Stoller 
provides stable enrollment over the long run. Growth in Sato is compensated by reduction in Findley over the long run.8. JW&#43;Findley are 
close knit community. Hence they should be together at Stoller to keep friendships intact.9. There is a natural desire for communities close to 
Stoller like Findley and JW to goto to Stoller due to proximity and walkability. It also makes sense from cost of transportation, environment and 
commute time. 10. The main reason that Springville parents desire to continue in Stoller is the academic standard of Stoller. So the committee 
should focus on what can be done to improve the standards of schools like Five Oaks. In other words rather than busing students from 
community like Findley away from neighborhood schools, the focus should be on strategies to improve the standards and ratings of schools like 
Five Oaks.

02/18/2020 M-A Walker walker_m29@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

BSD boundary committee members, in my previous comment I meant Five Oaks, not Rock Creek. Please consider the economic 
ramifications of sending our community to Five Oaks. There is already fear and nervousness of homes losing equity. Its really unfair 
to Springville families to lose value of their investment. Please keep Springville in Stoller.

02/18/2020 Douglas Yap dougyap1377@gmail.com

Please tell me if this isn't BAD OPTICS. Bsd built the 61 million dollar Timberland facility to relieve Stoller overcrowding with a 
bond measure. The result is that Springville kids gets EXCLUDED from Stoller and end up five miles away at Five Oaks. Meanwhile 
Timberland remains underutilized because some special interest groups don't want to send Stoller SUMMA kids to anywhere due 
to &#34;walkability&#34;. According to the transportation department, that saves bsd only 300,000. That's a far cry from the 61 
million of initial investment that is not fully used. #BADOPTICS

02/18/2020 Jay jeys24@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear AC Members,Please consider the data for driving a recommendation to the BSD and Board members. Contacting committee 
members directly and influencing them, sway the committee members by bringing huge numbers, T-Shirts, Banners, using Fake ID 
to post comments, Media and making noise during the discussion should not be encouraged by the committee chair.  The 
committee may sway away from data, logistics in making their decision. Please see past the rhetoric and pay attention to facts and 
data. SUMMA is a program made Stoller a great school, do not move SUMMA to another school to make room for a rapidly 
growing community. Even SUMMA makes room for them, it will be overcrowded in few years and we all going to go through this 
painful process again.  Also think if SUMMA kids decide to stay with in proximity and friends, and decide to drop from SUMMA, this 
will make the numbers worst.  Please do not treat SUMMA kids as option for bringing SVP, they are Jewels of the BSD. SPV, RC and 
Bethany will make FO another great Middle school.

02/18/2020 Douglas Yap dougyap1377@gmail.com

Please tell me if this isn't ironic. BSD built a 64 million dollar Timberland facility to relieve middle school congestion. The result : 
Springville kids get kicked out of their closest middle school, Stoller, and Timberland remains underutilized. Meanwhile, the kids 
closest to Timberland still ends up in Stoller.If this happens, I will extremely regret voting for that bond measure. Guess what my 
vote will be next time BSD brings bonds in the table? Please keep Springville united in STOLLER.Make STOLLER in Springville 
again.#BADOPTICS

02/18/2020 Paul Alappat paul.alappat@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem

During the last committee meeting one of the committee members had suggested redrawing the Jacob Wismer ES boundary.  The 
entire area in question from JW and Findley is already part of the walking zone to Stoller so just swapping out one walking zone for 
another walking zone doesn't really solve anything.This middle school boundary adjustment process is already complicated enough 
and there is no need to add changing elementary school boundaries as part of this process.  This doesn't solve anything and just 
makes things more complicated, especially in figuring out how to handle legacy kids/siblings/etc.  I recommend the committee not 
consider any kind of change to the Jacob Wismer ES boundary.
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02/18/2020 Eve every999@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

In the last meeting, the committee asked for a new map and analysis where all of Findley is in timberland along with all of 
SUMMA north of 26 at timberland. I urge BSD to also compile the transportation statistics for this map in addition to the capacity 
maps. While SUMMA may be an options program, about 25% of JW and Findley participate in this program. This is means, if 
SUMMA is only in Timberland, there will be the cost of bussing even more students from JW to Timberland. Mr. Craig Beaver 
already told us all it was a bad idea to bus all of walking Findley to Timberland. Now, this add further to that cost. Please consider 
all this when you make a decision. Walkability is important for the budget, for the tax payer, for BSD, for the community and the 
environment. It is also the fundamental tenet of the design of our school system that puts schools in the neighborhoods. That is 
why it is in the BSD's Policy JC factors. I urge the committee to not discard the very foundation of our school system. Please give 
walkability the priority it deserves.

02/18/2020 Doug Yap dougyap1377@gmail.com

Please tell me if this isn't ironic. BSD built a 64 million dollar Timberland facility to relieve middle school congestion. The result : 
Springville kids get kicked out of their closest middle school, Stoller, and Timberland remains underutilized. Meanwhile, the kids 
closest to Timberland still ends up in Stoller.If this happens, I will extremely regret voting for that bond measure. Guess what my 
vote will be next time BSD brings bonds in the table?Please keep Springville united in STOLLER.Make Springville  in STOLLER 
Again.#BADOPTICS

02/18/2020 Ravi Hoskote hkravi4u@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

As we look at more and more options, it all comes down to one thing. Moving Findley elementary out os Stoller is very 
shortsighted. It will not help anyone knowing how much North Bethany is growing. Keep Findley together and move SPV to either 
FO MS or a new MS in the North Bethany area. BSD already spent a lot of our money on K-8 which turned out to be a disastrous 
decision. Hopefully you wont end up making another one with the MS boundary.

02/18/2020 Jonny Jonnykim@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS
Findley has stable growth and lot of volunteering hours put by lot of findley parents at Stoller. Findley can easily fit in Stoller along 
with Sato and JW. Having Springville and sato in Stoller is not a viable solution in long term.

02/18/2020 Paul Alappat paul.alappat@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem

If you look at BSD growth projections overall, it is clear that the Southern part of BSD is seeing declining attendance at almost all 
elementary schools (Aloha Huber, Barnes, Beaver Acres, Chehalem, Cooper Mountain, etc) while the Northern part of BSD is 
growing (Springville, Sato).Eventually, those schools in the south will become underutilized while the schools in the north remain 
overcrowded.  It is inevitable that students from the north will eventually need to be bussed South to make use of the facilities 
there.  This is the future as indicated by the data.As part of this boundary adjustment process, the committee has an opportunity to 
see the big picture and create boundaries that will create long term stability for our facility utilization.  Trying to continue to keep 
all Northern schools in the north might work for 2021 but it will quickly result in overcrowding in the North again.  While the 
committee only needs to focus on 2021 numbers, they also need to create a plan that will work long term.  From the last meeting, 
it seemed like very few committee members are looking at the long term impacts of the boundaries.

02/18/2020 Lucy k Kim4u@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS

committee has a choice between busing to Timberland about ~250 kids that can walk to Stoller vs. adding ~5 mins to Springville 
kids who already have to take a bus. Its better to reduce the burden on the transportation department in terms of resources needed 
and use tax dollars wisely.

02/18/2020 Elizabeth Su ywelizasu@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

In my opinion the district and the committee should work on keeping the north community while preserving the diversity and create 
an equitable learning environment across the district for all of our middle schools. There shouldn[?]t be any north island. I hope 
eventually there[?]s going to be another middle school built to accommodate the growth. Rock Creek elementary should not be only 
northern school shifted to Five Oaks. It should be possible to evaluate a solution to place Rock Creek, Bethany and Westview-
feeding Oak Hills at one Middle School. While the transportation times and costs are being considered for all schools in the district, 
I believe Rock Creek deserves a fair treatment. Kicking Rock Creek our of Stoller is not reasonable for there[?]s not much difference 
for transportation and it brings diversity to the school. Therefore, please don[?]t ignore the benefits of the students at a small 
school with less voice.

02/18/2020 KS kandappamom@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

In the last meeting the committee asked for a new map that moves all of Findley to Timberland. This is map 8 which BSD clearly 
explained was a bad idea since it increases the budget beyond what they can handle. In the meeting on Jan30 (the meeting prior to 
the one on Feb13) a decision was made where most of the committee voted for Map C as their first choice. While everyone agreed 
Map C had too many splits, that is the best starting point from which the splits can be minimized and walkability is maintained. 
There have been many options for Map C which have potential. We are also at a point where we need to develop consensus and 
minimize the options. Instead, I am appalled that the committee threw walkability out of the window after converging on it and 
started over. We have repeatedly heard how important walkability is. Please don't let the community and BSD down by voting 
against walkability. Let us use the remaining time to optimize Map C - there are many good options. Consensus cannot be obtained 
by throwing out all past voting in favor of walkability.

02/18/2020 Wai waiyinleong@hotmail.com Findley Elem Our family supports Map C.1 and we do not want Findley to split.
02/18/2020 Wai waiyinleong@hotmail.com Findley Elem We do not want Findley to split and we want Findley stay together
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02/18/2020 Shawli Shawli22@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
Just sharing  my personal experience. I am a Springville parent. In Fall It took me 20 mins to attend 9:00 am class at PCC RockCreek. 
I used to be there MTWTh. 20 mins from Springville to PCC RockCreek campus was the average commute time.

02/18/2020 Jay jeys24@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear AC Members,Please make your decision based on Facts and Reasoning, not by Volume of comments, and noise. REASONING 
WINS over Volume. This should be passed on to our kids, please BSD be a leader advocating REASONING.ThanksJay

02/18/2020 Anabella castrege anabellacastrege@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset
Please don[?]t split up Findley! Doing so is not putting the children[?]s best interest first, dividing them before such a big transition 
to middle school would be quite cruel. All Findley to Stoller.

02/18/2020 Shawli Shawli22@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

The week transportation data was collected was not exactly the best week. PCC students had midterm and many of them have take 
home exam. Also enrollment does dip around midterm. Other than that Fall have max enrollment at PCC. So data for winter term 
in the 5th and 6th week is not the perfect showcase.Transportation will face challenge if they think Springville to Five Oaks 
commute can be done in 20-22 mins everyday.

02/18/2020 Raquel Bookout raquelitaejf@aol.com Terra Linda Elem

I am confused; For a student who lives on Saltzman, it is about .8 miles to Timberland School. However if they go to Meadow Park 
it about 1.6 miles distance. Per Map A, the student who lives on Saltzman would go to Meadow ParkI thought that 'Neighborhood 
proximity and accessibility' was part of the decision. &#34;Feeder patterns from elementary, middle to high school&#34; was also 
part of the decision, but Map A also makes Meadow Park split up into different High Schools. This has many negative effects on 
youth in that important time in their life.  Why is Map A even an option???? Does Terra Linda community not matter?

02/18/2020 Rajeshwari Patil rajeshwari_patil@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset
Map C 2.0 1. Summa and non Summa JW kids remain at Stoller 2. Stoller Is not overcrowded 3. JW kids still able to walk to middle 
school which keeps  transportation costs lower JW ES feeds to Stoller MS

02/18/2020 Gayathri Chitlur gayabhushan@yahoo.com Stoller MS

Hello BSDAs a Stoller parent for 2 kids I want to stress the importance of solving the overcrowding issue in the near and long term 
to provide the best education and experience for our students - there are multiple options and maps  being considered - our request 
is to make sensible decisions that will look at options via a way to solve the issue vs fall into the politics and pressure from a few 
loud voices... having two growing schools SPV and Sato Feed into Stoller will NOT solve overcrowding and will bring us to the 
discussion table repeatedly.. this option also makes almost everyone currently in Stoller including SUMMA students  to be booted 
out - these students are all walking to school today and adding transportation overhead to these are not acceptable and also not a 
sensible option Both in terms of costs and adding more traffic as transportation time.. while SPV students Commute time is 
marginally increased by moving SPV to five oaks this option will  likely not be a major disruption like the other one. Counting on BSD 
to make the right decision considering the above points.

02/18/2020 Bhushan nchitlur@yahoo.com Stoller MS

Hello BSDAs a Stoller parent for 2 kids I want to stress the importance of solving the overcrowding issue in the near and long term 
to provide the best education and experience for our students - there are multiple options and maps  being considered - our request 
is to make sensible decisions that will look at options via a way to solve the issue vs fall into the politics and pressure from a few 
loud voices... having two growing schools SPV and Sato Feed into Stoller will NOT solve overcrowding and will bring us to the 
discussion table repeatedly.. this option also makes almost everyone currently in Stoller including SUMMA students  to be booted 
out - these students are all walking to school today and adding transportation overhead to these are not acceptable and also not a 
sensible option Both in terms of costs and adding more traffic as transportation time.. while SPV students Commute time is 
marginally increased by moving SPV to five oaks this option will  likely not be a major disruption like the other one. Counting on BSD 
to make the right decision considering the above points.

02/18/2020 Geeta Geeta030@gmail.com Findley Elem

We vote for map C 2.1 as it does not split the Findley elementary school  (a concern to not split elementary schools raised by 
parents from across the district) and also this map addresses the Stoller over crowding cause and address the walkability to 
schoolsThank youGeeta
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02/18/2020 Sujatha Sridaran sujatha.sridaran@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear BSD committee,I thank you all sincerely for undertaking this daunting effort at adjusting the middle school boundaries and 
ensuring all parents/kids/stakeholders are satisfied with your decision.As you embark on this task, I would like you to consider my 
point of view - this pertains primarily to Findley elementary as my kids are in 1st and 4th grade and I have a vested interest in this 
neighborhood.1) I would sincerely urge BSD to not split any elementary (not just Findley, I have seen several maps with multiple 
different school splits). I strongly believe that kids make strong bonds of friendship in late elementary and early middle. This 
friendship lasts well into the future and are essential for the growth of a confident individual. In fact, my closest buddy is still my 
elementary/middle school friend, though we are miles apart by distance now.2) Walkability is another important factor. I would 
hate for kids who can see a middle school from their house, be bussed to another middle school a few miles away. We would incur 
so  much cost with transportation that could be well spent else where like on the kids education/teachers etc.The only way above 
both factors can be satisfied for all of Findley is if it is fed to Stoller. If it so happens that all of Findley cannot be fed into Stoller, I 
strongly urge to feed the entire Findley to Timberland. Please do not split the school. The latter option does not make sense 
economically though. In any case, please make sure Summa kids feed into the same school the rest of their school feeds into. 
Please don't split these kids by themselves into an entirely different school.I would again reiterate the point I have been 
highlighting in every one of my comments - Both Springville and Sato are growing communities. Only path forward on the long 
term is to have a Middle School for that area built in that community. With unprecedented growth in these regions, it is not 
sustainable to feed into Stoller. If not in 2021, by 2023 we will be back discussing the same issues again. We need to address the 
elephant in the room and talk about building a new Middle School in Springville/Sato community.Again I thank you for your hard 
work, and trust that you will decide on the best option for every child in BSD.

02/18/2020 Mamta &amp; Ravi Sahita msahita@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

#SUMMA-ProgramNotOption - SUMMA is not an option - it is a program offered to meet the need for a sub-set of children at a 
school - like any other need based program - English as a Second Language (ESL), Dual Language, etc. SUMMA needs to be offered 
at any school where there is a sufficient need based on the composition of the students. 47% of the currently enrolled children in 
the SUMMA program live within walking boundaries of Stoller - (64% on Map C 2.0). The &#34;NEED&#34; for the SUMMA 
program to be continued to be offered at Stoller is a given and non-negotiable. The possibility of even considering not offering the 
SUMMA program should not be entertained. If this is on the table then the possibility of removing the dual language program at 
the schools that they are offered should also be entertained. Please apply rules and expectations across the board to all schools and 
program. Please do not discriminate against a sub-set of children that need our support! SUMMA children are already put through 
plenty of emotional hardship by being called &#34;geeks&#34; and &#34;nerds&#34;. They need their support system of friends 
that they grew up with in elementary school to feel included and not pushed out of their own neighborhood school! Please continue 
to keep SUMMA at Stoller.

02/18/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

PROXIMITY MATTERS FOR MY KIDS TOO:  We live 5.0 miles away from Five Oaks.  Why is it okay to take my kids out of their 
community at this distance for middle school when no one else[?]s community is being asked do the same?  My kids are just as 
important.

02/18/2020 Preeju Philip preejususan@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

If all of Springville feeds into Stoller, data sats we can have BETTER economic diversity and FRL ratio than today at Stoller, all of 
this WITHOUT MAKING SPRINGVILLE an ISLANDIf you cherry pick areas as in C2.0, SPRINGVILLE BECOMES AN ISLAND with 
residential areas in Springville feeding into Five Oaks NOT CONTIGUOUS with other areas feeding into FO. That is absolutely 
insane. On the WEST, it is acers of PCC College and farmlandPlease do not make Springville kids isolated and strangers in their own 
community of NORTH BETHANY
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02/18/2020 Karen karenlynnroberts@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

I[?]ve heard quite a bit from Oak Hills and Rock Creek during this boundary adjustment process and I must commend the vast 
majority of them who have been logical and more than reasonable in their requests. Both Rock Creek and Oak Hills West have 
requested to feed to a middle school with a neighboring community (a completely reasonable request). Oak Hills has requested 
that their Westview feeding students feed a middle school with other Westview bound students and their Sunset students feed a 
middle school with other Sunset bound students. Considering that Oak Hills is already a small school of just over 250 students (and 
declining) that is then split between two high schools, it makes complete sense for them to wish to attend middle schools where 
they will gain peers that will feed to high school with them. The best solution for meeting these very reasonable requests would be 
for Rock Creek, Bethany, and Oak Hills West (all Westview feeders) to attend Five Oaks together. Both Rock Creek and Oak Hills 
West share significant borders with Bethany. All three schools are also just north of highway 26 making them the most proximal 
candidates for attending Five Oaks. In addition, these 3 schools together at Five Oaks would create a DRAMATIC IMPROVEMENT in 
the balance of diversity at Five Oaks! The most logical and reasonable solution on the east side would be to have Oak Hills East and 
Terra Linda (both Sunset feeding schools) feed Meadow Park along with Summa and Rachel Carson. Like at Five Oaks, this would 
create a significant improvement in diversity at Meadow Park. Another option might be to consider feeding the Terra Linda area 
east of Saltzman and/or north of Burton to Timberland. Either way, Terra Linda[?]s farthest point from Meadow Park is over a mile 
CLOSER to Meadow Park than the majority of Springville families are to Five Oaks making Meadow Park a more reasonable option 
for Terra Linda than Five Oaks is for Springville. And while I don[?]t recommend prioritizing transportation[?]s preferences just 
because it[?]s what[?]s easier for them, Terra Linda to Meadow Park is a north to south commute which transportation has 
indicated they prefer. Please consider ensuring a better feeder environment from middle to high school for Oak Hills. Unlike Jacob 
Wismer, Oak Hills has very few students feeding Sunset thus requiring the presence of another Sunset feeding school to give them 
critical mass heading into high school. Please also ensure that Rock Creek is provided the one and only thing they have asked for: 
that the only school with which they share any kind of meaningful border (Bethany) attend Five Oaks with them.

02/18/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

WE LOVE MATH, AND SUMMA NEEDS TO MOVE:  There were 86 Summa kids from Jacob Wismer in 2019.  There were 370 total 
middle schoolers from Jacob Wismer in 2019.  That is 23%.  This is not 1/3 of Jacob Wismer kids.  This is not even 1/4 of Jacob 
Wismer kids.  We should not re-map half of North Bethany for the sake of location of the Summa CHOICE of 23% of Jacob Wismer 
kids.

02/18/2020 JAYAPRAKASH SHANMUGAM JAYAPRAKASHNS@GMAIL.COM Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

DO NOT SPLIT JW KIDS IN SEVERAL WAYS - RECOMMEND MAP C 2.0JW is already split in two ways when they go to high school - 
some kids to Westview and others to Sunset.  If you move the SUMMA away from Stoller, the split happens even at the middle 
school level - SUMMA kids will go to Timberland the rest stay in Stoller.  Why is this school penalized for being in the close 
proximity to Stoller? Why is BSD preventing these kids to build friendship from elementary to middle through high school?  Please 
stop splitting schools any further and maintain better feeder pattern.

02/18/2020 Luke Chang lchang256@yahoo.com

Hi Committee Members and BSD Staff:While reviewing the trial bus data from Springville to Five Oaks, I noticed there were 
numerous instances where the trial bus was not following all traffic rules and driving dangerously through our neighborhood.  For 
example, we noticed numerous instances in every route where a bus blew through stop signs.  We noticed numerous instances 
where buses were speeding on 185th.  This is not the safe thing to do and is totally unacceptable.  I have contacted Washington 
County Sheriff's office and reported the problem.  I have also contacted BSD transportation department and raised the issue.  I hope 
committee takes this seriously as safety of our kids and neighborhood is the most important thing.  I request committee review this 
and next time do a trial run with more supervision, including police officers present to make sure runs are safe and all traffic laws 
are followed.Thank you.

02/18/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

OPTIONS SCHOOLS:  In terms of options programs, how confident are we that we are accurately counting the number of students 
who choose ISB, ACMA, HS2, and Rachel Carson?  5th graders looking at options may decide to apply for an option or not depending 
on which middle school they are slated to attend . As boundaries change, won[?]t these numbers change?  Are we relying on old 
number based on previous feeder patterns?  (For example, a student from Bonny Slope who is zoned for Cedar Park may choose to 
apply for ISB instead.  We have data on how many Bonny Slope 5th grade students choose middle school options programs offsite.  
When their boundary changes to Timberland, would the same number still apply to ISB?)

02/18/2020 Madhavi Lukalapu madhoo75@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
FIGURE OUT SUMMA LAST:  Neighborhood schools need to take priority over options programs.  Once we have a set of reasonable 
feeders for neighborhood schools, options programs should go where they fit.
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02/18/2020 Na-Yung Yu nayungyu@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

One of the reason that we need to have the middle school boundary adjustment is because Stoller is too crowded. If we choose 
map A, Stoller capacity will reduce to 83% by 2021 and &#34;possibly&#34; reach 108% in 2025. If we choose map C, Stoller will 
still be occupied 100% and it &#34;possibly&#34; increase to 106%.Do we want to make Stoller 100% by 2021? No. We want to 
reduce the number of students in Stoller. Let's face that both map &#34;can&#34; make stoller overcrowded at 2025. Then don't 
we need to base our decision on the &#34;actual number&#34; of students in 2021? Map A makes the actual number of students 
fill 83% of Stoller while preserving the north bethany community together. Move Summa program to other middle schools that 
have room please. Let the majority of students in north bethany keep their school. Thank you.

02/18/2020 Preeju Philip preejususan@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

These are our few points from Springville.....1. Neighborhood schools over options program.... please move SUMMA to a school 
with Space and hope the program is Stronger with it placed centrally.      2. Please keep us with our community..... this is an ASK 
from all schools to just help kids to stay with their community...We have activities , clubs and afterschool mostly with kids from 
Sato as they really are our closest neighbors. Because on the otherside it is PCC COLLEGE AND FARMLANDS.....3. Proximity is 
important.... for North Bethany, Stoller is the ONLY school in proximity. Please be equitable and JUST BECAUSE MY KIDS ARE ON 
THE BUS DOESNT MEAN THAT THEY SHOULD BE MADE TO TRAVEL FURTHEST IN BSD TO A HOME MIDDLE SCHOOL.... Please set up 
all kids for success. Thank you Committee for all your work

02/18/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

GROWTH IS NOT A BAD THING:  Growth benefits the district, and the option to use a couple of portables here and there while 
enrollment fluctuates, in order to keep community ties until things re-balance, is really not the end of the world.  Seven portables 
at one school is a bit much.  One or two portables for elective programming is fine.  We need to continue encouraging growth in 
our schools, as it is student numbers that result in funding.

02/18/2020 Apuroopa Yerramilli apurupa.pec@gmail.com Springville K-8
FILL TIMBERLAND:  Any map going forward needs to have Timberland filled to a reasonable capacity- preferably close to 100%. 
FINDLEY, FIVE OAKS, TERRA LINDA AND BONNY SLOPE can fill timberland school.

02/18/2020 Anna Annabr@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD Our family previously lived in the JW school district.  Many children can walk to school.  It's not in the school bus but 
parents prefer them to school bus.  They can apply at the school.  It is better for children to walk one stop to get on the school bus.  
Since they find it convenient to take the school bus, some areas of JW are closer to Fiveoaks.  Transportation is more convenient.  
Summa is optional.  It can go anywhere with space.  Summa also has student mental health problems in a school for a long time.  
For most children in general education.  It is recommended to move Summa to where it is needed more.  It is the school district's 
policy to control 2021.  As for the changes in all school districts (including JW) in 2025, not JW can estimate and guess.  Please set 
reasonable and fair goals for 2021.  SpringVille is part of North Bethany.  Please do not split it.  Earnings in the Springvile area are 
lower than JW and Findley.  Springvilke is diverse.  Springvile children need BSD attention and care even more.  Ask BSD to make a 
fair judgment and decision.  The children on behalf of Springvile thank you for your justice.

02/18/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

DON'T GERRYMANDER OUR COMMUNITIES:  Map C 2.0 has the weirdest Meadow Park boundary I have ever seen.  It's like a giant 
X-shaped vortex.  Please don't try to tell us this represents any sort of natural community.  Don't create strange boundary lines in 
one place just to make something fit somewhere else.

02/18/2020 Kaan Oguz kaanoguzz@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

hi committee members,As Rock Creek parents, we feel like our kids are not treated equally compared to the kids from larger 
schools. we would like our kids to stay with their friends from our neighbors (west bethany area). we reject any proposal (Map A) 
which sends Rock Creek ES to Five Oaks alone. Please treat Rock Creek equally. we are really concerned about our kids. we support 
Map C versions. Thank you for your supportKaan Oguz

02/18/2020 Currie Reese creese76er@hotmail.com Bonny Slope Elem Springville K-8

TERRA LINDA belongs at Timberland and needs to transition from Cedar Park with Cedar Mill and Bonny Slope. These 3 schools 
comprise the Cedar Mill community and are the closest in proximity. Tearing Terra Linda from the schools that go onto Sunset and 
displacing them at Meadow Park is ridiculous!!! TL is small, this is incredibly damaging for our children. Most of our school resides 
within walking distance to Timberland.Traffic at Cornell, Murray, HWY 26 is very dangerous and congested, transporting children 
out of their community and away from the 2 schools that they attend CPMS with now doesn't make any sense and completely 
undermines the JC Policy. Our community is little, growth is minimal and the long term effects are detrimental.I am appalled at the 
behavior of some of the other meeting attendees and hope that their actions are being noted as disruptive, arrogant and incredibly 
distracting to everyone in attendance.The exponential growth in the NW quadrant of the BSD is pushing students out of their 
neighborhood schools.  Stoller cannot support the # of students in 2021 or 2025 if Springville remains at Stoller. SUMMA needs a 
Westview feeder, most of these children live within walking distance of Stoller. Displacing students district wide to appease the 
small population who knowingly reside in an area with an influx of growth seems counterintuitive. I looked at homes there, I didn't 
like the uncertainty of infrastructure.My oldest son will be a FRESHMAN by the time Timberland is opened and used for the purpose 
it was intended. Now, my youngest is being bamboozled and potentially shipped to Meadow Park? DO NOT request any money in 
the form of bonds or levies, you have lost my trust and now you're removing my neighborhood from the middle school in it's own 
backyard.
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02/18/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
PROXIMITY MATTERS FOR SPRINGVILLE TOO: There are 86 Jacob Wismer students in the optional Summa program.  Their choice 
to walk to school or attend an offsite option should not affect the school proximity of 424 students from Springville.

02/18/2020 Thomson Thomson07@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD&#xff0c;Map C is unreasonable because it divides too many schools.  This is all that parents don't want to see.  Some also 
support.  What makes you push Map C so much?  Because you live near the school, can you walk?  Can I walk to Summa again?  Is 
there a new school?  Schools within 4miles?  Poor Springville has nothing.  Child diversity.  The lowest income.  They can be sent to 
nearly 5miles of high-speed intersections, commercial areas, and high-frequency accidents.  The two roads from Springville to five 
oaks must cross nearby middle schools, high schools, and several elementary schools!  Springville's children are not demanding.  I 
just want to take the school bus to the nearby middle school.  Please do not deprive children of their only wish.  I believe the BSD 
committee can treat Springvile children fairly and fairly.  Thank you.

02/18/2020 Jagan K jmkreddy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee members,Thanks for the good work you are working on. I am SPV parent and I really want to stress that moving 
SPV to Five oaks is not an ideal solution due the major issue with distance. When you think of walk-ability for some folks, I am not 
sure how we can compensate with sending ~500 kids from north bethany to Five oaks spending ~40 min in the bus. This only puts 
so much stress to the parents but also on the kids. Please consider overall good to the community and not dividing communities 
and favoring one section of people. I strongly believe the board members will act honestly and look for a solution to bigger cause.

02/18/2020 Sach hsachin@gmail.com Springville K-8

Hello AC members: 86 Jacob Wismer optional Summa program (0.9%) walk-ability kids should not be  impacting 9400 regular 
Middle school kids. Every kids should be considered equal.Regular education should be prioritized and this will improve lives of 
thousands of families. Proximity to regular kids removes daily stress on every family.

02/18/2020 Meenakshi Babu meenzmohan@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview It[?]s an humble request to help our Springville Elementary kids go to Stoller Middle School.Thank You !!!

02/18/2020 Chethan Srinivasa schethan@gmail.com Springville K-8

Dear BSD,There is a wrong assumptions in your current analysis. We heard a committee member and testimony tell there is a lot 
of homes built in Springville area. Please could you provide the basis of your assumption?The fact is there are very few new homes 
that will be built in Springville area. The growth in North Bethany, is mainly in SATO ES boundary. Please don't prioritize the empty 
lots over the kids living in the boundary currently.

02/18/2020 Ann G ann.g2613@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

It is very clear that Map C will not achieve the purpose of filling in Timberland inasmuch as numbers show the most that could be 
reached is 74%. Further, Map C shows Stoller at 100% in 2021 which is also way off the mark. Map C does not present itself as 
valid, logical and precise. Map C should not even be part of the consideration.

02/18/2020 Ramanath Ramanath.raju@gmail.coom Springville K-8
MOVE SUMMA TO TIMBERLAND:  Findley can easily help populate a strong Summa program at Timberland, along with Cedar Mill, 
Terra Linda, and Bonny Slope.

02/18/2020 Prithvi Narina prithvi.narina@gmail.com Springville K-8
PROXIMITY MATTERS FOR SPRINGVILLE TOO: There are 86 Jacob Wismer students in the optional Summa program.  Their choice 
to walk to school or attend an offsite option should not affect the school proximity of 424 students from Springville.

02/18/2020 Lien lienlee1214@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

Our kids are as important as other kids in the district. Small schools should have equal consideration as large schools. Rock Creek, 
Bethany and Westview feeding Oak Hills should stay together, and should go to Five Oaks. Eastern Oak Hills should go to 
Timberland with Terra Linda so that they can keep with Sunset feeding neighbors and to help get Timberland to capacity.

02/18/2020 Teresa Bodtker teresabodtker@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

As a Rock Creek Parent, I feel that we are being cast aside . If Rock Creek goes on its own to Five Oask, it is not acceptable - its a 
small school and we have discussed the socio- Economic status of Rock Creek at many earlier meetings.However if Rock Creek goes 
to Five Oaks with a neighbor school (Bethany and Oak Hills feed into Westview) there will be a win win for Rock Creek and Five 
Oaks.Please consider the Equity and collaboration portion of BSD'S Framework for the Rock Creek Students

02/18/2020 Tyler a403828@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem
Please listen to the small communities. Don[?]t make Rock creek an island in Five Oak. Take map C into consideration and abandon 
map A. Give our children some consideration in this process that will affect them for years.

02/18/2020 Trevor Bodtker tbodtker@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

After all the meetings in relation to this process, as a Rock Creek parent, I would prefer to have Rock Creek at Five Oaks  with 
Bethany/ Oak Hills feeds to Westview. This would preserve our Northern community and create a Westview feeding community as 
a whole. By sending us on our own, we will be isolated from our friends and neighbors. Rock Creek even though small in size is an 
integral part of the Bethany Community, as we would like to remain a part of the community.Thank you

02/18/2020 Prajakta prajtsawant@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Please do not split Springville elementary school. If SUMMA and entire Findley moves to Timberland then entire Springville, Sato 
and Jacob can attend regular middle school program in Stroller. Stroller will be at around 90% permanent capacity in 2021 and well 
under total capacity in 2025.
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02/18/2020 Douglas Yap dougyap1377@gmail.com Springville K-8

During the bus trial runs from Springville to Five oaks, several buses failed to do a complete STOP and key residential intersections.   
Why are our bus drivers ignoring traffic devices?  Shouldn't they be following traffic rules just like the rest of us?   Why are they in 
a hurry to arrive at Five Oaks? It is an empty bus anyway. Beaverton school district bus ID 862 on 02/10/2020Failed to stop at stop 
sign at intersection of NW 170TH AVE &amp; NW Shackelford Rd 8:46:58. Here is the link to the evidence for above violations at 
the time of 04:01 in the 
video:https://resources.finalsite.net/videos/t_video_mp4_480/v1581444757/beavertonk12orus/ewchblyd2hamwzqlsqzn/AM1_DAS
HCAM.mp4 Beaverton school district bus ID 810 on 02/07/2020Speeding on NW 185th Ave at 15:57:56 and15:58:41.Failed to stop 
at stop sign at intersection of NW Joss Ave &amp; NW Canton St 16:03:55; At intersection of NW 165th Ave &amp;NW Milcliff St 
16:06:24, and at intersection of NW 163th Ave &amp; NW Brugger Rd 16:08:01. Here is the link to the evidence for above violations 
at the time of 07:37, 08:22, 13:40, 16:02,17:43 in the 
video:https://resources.finalsite.net/videos/t_video_mp4_480/v1581444740/beavertonk12orus/ewgi6kar9knpchn00my7/PM1_DAS
HCAM_020720.mp4TAKEN FROM ORS 811.160:https://www.oregonlaws.org/ors/811.260(15)Stop signs. A driver approaching a 
stop sign shall stop at a clearly marked stop line, but if none, before entering the marked crosswalk on the near side of the 
intersection or, if there is no marked crosswalk, then at the point nearest the intersecting roadway where the driver has a view of 
approaching traffic on the intersecting roadway before entering it. After stopping, the driver shall yield the right of way to any 
vehicle in the intersection or approaching so closely as to constitute an immediate hazard during the time when the driver is 
moving across or within the intersection

02/18/2020 Cathy L C qazzaq123446@yahoo.com.tw Rock Creek Elem

I felt our kids are not treated equally compared with kids from larger schools last meeting. We want our kids to say with their 
friends in familiar communities. Keep west Bethany area together. We oppose any Map A proposals that sends Rock creek to Five 
Oaks alone. Please, please, please, treat Rock Creek fairly and consider Map Cs. Appreciate! We really care about our kids.

02/18/2020 Sameer Ruiwale sameer_ruiwale@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

$35 Million was the  BSD budget shortfall in 2019 --  $300K is the savings on bussing costs with Map-C !!!   I strongly urge the 
committee to use Map-C as a baseline for boundary decisions. This isn't just about walkability (which should be paramount) -- but 
also about saving money by not needing to bus kids unnecessarily. More than 50% of Findley students are in this category. Also 
recommend that Findley elementary not be split and kept completely in Stoller MS.  It has been clear from the data that 
SPV&#43;Sato together in Stoller will not be a long term sustainable solution. Also -- the committee needs to review the BSD 
transportation times for SPV to Five-Oaks -- these are not unreasonable and within the district averages -- the committee should 
focus on the data and not on the false perceptions being pushed on the commute times. Saving money on transportation costs 
helps ALL students - not just walkable ones. Please consider moving Meadow Park Summa to Timberland Oak-Hills (or sunset 
portion of Oak-Hills) into Timberland. This creates a good Sunset feeder for Timblerland (along with Terra Linda) and still maintains 
a reasonable Sunset feeder at Stoller for JW &#43; Findley students.ThanksSameer

02/18/2020 Liqiong Wei zchen8@yahoo.com

We live in a walking distance to Stoller (just cross the laidlaw). Our neighborhood has been in the Stoller community for many 
years.  We fully support Map C which has walking findley and Summa in Stoller. MapC follows the board policy which meets the 
neighborhood proximity and accessibility. It can reduce the traffic and save the transportation cost from BSD.

02/18/2020 Anil anilb2906@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8
Hi BSD teamMap C 2.0 solves all the problems and suffice the occupancy numbers. Please support Map C 2.0. If required split north 
RC across west union. Thanks,

02/18/2020 Sandeep Kumar sandysrivastava@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS HAS SERIOUS ISSUES - COSTWhen Transport Analysis of different was presented in January 30th 
Meeting, it was told emphatically that &#34;WALKABILITY MAP&#34; (Original Map C) reduces the Costs by $200K from current 
costs. But the Cost Calculation seems to take Average COST Per Student? So if one Student rides 2 Miles on Bus and another 
Student rides 5 Miles on Bus, cost for both are taken as same. The Cost for Each Middle School is simply multiplication of No. of 
Student Riding Bus with this Average Cost ($455.xx for Map C) per StudentsHow is this Fair? This analysis doesn't capture the 
Impact of Long Commute and treat Commute of any Miles on BUS of same COST. Kids are not $$$

02/18/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
KIDS OVER MONEY:  It's great to save the district money when we can.  We should not prioritize money savings over kids' 
educations and quality of life.  Do not gerrymander the district to save a few dollars and tear communities apart in the process.

02/18/2020 Naveen Kasam Naveen.kasam@gmail.com Springville K-8
PROXIMITY IS IMPORTANT FOR SPRINGVILLE KIDS TOOStoller is the only proximity school for Springville kids. It would be VERY 
UNFAIR if SUMMA will get prioritized over regular middle school program

02/18/2020 S Srib467@gmail.com Springville K-8

Springville ES is the furthest from Five Oaks at a distance of 4.3 miles than any other ES in the area. Our current home Middle 
School Stoller is only 2.2 miles away. Please do not make us commute double the distance that takes 2.5 times more time along 
roads notorious for CRASHES and traffic. Safety of our kids is important.
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02/18/2020 Tarek Massoud tarek.massoud@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

Small schools deserve equal consideration to large schools. Our kids are important—equally important—to every other kid in the 
district.Small schools have communities, too! Just because we can[?]t shout as loudly doesn[?]t mean we don[?]t deserve a voice. 
Remember, we at Rock Creek are feeling that we being treated unfairly.Rock Creek, Bethany and Westview feeding Oak Hills 
should stay together, and should go to Five Oaks.Moving Rock Creek alone to five oaks is an acceptable solution to a problem we 
did not create. Isolating us from our neighboring communities should not be the way to go, our kids deserve to be treated fairly and 
kept with their friends and neighbors not transplanted in a new school. Please keep communities together.

02/18/2020 Vani bandekodige@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset Please consider the walkability  distance to Stoller. It would save the cost and walking definitely helps kids as well.

02/18/2020 MadhuR mrangar@yahoo.com Springville K-8

KEEP COMMUNITIES TOGETHER:When coming up with the final maps, please make sure we don't have any highly gerrymandered 
maps that split communities apart. We will take 2 extra kids per classroom instead of being gerrymandered arbitrarily to meet 
some 2025 projection that may not even pan out. I would rather prioritize real kids that are in the neighborhood now rather than 
empty lots that COULD fill up in the future.

02/18/2020 Naveen Kasam Naveen.kasam@gmail.com
PLEASE DON'T GERRYMANDER OUR COMMUNITIESDear AC, Please say no to community splits created to just increase the 
diversity and free lunch program  numbers at Stoller. Please choose maps that provide equitable commute to all kids in BSD.

02/18/2020 Arivind arvind3462@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset We live right across the street from Stoller. It is not fair for us to move a new school.Please consider walkability distance .
02/18/2020 Douglas Yap dougyap1377@gmail.com Springville K-8 Please don't gerrymander Springville out of Stoller.

02/18/2020 C Shah cashah74@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Committee Members, task at hand is difficult. You all would need to agree on clear priority. And if there is single important factor 
to consider it is - students ability to grow in an environment where they are surrounded by their friends and neighbor from ES to MS 
to HS. It is committee's responsibility to not make JW students victim just because they are not able to come up with better 
balanced solution OR worse, they feel their decisions are being impacted by some other stronger community power show and 
protests. I am sure following is collective and common concern from every Jacob Wismer parents. Scenario where(a) Jacob Wismer 
will be the only Sunset feeding school at Stoller (b) One in every three Jacob Wismer resident students will be bus'ed away that 
could otherwise walk to Stoller (c) Stoller will be overcrowded by 2025. All this because one community wishes for their children to 
not be on the bus for 5 extra minutes. Does this feel right to you?

02/18/2020 Anju Nadkarni anjumili@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee members,Our family supports Map C2.1 with some minor changes as needed primarily because it solves the overcrowding 
problem in Stoller and keeps all of Findley intact going into Stoller. I would like to offer following additional arguments in support of this which I 
hope all committee members take into account before forming their opinion and making a decision:1. Map A and all its variations do not solve 
over crowding in Stoller in the long run considering two growing communities are assigned to Stoller (Sato and Springville).2. Map C2.1 doesn't 
split Findley unnecessarily like other Map C variations. Not splitting elementary schools wherever possible has been expressed as a strong desire 
by most parents and committee members across the school district. This is very important taking into account child psychology and the 
undesirable impact splitting an elementary school when feeding to middle school would have on friends who are currently going to same 
elementary school.3. This approach of keeping Findley and JW intact in Stoller will also help in ensuring most Summa students will have an 
opportunity to continue in their neighborhood school. Since these neighborhoods have a concentration of Summa students, it will also save 
resources for transportation and ensure that money saved can be used for other beneficial programs.4. The narrative propagated by some 
Springville parents that their commute time to Five Oaks will be 40&#43; minutes has been debunked by the data provided by transportation 
department. The commute from Springville to Five Oaks has been shown to be very reasonable and close to average by transportation 
department's data.5. There is not much change in diversity if Findley goes to Stoller or to Timberland. However there is a very significant 
improvement in diversity at Five Oaks if Springville goes to Five Oaks. Taking into account the future growth of Springville, it is expected that this 
will result in significant improvement of academic standards at Five Oaks over time.6. The choice in front of the committee is between busing to 
Timberland about ~250 kids that can walk to Stoller vs. adding ~5 mins to Springville kids who already have to take a bus. Its better to reduce the 
burden on the transportation department in terms of resources needed and use tax dollars wisely.7. Findley&#43;Sato&#43;JW in Stoller 
provides stable enrollment over the long run. Growth in Sato is compensated by reduction in Findley over the long run.8. JW&#43;Findley are 
close knit community. Hence they should be together at Stoller to keep friendships intact.9. There is a natural desire for communities close to 
Stoller like Findley and JW to goto to Stoller due to proximity and walkability. It also makes sense from cost of transportation, environment and 
commute time.10. The main reason that Springville parents desire to continue in Stoller is the academic standard of Stoller. So the committee 
should focus on what can be done to improve the standards of schools like Five Oaks. In other words rather than busing students from 
community like Findley away from neighborhood schools, the focus should be on strategies to improve the standards and ratings of schools like 
Five Oaks.

02/18/2020 Nilesh Pande nilzpande@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

SPRINGVILLE deserves PROXIMITY TOO: Regular students should be prioritized over SUMMA students. Bussing a whole community 
to larger distances over a handful of students is not an acceptable solution. Springville SUMMA students will also need to travel 
whichever new school may have SUMMA program so why only a few schools get to pick and choose over proximity than the most 
farthest ones?
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02/18/2020 Luis lobf99@hotmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Aloha

STABLE FIVE OAKS ENROLLMENT WITH SPRINGVILLE.    A lot have been said about Stoller enrollment data and its growth when 
Springville/Sato remains in Stoller.  Look at FIVE OAKS ENROLLMENT data,  when Springville goes to Five Oaks.   Springville[?]s 
growth is absorbed by McKinley and Rock Creek decline. Otherwise, without Springville, Five Oaks sees a big decline in enrollment.  
Five Oaks enrollment is stable from 2021 to 2025 with Springville in there.   Similar than Stoller[?]s stable enrollment when 
Springville is NOT in Stoller.Please BALANCE ENROLLMENT by putting two growing ES (Sato and Springville) in two different MS.

02/18/2020 Azmy Azmy00@hotmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

After following the last few community meetings and the amended maps , I support map C.1. I feel that this is the only map that 
solves the overcrowding issues in Stoller MS for the long term. I don[?]t see any valid arguments that support the other maps 
solving the issue.

02/18/2020 Devi Devikatari@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Please do not split the feed. Also the reason for buying homes near to the school is the intention and interest to for the kids to get 
home safer and easier  in case where both parents are working. Now asking kids near the school to move farther away might not 
help in the feed. Getting away smaller chunks of students might not help the overcrowding at the Stoller middle school.

02/18/2020 Mustafa M Mustaf00@msn.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I fully support map C 2.1 to solve the issue of overcrowding at Stoller MS. This map looks the best long term for Stoller MS 
considering the issues of  neighborhood growth, keeping feeder elementary schools intact, reduced transportation costs / support 
walkability to nearby schools and maintaining diversity.

02/18/2020 Jagadevi Chikkalli jagadevi.chikkalli@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset In any school,(SpringVille &#43; Sato) &#61; Overcrowd

02/18/2020 Vignesh vkalluri@gmail.com Springville K-8

Dear Committee members, Thank you for listening voice of Springville. When coming up with the final maps, please make sure we 
don't have any gerrymandered maps that splits communities apart, keep feeder patterns apart. And regarding 2025 projection, I 
would rather prioritize real kids that are in the neighborhood now rather than empty lots that COULD fill up in the future. Don't 
gerrymander the maps to benefit builders and real estate people at the cost of kids. KEEP COMMUNITIES TOGETHER.

02/18/2020 Vignesh vkalluri@gmail.com Springville K-8

Thank you Committee for all your work, I would like to reiterate one my neighbors comment &#34;KIDS OVER MONEY:  It's great to 
save the district money when we can.  We should not prioritize money savings over kids' educations and quality of life.  Do not 
gerrymander the district to save a few dollars and tear communities apart in the process.&#34;

02/18/2020 Yagna Jyothy Vemuri yagna.vemuri@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Mr. Sparks and Committee Members,I have been following the boundary adjustment process pretty closely. I have a non-
Summa, Sunset-bound, Jacob Wismer, 5th grader that is going to be significantly affected by the outcome of this process. Seeing 
how much our family is affected by it, I can only imagine the stress you all must be feeling, advocating for the 33,000 students of 
BSD, and I wholeheartedly appreciate your time and effort invested in this endeavor.My child is part of the same OBOB (Oregon 
Battle Of Books) group of four for the past three years. The three other students on her team are eligible for SUMMA. My child is 
also part of the same FLL Robotics team of six for the past two years. The five other students on her team are eligible for SUMMA. 
My child walks home from school every day with her friends, all of her walking friends are SUMMA qualified. Her fifth grade class 
has 27 students, 12 of those students are SUMMA eligible. A very large percentage of Jacob Wismer population is SUMMA, and 
that[?]s the fact!If SUMMA moves out of Stoller, 100% of my child[?]s friends will be in a different Middle School than her. Keep in 
mind that SUMMA is not an [?]option[?] for my child, as schools like ACMA, ISB, and Rachel Carson are. She simply cannot OPT-IN 
to SUMMA, as much as she wants stay with her SUMMA friends! If SUMMA moves out of Stoller, my child will be one of the 200 (6-
8th grade) Sunset bound students at Stoller with 900 others that are Westview bound. If SUMMA moves out of Stoller, my child 
will know about 15 students from Middle School out of the 500 students in her grade, come High School years at Sunset.If SUMMA 
stays at Stoller, my child will be with all of her friends on the same campus, she would take SUMMA math classes commensurate 
with her TAG status in Math, AND at least 100 fewer BSD students (from Jacob Wismer boundary) will be on the bus to go 
elsewhere. If SUMMA stays at Stoller, my child will know twice as many students at Sunset High School as she would otherwise.I 
implore you to look at Stoller composition, not from the supposedly [?]elite[?] perspective of a SUMMA student but from the 
perspective of a non-SUMMA student whose social and emotional health will be severely impacted, should SUMMA leave Stoller. 
Thank you!#KeepJWTogether#DontSplitJWSUMMA#SUMMA@Stoller4HSFeeder #SUMMA-ProgramNotOption

02/18/2020 Tejas Rakshe tejasrakshe@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS
Stoller overcrowding has had a disastrous effect on the students' discipline and learning ability. Map C 2.0 can change that. Please 
go with Map C 2.0.
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02/18/2020 Jayita Banerjee jayitarm@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Hi,I am in favor of MapC since this is the only map where there is a viable option of solving the overcrowding problem of Stoller. 
Any other map that includes SPV and SATO in the Stoller will be just pushing the problem at max 2-3 years down the line. Please 
don't waste money and time of the community by making a temporary decision. You are counting on moving SUMMA out of Stoller, 
what if majority of SUMMA students opts out if SUMMA moves out of Stoller. How will you address the overcrowding problem 
then? Also SUMMA or not SUMMA, SPV number is too high either case. Find a permanent long term solution where SPV goes to 
Five oaks and make it another awesome MS. Please make a sensible decision instead of getting bullied by SPV's showmanship of 
heckling, fake ids, t-shirts, media etc. It is not fair to the rest of the community......please our children's future are at stake!

02/18/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

DON'T GERRYMANDER COMMUNITIES:  While it would be great to have a perfect plan for 2021 and 2025, where all schools are 
below capacity and the exact same size, this isn't going to happen without seriously harming communities.  You cannot just draw 
arbitrary lines to fill schools.  You must take into account proximity and community ties.  One school may end up with a few less 
students, and one with a few more.  One may have no portables and a few empty rooms, and one may have a few portable 
classrooms.  There should be no extremes, but we need to be reasonable and flexible with future growth and changes.  Do not 
gerrymander our communities just to get an even number of kids in buildings.

02/18/2020 Lina Gao lg72cu@yahoo.com Stoller MS Sunset
Springville is still growing, which will make Stoller over-crowded again soon. It is a waste of resources and everyone[?]s time to 
settle for this option now, knowing that the same issue will arise soon.

02/18/2020 Zhongtao Fu ztfu@yahoo.com Stoller MS Sunset

Findley is a natural feeder school for Stoller. The point of neighborhood schools is &#34;NEIGHBORHOOD&#34;.  Sending kids living 
one street away from Stoller to other middle schools is not the right solution to other schools' problems. At least it is not fair to the 
Findley neighborhoods when people living there are not WILLINGLY making the sacrifice to help other schools.

02/18/2020 Alice AliceM@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD &amp;Committee&#xff0c;In Springville:Bethany's northernmost community connected to Sato.Springville is a diverse 
community.Springville has lower revenues than JW and Findley.Before Sato was built.  Springvile is a big family.  Now Sato's 
students have all gone to Springvile.  Please don't split Springvile out.  And sent to a distance.  This journey is recommended for 
everyone.  Experience the distance from other schools to middle school.  How can I not persuade my children to travel long 
distances.  Please do not push Springvile children out of the community.  Pass through high-speed and business districts and cross 
some schools.  Areas with high frequency of traffic accidents.

02/18/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

GET STOLLER TO 90% PERMANENT CAPACITY IN 2021:  At this point in the process, we really should be debating 2 or 3 maps that 
meet the 90% objective for Stoller in 2021, and just be making edits based on community ties and balancing demographics.  We 
are still looking at tons of maps that don't meet this basic objective.  The committee decision likely needs several additional weeks 
of input, as we aren't even having a discussion on maps that meet the objective yet.

02/18/2020 Akhil Sharma sharma.akhil@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Please understand that for a small number of students going above permanent capacity, 4 or 5 year later, as reflected in some 
projections, it doesn't justify sending entire Springville school to five oaks for years. Springville is the as far from 5 oaks as a middle 
can get from its elementary schools. Please don't prioritize options program like summa over regular program and take care of 
majority first. Summa program can easily move to next nearest school, other than Stoller without much disruption. It is much 
smaller ask compared to moving Springville more than 5 miles away. And don't think about cost of running buses, but about the 
impact travel has on students when students of all other schools are having short walk or car ride in the name of walkability. Please 
help Sringville. We have no voice. Only advisory committee can help us. Thank you.

02/18/2020 Parbati Kumar Manna pkmanna@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Redistricting Committee Members,I want to appeal to you, requesting not to break up any school for the ES-MS feeding 
system.Our kids nowadays are quite different than what we were a generation ago. In those days, we didn't have internet or 
smartphones. So, when we wanted to amuse ourselves, we used to go out to hang out with our friends.Nowadays the culture has 
changed. With the ubiquity of smartphone and internet, kids of today are far more reclusive and have lot less friends than we did. 
And if you split schools, they are even going to lose their already diminished friend circle. This is extremely detrimental to their 
emotional well-being.Please do not do this to our kids. Please do not split any school. That should be the first priority while doing 
all these redistribution.Respectfully,Parbati Kumar Manna

02/18/2020 Babu Rajasekaran elsaint@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

As a Findley parent, I strongly urge to the committee not to split the Findley kids. Several studies have shown the positive effects 
that stable environments (parents/friends/neighborhood) have on the kinds. They grow up to their full potential when provided 
with it. Please don't split the kids and their friends made over six years! These friendships help form a great foundation for success 
in the middle schools and beyond. Keep the kids together!

02/18/2020 Jill Murfin jjmurfin@gmail.com Springville K-8

Thanks for your time in reading these comments. I wanted to share my support for keeping Springville at Stoller primarily for the 
proximity. Proximity is more than just walkability. The overall impact on transportation time, traffic and before/school activities for 
these kids would be significant if Springville was sent to Five Oakes. Please accept this as my support for Map A or Map C 2.2. 
Thank you.
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02/18/2020 Saranya Chandrasekar sunnychandru@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

As a Findley parent, I strongly urge to the committee not to split the Findley kids. Several studies have shown the positive effects 
that stable environments (parents/friends/neighborhood) have on the kinds. They grow up to their full potential when provided 
with it. Please don't split the kids and their friends made over six years! These friendships help form a great foundation for success 
in the middle schools and beyond. Keep the kids together!

02/18/2020 Anant and Sharada Jahagirdar anantshruti@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Hello BSD MS Committee,As Findley parent, we strongly reject splitting the FE. We support Map C 2.1 This will keep all FINDLEY in 
STOLLER which is what majority of FINDLEY parent want and also address STOLLER OVERCROWDING ISSUE.Now, coming to Stoller 
over crowding issue. no combination other than SATO, FINDLEY, JW feeding into STOLLER will solve the over crowding issue. SATO 
and SPV CANNOT feed to same middle school. Even independent study by PSU students showed the same.Map C satisfies 
everything other than splits in multiple elementary school. Please keep all Findley in Stoller un-split. Any combination with map A 
will fix STOLLER Overcrowding issue.Please consider Map C 2.1. Thanks

02/18/2020 Kara karaneighbor@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

I fear the detrimental impact on our Rock Creek students should they be ostracized to the south and sent to Five Oaks alone.  There 
are many profound scientific studies that detail the effects on adolescent mental health when kids feel excluded, socially left out or 
rejected (I have these studies available should you like to see them).  These studies show that social rejection at school is 
associated with higher levels of anxiety, depression, aggression and antisocial behavior.  If you make the choice to rip Rock Creek 
kids from their known community, send them to an already established school that will then be over capacity, without any of their 
neighboring schools/friends, you are making a deliberate decision that speaks volumes.  The Rock Creek community contains the 
highest percentage of economically challenged families currently at Stoller.  As we know, students who come from families who 
are struggling financially are already facing hardships at home that these wealthier communities don't have to face.  Multiple 
factors determine mental health outcomes. The more risk factors adolescents are exposed to, the greater the potential impact on 
their mental health.  Why make Rock Creek kids suffer more?  Rock Creek is being completely marginalized in this process by the 
adults who were tasked with serving the best interests of ALL BSD children.  Rock Creek children are already being sent to a new 
school.  We've come to terms with that.  Choosing to send them by themselves without any neighboring schools north of Hwy 26 
would be negligent and biased.  Our community will not stand for this when there are so many other viable, more equitable options 
(i.e. versions of Map C).

02/18/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear MS AC members, if the desire is to fill Timberland and other schools that are south of 26, please start with schools closest to 
the south. Taking the northernmost neighborhood, Springville, and unceremoniously throwing it out of its community to a school in 
the South makes no sense at all.

02/18/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

How do we truly know the 2025 numbers and beyond are correct? Answer: your guess is as good as mine. People come and go. 
They relocate to follow jobs. Who knows what's going to happen to the economy in 2025. Will the economy crash that cause mass 
exodus of folks out of this area? Will couples continue to expand their families? BSD is in no position to predict the economy nor 
family planning trends. These numbers are uncertain. One thing is certain. If the AC decides to split Springville then the lives of 
many kids will be changed forever. Please do not split us frim our North Bethany community. Keep us in Stoller.

02/18/2020 Anant and Sharada Jahagirdar anantshruti@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Hello BSD MS Committee,As Findley parent, we strongly reject splitting the FE. We support Map C 2.1. This will keep all FINDLEY in 
STOLLER which is what majority of FINDLEY parents want and also address STOLLER OVERCROWDING ISSUE.Now, coming to 
Stoller over crowding issue. no combination other than SATO, FINDLEY, JW feeding into STOLLER will solve the over crowding issue. 
SATO and SPV CANNOT feed to same middle school. Even independent study by PSU students showed the same.Map C satisfies 
everything other than splits in multiple elementary school. Please keep all Findley in Stoller un-split. Any combination with map A 
will fix STOLLER Overcrowding issue.Please consider Map C 2.1. Thanks
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02/18/2020 Anant and Sharada Jahagirdar anantshruti@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

One of the main objectives of the boundary adjustment process was to reduce overcrowding in Stoller. I looked through all the maps on BSD's 
website from the Feb 13 meeting. Here are the capacity numbers for Stoller in 2021 and 2025 from the A maps: Map A (all of Springville and Sato 
in Stoller): 98% and 123%; Map A2.0 (most of springville and Sato in Stoller): 113% and 133%; Map A 2.1 (Northern most part of springville and 
Sato in Stoller): 101% and 121%. This clearly shows that having even a small part of springville like north Springville in Stoller causes the 
numbers to spike up. Map A 2.1 has only a small part of springville in Stoller. However, this is the new developments in the north which is going 
to see a lot more boom in the coming years. In 2025 Stoller is already at 121% in Map A2.1. I would assume this is unacceptable to BSD and the 
community who has to send their kids to an overcrowded school with safety risks. The worst part is this number will be even higher in 2026 and 
beyond. Data clearly shows that there is no way to make the numbers work even if part of springville is in Stoller, especially if the part of 
springville is from the north.Now, let us look at what the capacity numbers are for Stoller in 2021 ans 2025 from the C maps: Map C( small south 
section of springville&#43;Sato in Stoller): 100% and 107%; Map C 2.0 (small south section of springville &#43;Sato in Stoller): 100% and 107%; 
Map C 2.1 (no springville in Stoller, Sato in stoller): 99% and 106%, Map C 2.2 (north springville &#43; Sato in Stoller): 101% and 121%.It is clear 
as day that the minute you put Springvile or just north springville in Stoller, there is no way to bring the numbers below 121% capacity for 
Stoller. I don't think BSD is going through all this exercise only to draw a map with Stoller at 121% of its capacity and growing. Only MapC2.1 has 
the least overcrowding for stoller at 106%. Map C2.1 has Findley, JW and Sato in Stoller. More important to note is that this 107% number will 
further decrease over time since JW and Findley are declining populations. This number is expected to be below 90 by 2029. This is the only 
feasible solution for this boundary change process. So please start with map C2.1 and make minor adjustments like moving oak hills to 
timberland etc. to meet the rest of the numbers. You cannot start with a map that has Stoller at 121% and then bring it down.As a Findley parent 
I strongly support not splitting Findley neighborhood. It is sad due to unavoidable circumstance which is beyond the control of parents and kids 
we are in this situation. Stoller would not have been stoller without countless volunteer hours from current demography of stoller parents. 
Having said that, given the current situation we understand that BSD may not be able to keep the entire old demography at Stoller. My request 
to BSD is to please try to avoid split as much as possible and specially with a small neighborhood school like Findley whose enrollment 
population is declining over the years(BSD school demography data is the proof) . So towards this splitting of elementary school issue, BSD 
should come up with a solution that would best address the over population of Stoller issue, keeping in mind primarily the emotional well being 
of the kids along with other issues like walkability, equity, budget as required by different stakeholders.

02/18/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Please do not prioritize any unreasonable solution just to save a few dollars in transportation costs.  Our students well-being and 
sense of community matters far more.  I'm sure we could devise many schemes to reduce busses and save money - stopping bus 
service for options programs, eliminating high school bus service, etc.  Does that mean we SHOULD though? Is any scheme to save 
extra money  worthwhile?  Of course not.  When possible, we value STUDENTS and their school experience more than 
money.STUDENTS OVER TRANSPORTATION DOLLARS:

02/18/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS
When all Springville children go to Stoller, student population will be kept at around 90% capacity by 2021 along with Jacob Wismer 
and Sato. The BSD long-term projection plan has the numbers. Keep our communities intact!

02/18/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

KEEP COMMUNITIES TOGETHER:  With Springville, Sato, and Jacob Wismer as feeders, Stoller will be around 90% permanent 
capacity and well below 100% total capacity in 2025.  We may not even need to use any portable capacity in 2025, as these are just 
rough projections (BSD projections are not known for their accuracy- as seen by last years budget crisis due to projections that were 
far higher than reality.

02/18/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear Committee members, I truly appreciate your time and hard work throughout this difficult process. I attended the meeting at 
Five Oaks last Feb 13 together with my friends from Springville and Sato. We are a close knit community here, and I am opposed to 
splitting Springville from our North Bethany neighbors (in part or whole!) This would isolate and exclude us from our North Bethany 
friends. It is not true that Springville is still growing. It is already a stable growth area with no more new developments in its 
boundary. Please keep our community intact for ALL of Springville, Sato and JW at Stoller. Move the OPTIONAL summa program 
and ALL of Findley to Timberland. This will meet the JC objective to fill the new school while keeping Stoller at 90% total capacity in 
2021. It will also be below capacity in 2025. As for 2025 numbers, please do not sacrifice communities for projections that we are 
not even sure are accurate. BSD has been wrong about projections last year, hence the budget deficit. BSD has already made a 
mistake by building the new Timberland in the wrong place, made mistakes in projections last year hence the budget shortfall and 
you are asking the whole Springville community to take the burden for these mistakes. Please do not prioritize any unreasonable 
solution just to save a few dollars in transportation costs. Our students well-being and sense of community matters far more. 
Please do the right thing and keep ALL of Springville with our North Bethany Community. NO SPV Splits. Don[?]t isolate and 
segregate us from our community. Thank you for considering these points.
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02/18/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

PROXIMITY MATTERS FOR SPRINGVILLE TOO:  Thank you to the committee for agreeing that Summa is an optional program and 
can be located at another building for students who wish to attend. This year, 262 students zoned to Stoller have chosen to attend 
offsite options such as ISB, ACMA, HS2, and Rachel Carson.  In fact, 75 students from the Stoller zone have chosen to attend ISB 
this year.  They are not demanding that ISB curriculum be present in their neighborhood school so they can walk to it for easy 
access.  No one is forcing them to attend ISB offsite.  They choose to do so.

02/18/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

If removing portables is a part of BSD[?]s plan please start from the elementary school so that it thins down the population moving 
to the middle schools. If portables are bad and unsafe for the middle schoolers, they are definitely worse for the younger 
elementary kids  PLEASE DON[?]T use removing portables conveniently as a band aid , start with elementary schools first.START AT 
THE BOTTOM

02/18/2020 Priya Arumugam priya.pinto85@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview ISB
Stoller is the only school proximity wise closest to us . While the other schools have more middle schools  in the their proximity  
Springville is left with Stoller only . Sending Springville to Five oaks in unfair .

02/18/2020 Madhavi Wmadhavi@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

DO NOT SPLIT AND GERRYMANDER NEIGHBORHOODSWe in the Springville/Sato community have ONLY ONE  neighborhood 
middle school and that is Stoller.The next nearest is almost twice the distance away. Most other Bethany area schools have 
multiple middle schools at or near equi distant.It does not make sense then that our school is the one that somehow got singled 
out to go to a far off middle school! To compensate for the loss of diversity at Stoller caused by this, boundaries are arbitrarily 
being adjusted. Please do not gerrymander just to meet some agenda. Keep neighborhoods together and preserve our communities

02/18/2020 Prasanna Ch prasanna.pilot@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and Committee members,  As a parent from sprinville community, we are NOT asking BSD to construct a new school next 
to my house so that my kid can choose an optional program (summa) and can still walk to school.we are requesting you to provide 
an opportunity for the springville kids to attend regular middle school within reasonable distance without isolating them from rest 
of the north Bethany neighborhood.I do echo committee's opinion on SUMMA is an optional program and it should be relocated to 
either Timberland/Five oaks to allow stroller to use for regular middle school. agree it might be inconvenience some kids in the 
optional program but its a choice the kids/parents can make whether to take the optional program or not.By moving SUMMA to 
timberland/Fiveoaks and moving Findley (all) to Timberland, Stoller can comfortably accommodate  JW, SATO and Springville kids 
without creating any splits/Isolation of communities.

02/18/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear AC committee members : It appears now that there is active lobbying for Timberland from other schools that have MANY 
OTHER middle schools nearby. I urge you to please stay focused on the objectives: RELIEVE Stoller, FILL Timberland. The #1 
preference for Timberland should be to first absorb Stoller students that can be absorbed and should not be about catering to the 
preference of others with many other nearby middle school options.

02/18/2020 Harni Sriram sriramharni@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8
There are 86 Jacob Wismer students in the optional Summa program.Their choice to walk to school or attend an offsite option 
should not affect the school proximity of 424 students from Springville.

02/18/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear MS AC members, With repeated testimonies every community wants not to split the schools. As a Springville parent I want 
our community be together. Please do not split Springville community. Consider sending all of Springville to Stoller along with other 
north Bethany neighbors

02/18/2020 Madhumeta Ganesg madhu.ganesh21@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

There are a small number of Jacob Wismer students in the Summa program which is a completely optional program.  Their choice 
to walk to school or attend an offsite option should not affect the school proximity of the much larger proportion of students from 
Springville.

02/18/2020 Vijay vijay.m@outlook.com Springville K-8

NEIGHBORHOOD Schools over Options Program, SUMMA.Please move the Stoller SUMMA to a school with space. This will make 
the program successful with all the resources in a central location.Please communities together, this is an ASK from all the schools 
to help kids to stay with their community. We have activities, clubs and afterschool mostly with kids from Sato. Springville is an 
Integral part of North Bethany.Also Stoller is the ONLY school in proximity. Just because my kid is on a bus, should not be a reason 
to send them father away to a different community.Thank you committe for all your work.-Vijay

02/18/2020 Zhanping Chen zch888@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

None of the current middle school maps have an impact on me since even my youngest kid is already in high school.  After further 
looking at the latest proposals, I see neither of the map As fix the capacity issue at Stoller.Map Cs are the only option to address 
the capacity issue, follow board policy to meet neighborhood proximity, and cost the least.
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02/18/2020 Richell Chiu-Yap RCHEWEY88@YAHOO.COM Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee members,I was at the meeting at Five Oaks last Feb 13. I would just like to say thank you for listening to 
Springville's concerns.When making your decisions, please keep these points in mind--UNITED COMMUNITIES--Please do not 
segregate and isolate us from our North Bethany community. ALL of Springville and Sato must remain in Stoller to avoid separating 
us from our community.REGULAR KIDS OVER SUMMA--Please move the Summa OPTIONAL program in a school where there is 
SPACE. Prioritize the 500 Springville kids over 86 Summa kids from Jacob Wismer. CHILDREN OVER EMPTY LOTS AND PROJECTIONS-
- Please focus on the 2021 data. In the past, future projections have proven to be inaccurate, (hence the 2019 budget shortfalls), so 
please prioritize kids who are currently going to school over uncertain numbers. Do not send our kids away to a school farther away, 
and cut-off from our community through UNSAFE and horrendous traffic to POTENTIALLY save 2 spots per classroom in 
2025.CHILDREN OVER TRANSPORTATION $$-- Kids well-being, health and relationships within their community are worth far more 
than any transportation cost savings. There is also the possibility that some SPV families might decide to homeschool due the 
insane commute that the kids will be subject to each day. Any cost savings will be offset by the reduced enrollment numbers.FILL 
TIMBERLAND &amp; RELIEVE STOLLER OVERCROWDING-- Please relieve the overcrowding at Stoller by moving some students 
there (ALL Summa and ALL Findley) to fill Timberland. Do not punish Springville who has no other neighborhood alternatives other 
than Stoller. Other schools have MANY Options under 4 miles. Jacob Wismer has Stoller and Five Oaks. Findley has FIVE Options 
under 4 miles--Stoller, Timberland, Five Oaks, Meadow Park and Cedar Park. Terra Linda has FOUR options under 2.5 miles-- 
Stoller, Timberland, Five Oaks and Meadow Park. Thank you for your hardwork and for considering these points.

02/18/2020 Deepak Selvanathan dselvanathan@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I would like the planning committee to take into consideration that splitting schools to feed multiple M.S. is not a healthy 
proposition for the kids as it is a big challenge for them to adjust to new school along with unknown class mates. Moreover having 
two schools with huge growth in the future feed into Stoller MS does not achieve the given mandate of reducing the Stoller 
enrollment capacity. Also asking kids from FIndley ES to move out of Stoller MS is not justified as Stoller is a neighbourhood MS 
that is within walking distance of several houses. With all these concerns, it would be justified for Findely ES to continue to be in 
the feeder boundary for Stoller MS.

02/18/2020 Jennifer Hoffman krh0923@msn.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

Please keep Cooper Mountain at Highland!  If possible, please find a way to have all of Cooper Mountain go to Highland.  I have 3 
children.  I have had a child at Highland for almost 6 consecutive years.  I don't want my youngest to have to leave Highland in 7th 
grade.  If my other 2 children would have had to switch middle schools because of a boundary change, it would have been a 
nightmare... especially for my oldest.    ALL schools have their strengths and weaknesses.  For my family, Highland feels like home. 
It is a school with challenges just like every school.  But it has been a vert postive experience for 2 of my children.  I want all 3 of 
my kids to finish middle school at Highland.  Thank you.

02/18/2020 SR lshilps@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I am a current Findley and current Stoller parent living within a mile of both Findley and Stoller. I will again make a point that 
displacing an entire community built around these schools over the last decade is not the right step - especially when numbers 
clearly suggest that it will not address the Stoller overcrowding issue. And it will only add to the number of students In the district 
that will need to be bussed thereby increasing transportation costs and logistics.A more equitable solution will be for BSD to create 
a plan to either build or convert a middle school in North Bethany to meet the needs of the growing communities, and in the 
interim reconsider the home Middle school for North Bethany to either Timberland or Five Oaks as an interim solution.

02/18/2020 Chirag Shah chirag_sh@hotmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear BSD Boundary Adjustment Committee Members, We are in the findley/stoller community for over 14 years. My daughter in 
Findley knows so many families in Stoller and going to Stoller. She really loves her friends and being in school with them. PLEASE 
PLEASE do not break the long term friendship since kindergarten. PLEASE DO NOT SPLIT FINDLEY. Springville community is a brand 
new community and they have the opportunity for kids to build long lasting friendships in a new school.PLEASE DO NOT DISRUPT an 
existing eco-system of over 20 years. Also for a less than 5 minutes of additional busing of Springville PLEASE DO NOT PUT 
additional 250 kids on buses. it will be a monetary, congestion and overall kids well being burden with no gain to anybody. We trust 
you will take the right action with all the right data that is available at your disposal. Especially because all the data needed to 
support the decision making criteria you have provided leads to all of Findley staying in Stoller as the most sound decision. Please 
continue to support the existing findley families who have built the community, schools and the long lasting relationships. Please 
support all of Findley to go to Stoller. Thanks for reading this comment.

02/18/2020 Allison Alti allison2688@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Although my child is older and will not be affected by the middle school boundary changes, I am very concerned about the proposal 
to bus Springville students to Five Oaks.Why should younger students have to leave their neighborhood middle school?  Why should 
they have to sit in traffic instead of having more free time after school, and a reasonable time to sleep in the mornings?   Why 
should parents have to be stressed about this issue?Springville students should remain at Stoller for middle school.  I am concerned 
about this issue because doing the right thing for children is the only ethical choice.
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02/18/2020 Satya prasad satyaprasady@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD &amp; Committee,    Thank you for your understanding that SUMMA is an optional program and need to be moved out of 
stroller to allow room for neighborhood kids for regular education.with moving SUMMA out of stroller and moving all Findley to 
Timberland, stroller will have enough room to host regular kids of JW, SATO, SPV .  I observed one committee member concerned 
about 2025 projected numbers, please note that these are projected numbers and given that 2025 is 5 years form now, they will 
have large margin of error. Its not fair to put the kids though long commute as something might happen after 5 years from 
now.Also, as the number of kids grow, the number of kids opting for option schools also grow, but the projected numbers didn't 
count for same % of increase in # of students opting for optional schools from JW, SATO, SPV which eventually reduce the number 
of net residents and it will be come close to within stroller capacity.even if we exceed the capacity by 1 or 2% in 2025, the numbers 
are expected to go down in the following years.worst case, even having 1-2 kids/class extra is acceptable if it helps avoiding 
isolating communities and causing long commute of every day for 450&#43; kids.Please DO NOT Isolate us from North Bethany 
community.

02/18/2020 Rudhrakumar Venkatesan venkatru@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Please don't split Findley elementary. Friendship formed in formative years last a lifetime and helps kids navigate through tough 
situations like middle school. From my older daughters experience in middle school, its probably the biggest challenge of her life 
yet. Without the support of her friends from elementary she would not have been successful in navigating the very many challenges 
of middle school. I would like my younger daughter to have the same support system.Please make the right choice. DO NOT SPLIT 
FINDLEY.

02/18/2020 Jlpa Jlpa.111211@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Springville is part of the North Bethany community! Why is the northern most part of SPRINGVILLE COMPLETELY ISOLATED? if you 
look in Map C, it is very evident that SPRINGVILLE IS AN ISLAND WHICH HAS TO UNDERGO LONG COMMUTE TO FIVE OAKS! Arent 
our kids entitled for their share of extra curricular activities? Arent our kids eligible to hang around with their neighborhood friends? 
Should our kids not spent quality time at home? When can they do all this? During the weekdays after the long commute, our kids 
are not energetic enough to do any of their activities. And here I have seen some comments that OPTION SUMMA kids wont get 
enough sleep. Springville should stay with the northern community as before. Any split is going to make again that SPRINGVILLE 
area an ISLAND. Please DO NOT SPLIT Springville and let our kids enjoy their normal education at Stoller

02/18/2020 Jlpa Jlpa.111211@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

There are just 86 optional SUMMA students for Jacob wismer and in order to fufill their walkability, should we put the entire 
Springville community to another school away from their northern community? The number 86 is not even one-fourth of the total 
Jacob Wismer kids (so forget the one-third part as put forth by a committee member). The whole mess is created by walkability 
and proximity preference put forward for just option SUMMA students. If there are way too much option SUMMA kids in the nearby 
area , what[?]s the next idea? To make Stoller just a school for option SUMMA and kick out the rest of the other communities? We 
know that most of the other schools have neighborhood general education preferred over SUMMA. SUMMA kids are bussed except 
for Stoller (which was fine , provided there was space) . Now when it[?]s over-capacity, the first to remove should be the OPTION 
SUMMA program kids, not the neighborhood general education kids. We hope Mr.Sparks you will not again drag on the topic of 
keeping Option SUMMA at Stoller.

02/18/2020 Ragesh rageshp@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS

1/3rd of JW attends SUMMA. bussing 1/3rd of a walkable school to a different school doesnt make any sense. Moving them is not 
going to solve the stoller overcroding. Only 2 schools(JW, SATO) can feed to stoller. Adding any more school is going to overcrowd 
stoller no matter what programs are in/out.

02/18/2020 Lauren Lwan@comcast.net Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset
Do not split Findley[?]s tight community.  Do not spend money busing kids all around when most   kids are walking.  If 100 percent 
kids are bused, this means this is not their true neighborhood school.  Stoller should be folks who lives the closest!

02/18/2020 Rajeshwari Patil Rajeshwari_patil@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset #PreserveWalkabilityKeepJWTogether#Yes2MapC

02/18/2020 Aasif jamkooji@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Working Map C, C2.0 and C2.1 all are good solutions. It satisfies all required criteria committee set out to achieve. Reduce stoller to 
90% capacity, Fill timberland to higher capacity. We support these. Dear committee members do the right thing.  This helps over 
crowding and walk-ability is satisfied with these solutions.

02/18/2020 Madhu mrangar@yahoo.com Springville K-8

NO TO GERRYMANDERING:I hope we don't see divisive maps that isolate Springville, or cut it off at Brugger to make room for 
empty lots up north benefiting no one but the builders. Please keep communities together and reject such divisive maps from BSD 
that literally divides a close knit community in the same neighborhood!!!

02/18/2020 chandana chandanak08@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS

Please use logic/data to solve the stoller overcrowding, not responding to MOB like protests. BSD data shows that SPV-&gt;FO 
commute is less than BSD average. Introducing new buses to 200 SUMMA kids who can walk to school currently dont make any 
sense, nor does it solve the overcrowding. moreover, relying on a few kids who may/maynot attend the program to relieve an 
overcrowding situation is throwing wood to see if it sticks. Kids attend the program only because it is in their neighbourhood, If the 
SUMMA program is moved, we would still go to stoller since it saves us an 40 minutes of daily commute/effort.
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02/18/2020 Divya sysd@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I fully support map C, C2.0, C2.1 since its best of all maps for all BSD schools based on walk ability &amp; feeder patterns.For 
Springville students,ride times are almost same for Stoller or Five Oaks.  It important to understand that springville students will 
only be spending 3 mins more than their current bus plan. Some people are incorrectly portraying longer times. Map C2.0 or C2.1 
should be chosen based on this and other arguments for walk ability, feeder patterns.

02/18/2020 Sonu sonu@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear committee, I would like to express my support of Map C for the following reasons:1. It is the ONLY map that truly 
addressesWalk/Bikeability, offering more BSD students than any other map, a safe, environmentally friendly and healthy route to 
school. TheBSD transportation department has been working hard to encourage students to walk/bike safely to school through 
theirimpeccable work with the Safe Routes to School (SRTS) Program. Per the BSD website: The Beaverton Safe Routes to 
School(SRTS) Program is all about creating safe, convenient, and fun opportunities for youth to walk and roll (bike, scooter, 
skateboardand bus) to and from schools. This is important for the health and safety of our kids and to foster the creation of livable, 
vibrantcommunities. SRTS programs increase physical activity and improve unsafe walking and bicycling conditions on routes to and 
fromschool and throughout the community.According to BSD transportation employees: students who live an active and healthy 
lifestyleperform 20% better in school.&#34; Walking and biking to school allows students to achieve this. It also decreases traffic 
on ourroads and decreases the carbon emissions around our schools, while keeping transportation costs at as low a level as 
possible. Lessfunds on transportation means more funds for teachers and students.2. Map C offers a realistic possibility that by 
2025, our middleschools will be portable free. Map A will still have 4 school at 95% capacity by 2025, while Map C only has 2 at 
95% and greater.Portables are not safe for students and Mr. Sparks has already made it clear that our district would like eliminate 
portables fromall our schools. Map C also helps address the overcrowding at Westview HS by recommending adjustments to the HS 
feedingpattern.Although Map C may still not be perfect, it seems evident that it is a starting point that makes sense. With 
someadjustments, I believe that Map C can and will addresses the concerns our district is facing and is ultimately in the best 
interests ofall our students.

02/18/2020 May mrwang.npu@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
KIDS OVER MONEYIt's great to save the district money when we can.  We should not prioritize money savings over kids' educations 
and quality of life.  Do not gerrymander the district to save a few dollars and tear communities apart in the process.

02/18/2020 chandu chandu35cp@gmail.com Springville K-8
Dear BSD,none of the maps reduce crowd at stoller except Map A. Please consider MAP A and move summa to Timberland by 2025. 
That will solve the problem.

02/18/2020 Chandu chandu35cp@gmail.com Springville K-8

Dear BSD,Sprinville K8 kids deserve justice. Its not fair to send them 10 miles everyday for MS.please consider Map A and provide 
justice to sprinville Kids.If SPV goes to Five oaks, Five oaks will be 108% by 2021 itself. It can't accommodate all of SPV and other 
ES.Also we will end up in moving Rachel carson from Five oaks where 180 kids in that program.RC needs built in garden and other 
stuff where moving summa doesn't have any dependency.I hope BSD understands our concerns and provides justice.

02/18/2020 PZ pzhang.npu@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Flawed Trial Bus DataWhile reviewing the trial bus data from Springville to Five Oaks, I noticed numerous instances in every route 
where a bus blew through stop signs.  We noticed numerous instances where buses were speeding on 185th.  This is not the safe 
thing to do and is totally unacceptable.  I have called Washington County Sheriff's office and reported the problem.  I hope 
committee takes this seriously as safety of our kids and neighborhood is the most important thing.

02/18/2020 MadhuR mrangar@yahoo.com Springville K-8

PROVIDE AN EQUITABLE LEARNING EXPERIENCE:Splitting and ejecting all or part of Springville from its North Bethany community, 
isolating the children and sending them all the way down to Five Oaks does not provide an EQUITABLE LEARNING EXPERIENCE 
which is one of the goals of  this boundary exercise. Please do not allow anyone to use 2025 numbers as an excuse to snatch 
Springville children away from the neighborhood learning experience or split them from their best friends in the neighborhood (This 
is my daughter's biggest worry in the whole thing). You would be sending the furthest northern neighborhood to Five Oaks. There 
are LITERALLY 9 other elementary schools closer to Five Oaks than Springville. Doing all this for empty lots and unbuilt areas far 
north based on projections only helps builders and significiantly hurts children who are already well settled in this close knit 
community.

02/18/2020 Preethi Rao preethi.s.rao@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset
Dear BSD, Please keep Findley Kids United. Please do not split up Findley! Friendships and community are such an important 
attribute of school and would love to maintain therelationships that started in elementary school.

02/18/2020 Yajing Wang yajingyajing@gmail.com Springville K-8

Why aren[?]t there any trail bus data from Findley or any other es to Timberland? I though the focus of boundary adjustment 
meetings were on the utilization of our newly build middle school. While springville is at one of the furthest northern community in 
the area, to move Springville to Five Oaks takes 3x commute time and risks our kids[?] safety on the busiest route passing 
185th/26Hwy. The trail bus data from Springville to Five Oaks was not accurately captured during school pickup/dropoff hours.
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02/18/2020 Pramodh Bangaru Pb97229@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and Committee Members,Thanks for your service.Say NO to cherry picking the grid codes to meet any objectives. Say No 
to Map C which is not a equitable solution. BSD clearly states it seeks  &#34;Equitable Learning Environment&#34; in accepting any 
Solution and MAP C is no where near that equitable solution.Thank you for reading.

02/18/2020 Rupal Shah rupalashah@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS
Dear Committee Members,Please keep the entire Findley together. Splitting Findley or moving Findley to Timberland is not a viable 
long term solution.

02/18/2020 Yichen chang changyic98@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Please consider Map C for better diversity and low traffic cost.

02/18/2020 paul ragp@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS
all the numbers indicated findley should remain in stoller for long term stability. why is BSD falling under pressure and not looking 
at pure numbers. Map C keeps the  number stable. please keep findley in stoller.

02/18/2020 Mimira Cole mimiraccole@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

BSD/AC, the journey of middle school boundary restructuring has been very overwhelming. Whatever you decide please ensure ESs 
north of US 26 stay together with their communities. Oakhills is split presently and with current MAP C 2.1, western OH can go fully 
into a westview feeding MS (this can be FIve oaks or Stoller) while the eastern side of Oakhills can feed fully into Timberland. (OH 
is a small community with stable population). If in the nearest future, you plan to restructure high school boundaries, it's likely OH 
will have to feed completely to sunset, if that is the case, then it's better OH feeds wholly to Timberland.  Barnes rep parent from 
last meeting (02/13) wants to maintain a clean feeder due to  TWI program. This can free up space at Cedar park if whole Barnes 
is in meadow park and additionally Sunset High if HS restructuring will be done.

02/18/2020 Tina Wang gnaw_anit@hotmail.com Springville K-8

Sending Springville kids out of their neighborhoods, away from their friends does not provide an equitable learning experience. 
There are 9 other elementary schools closer to Five Oaks than Springville. And let[?]s not lose sight that we are trying to FILL 
TIMERLAND in this process, not Five Oaks. To have other middle schools overfilled and using portables, but not Stoller, is 
inequitable learning experience across the district. The only scenario that would create an inequitable learning environment for 
Stoller would be if Stoller were way over TOTAL capacity.

02/18/2020 Sri Srib467@gmail.com Springville K-8

EVERY STUDENT SHOULD HAVE THE SAME OPPORTUNITY TO SUCCEED. Sending Springville kids to a school so further south, 
tearing them away from their community, friends and neighborhood does NOT set them up for success. Let's come with a solution 
that's EQUITABLE for all BSD students.

02/18/2020 Aahlad Mallajosyula aahladm@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee members, I urge you to not split Findley Elementary school. Currently, Findley has a very clean feeder pattern from 
elementary school to high school. Please do not break this feeder pattern and put the children at a disadvantage. I also urge you to 
move summa out of Stoller and then work on the numbers to accommodate elementary schools without splitting them. If Findley 
needs to move to Timberland then please make sure entire Findley moves to TL with an option for community across from Stoller 
to feed to Stoller. The students from these community already take bus to Findley so many of the kids still prefer to go to TL along 
with their buddies.

02/18/2020 chandu chandu35cp@gmail.com Springville K-8 Dear BSD,Please consider providing justice and fair boundary decisions to all kids BSD and not only few ESs.

02/18/2020 Pramodh Bangaru Pb97229@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and Committee Members,Why some committee members are fighting to keep SUMMA in stoller but the same 
committee members is fine with moving SUMMa left and right down south. 8% SUMMA kids can not dictate where 98 % kids 
should go or not? There should have been clear direction from BSD about SUMMA to be prioritized after regular program. As AC 
pointed out in FB 13 Meeting ,  committee waisted off a lot of time  discussing SUMMA which is 8% of all BSD students 
population.Thank you for prioritizing regular kids over Summa kids.Thank you

02/18/2020 Jagadevi Chikkalli jagadevi.chikkalli@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Please remember Summa is an advanced learning for intelligent resident kids.It needs to exist in all schools.Don't consider it as a 
pawn to move wherever space is there, it's NOT an optional school.I hope everyone agrees there is a difference between TAG test 
and Lottery.You will not agree if you are a SpringVille parent,  as they care more about their home values than kids.SPRINGVILLE IS 
READY TO SACRIFICE THEIR SUMMA KIDS.SpringVille didn't go to middle school when it was in their own neighborhood.They 
travelled to Stoller even though it took them 35 minutes on bus.Now they say they are in neighborhood of Stoller and allowed their 
neighborhood middle school to close.Its a double standard shown by SpringVille.There is 5 minute difference in travel time 
between Stoller and Five Oaks.Why the committee members are blind about BSD published transport data.

02/18/2020 Aditi Gadre gadre.aditi.k@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Summa!!Which school will be Summa school for Rock Creek students?Stoller or Meadows Park!There was a lots of discussion on 
Summa in last meeting.Please considerate transportation cost of students from Rock Creek to such schools.That transportation 
data will help.

02/18/2020 Aditi Gadre gadre.aditi.k@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview
Hi,What will be Summa pgm school for Rock Creek Students?My younger one will be in Middle School when boundary is 
finalized.My older one is in Stoller Summa. She is in 7th grade, and loves the Summa pgm.
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02/18/2020 Curie Kalagara curiek@icloud.com Findley Elem

This is not about Summa or Findley vs Springville.This choice is about busing ~250 kids that can walk to Stoller vs. adding ~5 mins 
to Springville kids already on a bus. Don[?]t split FE unnecessarily, we all fit in Stoller with Sato/JW.All of Findley in Stoller provides 
stable enrollment.  Two growing schools, Springville/Sato together is not a viable long term solution to Stoller overcrowding 
problem.

02/18/2020 Aditi Gadre gadre.aditi.k@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview
Map C!!Map C !!Original version of Map C!!It is achieving diversity, socio economic balance and saving transportation cost!Saving 
$$ means more Teachers and facilities.Original Map C!!!

02/18/2020 Jagadevi Chikkalli jagadevi.chikkalli@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset
Summa is a program for neighborhood TAG and Summa students.This program must be homed where there are lot of TAG 
students.

02/18/2020 Rowan Wepener rowan.wepener@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Rock Creek is a small school and deserves equal consideration to the larger elementary schools in our district. Please hear our 
community voice when we say that Rock Creek, Bethany and Westview feeding Oak Hills should stay together and go to Five Oaks 
Middle School. On a personal note we emigrated to the Rock Creek feeder area from South Africa and this community immediately 
became our people, our family, our home away from home. We are so grateful for that. Please keep us with our community 
partners as our kids enter the next big chapter of their lives.

02/18/2020 Vinod Kulkarni vkpkulkarni@gmail.com Stoller MS

In the last committee meeting, none of the committee members asked for SPV split and yet BSD official included it in the summary 
of changes. Why ? Who asked for it ? How can BSD even publish maps at 59% capacity utilization at Timberland, a spanking new 
school purposely built to relieve overcrowding at Stoller and Cedar Park ! A committee member explicitly asked for all of Findley out 
of Stoller. As a community, we want BSD to follow committee directions and not add its twist and turns. Please !BSD need you to 
be fair and transparent ! These very values you are tying to impart to the 40K students in your care !

02/18/2020 Balaji balaji.residence@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear commitee members and BSD staff, I appreciate all the time and effort you are putting into this process.The most important 
thing is that facts triumph over drama. I have to make this statement after witnessing a lot of 'theater' during last meeting.The 
facts are1.  Having fast growing communities of both Springville and Sato in Stoller will not solve the problem that is one of the 
primary goals - namely reducing overcrowding at Stoller.2.  Summa is being portrayed as some optional program for wealthy 
families. This is absurd. It is a enrichment program for selected students in the neighborhood school. 3.  Travel times, as proven by 
transportation (including vides) is being called 'fake news'. This is laughable and should be condemned.I urge all of you to consider 
facts over emotions and pick the best option. Of the current available options Map C, 2.0 is the best option. Minor sensible 
modifications to that theme is fine but the overall approach there is the best one for all kids in the school district.

02/18/2020 Vinod Kulkarni vkpkulkarni@gmail.com Stoller MS

There are 3 simple things BSD can do to help committee members - 1) Follow committee direction. Please stop steering the 
committee with unwanted maps !2) Please Focus on Timberland and then Stoller ! Ridiculous amount of time is devoted on things 
other than these 2 critical JC objectives !3) Please Focus on regular neighborhood schools over option programs like Summa. How 
can 86 Summa students from Jacob Wismer derail the conversation every meeting ? Ridiculous !

02/18/2020 Anitha anubangaru4u@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and Committee members,I have many friends in Findley area and I can say that majority of the Findley community don't 
want to get split and this is clear from Testimony from Findley parents on FEB 13.  So i strongly vouch for moving Findley to 
Timberland as a whole community and do not want to be split between walkable and non-walkable, They are closely knit 
community.Thank you.

02/18/2020 Ankit Shah tofanmasti@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem

Dear Committee members!Thanks for doing this very tough job of balancing needs and staying neutral. I know it's very hard to be 
objective when there is so much information being bombarded through online comments and meetings. I just want to convey a few 
simple points and don't intend to repeat a lot of the data and perspectives put out by my fellow JW parents. 1. Keep Summa at 
Stoller benefits all. Moving such programs out of the school can cause a lot perturbation to the kids. Plus it does not fully solve the 
overcrowding issue. If needed, TL can start their own Summa program. 2. Having both SPV and Sato feed into Stoller will overcrowd 
the school in the very near future. This is very clear from the data and regardless of other arguments  put forth by SPV community. 
3. Having kids go to school which is within walking distance is beneficial at so many levels - traffic, congestion, pollution, kids time 
efficiency and sense of belonging. This must weighed much higher. For above reasons, I fully support Map C 2.0 as it is the most 
balanced option and provides the best equity and fairness to all kids. Please look past all the theatrics and focus on the facts and 
fundamental principles of BSD school system. Thank you!

02/18/2020 Rajeshwari Patil rajeshwari_patil@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset
1. All JW kids feed to Stoller MS to maintain the feeder pattern to Sunset - #FriendsAndFeederForAllJW2. #PreserveWalkability And  
lower transportation costs. 3. Springville &#43; Sato &#61; STOLLER REMAINS OVERCROWDED #Yes2MapC
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02/18/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear Committee &amp; Sparks,Springville Community lost their walkable optional K-8 middle school. About to lose bikeable Stoller 
middle school. Now asking to go the farthest regular middle school in entire BSD by gerrymandering with map C variations to a 
school that demographically doesn't fit and makes Springville an ISLAND.Conducting bus trials only from Springville to Fiveoaks 
neglecting the areas of Bethany , Sato , Jacob wismer schools which are far closer to Fiveoaks than Springville.  Sending the school 
that has higher number of Free-reduced lunch kids in Stoller to Fiveoaks which has even high percentage of Free-reduced lunch 
kids.IS THIS ALL TO BENEFIT BUILDERS ????!!!!! DO YOU CALL THIS EQUITABLE LEARNING !!!!! SPRINGVILLE KIDS DESERVE FAIR 
TREATMENT AND JUSTICE

02/18/2020 Deniz Gezer Oguz deniz.g.oguz@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

As Rock Creek parents, we feel like our kids are not treated equally compared to the kids from larger schools. we would like our kids 
to stay with their friends from our neighbors (west bethany area). we reject any proposal (Map A) which sends Rock Creek ES to 
Five Oaks alone. Please treat Rock Creek equally. we are really concerned about our kids. we support Map C versions. Thank you for 
your support.

02/18/2020 Ann G ann.g2613@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
Summa program at Five Oaks would benefit northern elementary schools whose students would be in a school close to home. 
Summa should be at Five Oaks!

02/18/2020 Tina Wang gnaw_anit@hotmail.com Springville K-8

Springville to Westview takes 18 minutes in reality. Springville to Five Oaks is double the distance. There is no way Springville to 
Five Oaks can be less than 25 minutes. 185th is also a very busy, high crash corridor. Safe route to school applies to those we bus.

02/18/2020 Vinod a vinod.a@gmail.com

#NOBUS-ON185, #NO-COMMUNITY-SPLIT, #DIVERSITY1-Springville to WestView HS currently takes about 18mins and it's half way 
to Five Oaks.  The current trial runs are NO CLOSE to real bus timing.  Also BSD is not explicit on the table comparing time from 
Springville to FiveOaks vs Stroller.  One is without Kids and with actual kids.  It's not right comparison for anyone looking but 
creates wrong impression for anyone looking without any context.   #FAKE-DATA2-Springville community brings in DIVERSITY to 
STROLLER

02/18/2020 Sridevi sridevi.gullipalli@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

It is human tendency to trash all the reasoning and common sense when the information provided, favors their argument ..... when 
it takes 17 min (on an average) to travel from Springville to Stoller, distance between schools is 1.9 miles, how do you believe it 
will only take 22 min to travel from Springville to Five Oaks, which is 4.4 miles away (I used google maps to figure out distance 
from my home address, didn[?]t make up numbers) when almost same roads are being used in both the routes?.....it is easy for a 
non-Springville parent to say, [?]why can[?]t Sprinville go extra 5 min on a bus?[?], so we all can continue our lives with all the 
privileges we have today....[?]would you be saying same thing if it is your kid?[?] please don[?]t change your opinion  based on 
whose kid is it on the other end. .......DO THE RIGHT THING fellow neighborhoods, don[?]t corner your neighbors, who wish to live 
with you all and send their kids to same schools as yours.

02/18/2020 bangaru bangaru2@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and Committee members Springville is SEPARATED from Five Oaks by PCC, Bethany Nursery, large  farmland, 
Albertson[?]s shopping center, a HIGHWAY, and TANASBORNE. Geographically, Springville and Five Oaks are not in the same 
GEOGRAPHICAL area and CAN NOT be the same community. Lets Keep Springville with in Northbethany neighborhood along with 
its Sister School SATO.Thanks for being fair.

02/18/2020 Radha Muddu radha.m@gmail.com Springville K-8

There is lots of misleading information out there – there are folks who claim that 1/3rd of JW students are in SUMMA, so they 
should not move SUMMA out of Stoller. First of all, there are 86 SUMMA students in JW, out of a total of 387, which brings it to 
22.2% of students in JW. Similar numbers for Springville are (41/544) at 7.5% and for Sato (42/562) at 7.5%. These are numbers 
for today. Since Springville and Sato are relatively younger communities, expect these numbers to increase for them, while it will 
flatten out or decrease for JW. Stoller is a regular middle school first. Please do not punish 100% of regular middle schoolers from 
Springville to accommodate 22% of SUMMA students from JW today. PRIORITZE REGULAR MIDDLE SCHOOL PROGRAM OVER 
SUMMA PROGRAM

02/18/2020 Vinod vinod.b@gmail.com

Why SPRINGVILLE is SCAPEGOAT ?Each ES school has more than one MS in their proximity unlike for SPRINGVILLE.  STROLLER is 
only their neighborhood proximity school.  As per JC Policy of proximity and neighborhood accessibility - SPRINGVILLE should GO to 
STROLLERstudent body composition -&gt;  SPRINGVILLE should GO to STROLLERfeeder patterns -&gt; Keeps Springville and SATO 
ES feeding to Westview HS.  Otherwise SATO will be only one (ignoring under 1/3 of JW kids to Westview).  neighborhood 
community - Springville and SATO make the NORTH BETHANY community.  DONOT SPLIT community.

02/18/2020 Radha Muddu radha.m@gmail.com Springville K-8

UNITY IN COMMUNITYSpringville brings the UNITY in Community. We are NW Bethany, together with Sato and JW and we 
consider it a privilege. Ripping us out of NW Bethany and sending 100% of our middle schools south of US 26 breaks COMMUNITY 
BONDING. In that scenario, terms like proximity, neighborhood school, all these words lose meaning. Please DO NOT BREAK OUR 
COMMUNITY TIES.
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02/18/2020 Gokul Gopalasamy gokul.gopalasamy@gmail.com Springville K-8

Please prioritize neighborhood schools for regular middle school over options program. Move SUMMA out of stoller and please 
keep us with our NORTH BETHANY community.SPV has only one proximal middle school whereas other schools have multiple 
options within their proximity. Our kids will have social growth which is a stepping stone for setting them up for success. please 
consider our request for equity and prioritize 400 kids over 86 kids that can walk to school.

02/18/2020 Vinod vinod.c@gmail.com

#DO-NOT-MAKE-SPRINGVILLE-ISLANDKicking Springville to Five Oaks creates lot of issues to our community1-Springville ES will be 
isolated with rest of North Bethany2-North Bethany &#61; Springville ES &#43; SATO ES3-Kids are isolated from their own 
neighborhood friends and after school activities4-Kids travelling on 185 is unsafe and one of busiest in the county.  #UNSAFE-FOR-
KIDS5-Increase travel time and distance to the maximum traveled in the School District6-Springville brings DIVERSITY to STROLLER.  
If NOT for SPRINGVILLE then STROLLER will be for only ELITE families.7-Springville has highest % of DISABILITY kids making them 
travel even farther schools8-Springville has highest % of REDUCED LUNCH PROGRAMSDo the right thing by 1-Keeping RESIDENT 
kids over OPTIONAL SUMMA kids2-Fill TIMBERLAND by moving kids from STROLLER to reduce OVERCROWDING3-DON'T create 
district wide disruptions by moving everything aroundI hope AC will do what is logical.

02/18/2020 Radha Muddu radha.m@gmail.com Springville K-8

SPRINGVILLE HAS ONLY 1 PROXIMAL MIDDLE SCHOOL.If you look at the map of Bethany, it quickly comes to light that while many 
neighborhoods enjoy the privilege of several middle schools within proximal distance, Springville is unfortunate that it only has one 
– Stoller. Recently, BSD also took away the option program at Springville. Please DO NOT PUNISH OUR KIDS further, by sending us 
on the farthest distance to a middle school, in the entire BSD. And we are only talking about the regular middle school program, not 
an options program. Committee, please do the RIGHT THING. Please advocate for Springville at Stoller.

02/18/2020 Gokul Gopalasamy gokul.gopalasamy@gmail.com Springville K-8

NO TO GERRYMANDERING:I hope we don't see divisive maps that isolate Springville, or cut it off at Brugger to make room for 
empty lots up north benefiting no one but the builders. Please keep communities together and reject such divisive maps from BSD 
that literally divides a close knit community in the same neighborhood!!!

02/18/2020 Preeju Philip preejususan@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

As per public record request from BSD, springville to Westview takes 18 minutes that too way before traffic starts at 7 AM . 
Springville to Five Oaks is twice the distance and the commute will be in traffic hours. When you analyze the bus trial  data, we can 
see that the route data presented for example in Route 3 , says kids reach by 9:05 AM BUT, GPS TRACK data clearly shows, kids 
reach at 9:10AM...this is just a simple example of botched Bus trial data.... there are plenty of inconsistencies if you look 
....speeding and jumping stop signs etc.... JUST TO PROVE THAT SPV TO FO is 20-22 mins? The least that can be given is accurate 
and realistic data in this whole process but the Bus trials are NOWHERE REALITY THAT WILL BE WHEN KIDS REALLY COMMUTE 
THAT ROUTE. Please look at the data and see for yourself. It is a huge disservice to the kids if you are not giving realistic 
times.....Kids reaching late will barely give them a chance to get to class ..... let alone the 100s of kids who eat breakfast at 
school....  Anybody who goes that route knows the pains of commuting through PCC College, , 185th in traffic time and then Cornell. 
It is common knowledge that those are high traffic routes everyday. Please committee members, please do not put the kids 
through this and all this ON TOP OF MAKING THE KIDS GO AWAY FROM THEIR COMMUNITY AND MAKING THEM AN ISLAND WAY 
UP NORTH. Most Springville kids live even north of Springville school which is 4.5  to 5.3 miles away..... Please set our kids up for 
success too....JUST BECAUSE our kids climb onto a bus, Doesn[?]t make them eligible to be treated be treated unfairly . # EQUITY

02/18/2020 GANGJUN LIU gangjun@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Sir/Madam,One of the reason that we bought our current house is due to the schools around it. So please keep the Jacob 
Wismer Student in the stroller. And the new middle school is so far away that it is not suitable for the Jacob Wismer 
Student.Thanks,Gangjun

02/18/2020 Vimal Vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear Sparks &amp; AC committee members,BSD entertained all these years to make Stoller overcrowded to 170% of permanent 
capacity. Is this to entertain the REAL ESTATE BUiLDERS  Now you move the capacity objective from 2021 to 2025. Though all the 
available maps are  6-8 % higher than permanent capacity which is not big issue for.  a School that has the highest numbers of 
portables in the entire BSD. Instead of uprooting entire Springville community to Fiveoaks oaks, I request you let Springville to feed 
to Stoller.To keep 2025 under control place the cap on new homes and route their kids to available nearest middle schools in 
2025.CONSIDER REAL KIDS OVER REAL ESTATE

02/18/2020 Vinod Kulkarni vkpkulkarni@gmail.com Stoller MS

REINSTATE MAP 9 ! NEIGHBORHOODS TOGETHER !Map A with Rock Creek feeding to Meadow Park and Terra Linda to Timberland 
makes most sense.MAP 9 (Jamie[?]s map) with Elmonica to Meadow Park, Oak Hills to Five Oaks and Terra Linda to Timberland 
makes more sense.Move Options programs like Summa &amp; Rachel Carson to locations there is space. e.g Timberland can host 
NE Summa and Five Oaks or Meadow Park can host NW Summa ! Move Rachel Carson to Cedar Park !Why is it so difficult to come 
up with aLSimple changes ? Why are we redrawing the boundaries for the south ? Is it a JC objective ? Please FOCUS !
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02/18/2020 Imal Vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear AC committee,I request  BSD should give priority to the existing KIDS and communities over  than the new homes and Empty 
lands that will be coming in North Bethany. Please route new developments to the available schools. This was done in the past 
when Findley had overcrowding issue.Please DO It  Again. Consider REAL KIDS OVER REAL ESTATE.

02/18/2020 Imal Vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Dear AC committee,EQUITABLE LEARNING OPPORTUNITY &#61; EQUITABLE COMMUTEPlease TREAT SPRINGVILLE KIDS FAIR

02/18/2020 Mahesh mudigonda mahesh.mudigonda@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and committe,With 8 other middle schools closer to five oaks than Springville (that don[?]t feed into five oaks today) 
don[?]t choose the 9th farthest school to feed into FO. Please be just, please be considerate, please prioritize equity in education. 
Please keep Springville in the only middle school In Stoller that has a reasonable commute. Please keep the communities together 
(North Bethany in this case). Please prioritize kids welfare over transportation costs. Please treat kids as future of our society as 
opposed to stuff that needs to be picked up and delivered with cheapest cost.

02/18/2020 Vinod Kulkarni vkpkulkarni@gmail.com Stoller MS

NEIGHBORHOODS TOGETHER !1) Rock Creek with Bethany and Oak hills2) Terra Linda, Findley with Cedar Mills and Bonny Slope3) 
Springville with Sato and Jacob WismerPlease don[?]t shred the fabric that binds communities together !There is a worry within 
many communities that BSD will introduce a variant of the disastrous and illogical MAP C 2.1 and 2.2 ! Please be watchful 
committee members !

02/18/2020 Steven Myre Stevenamyre@gmail.com
KEEP TERRA LINDA WITH TIMBERLAND. Map C puts the most money toward teachers instead of transportation, balances diversity, 
and keeps the Cedar Mill elementary schools together.

02/18/2020 Lu Chenlu7869@gmail.com Springville K-8

Thank you all for efforts committee and BSD put in make this whole process visible and take consideration all the inputs.Please 
don[?]t split community. We are part of springville community, please keep us all together. Most voice from public, we want our 
community stay in same feeder pattern. North is growing, you can[?]t predict what[?]s gonna happening next year, 2025 forecast 
number should not drive the decision making. Forecast number could vary based on driver and assumptions. Also neighborhood 
school should be more importantly than SUMMA option program. Just Like any other option program BSD provided,  all should be 
aware of the additional transportation time and commitments as decided choose option program over regular school program. 
Please remove SUMMA from Stoller and have our neighborhood student attend their closest middle school. SUMMA is an option 
program and should have no bearing on school boundary decision. If both Stoller and timberland has summa program, has BSD 
thought about additional staffing cost.The transportation time from Springville to Five Oaks, is much more than additional 5 
minutes as commented by BSD. There is lots of issues on the trail run bus,  speeding, not stop on stop sign, not enough loading 
time for students, also run on not reasonable time as school start and end time(intentionally try to avoid traffic rush, as normal 
school time).Please keep Springville in their closest middle school.

02/18/2020 JAYAPRAKASH SHANMUGAM JAYAPRAKASHNS@GMAIL.COM Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

#PreserveWalkability #YES2MapCYour own transport analysis data already proved that it took only 3m 56s more for SPV kids to 
FiveOaks.  Is it more valuable than splitting a neigborhood school?  Does it look more valuable to you to bus all these walkable kids 
to Stoller?  School boundaries exist for a reason - That is to serve the neighborboods where they are built. If everyone can be 
bussed to a school, we do not need any boundaries.  Just bus them everywhere.

02/18/2020 Nayung Yu nayungyu@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Map C Transportation analysis has a terrible mistake. The  Transportation cost for Each Middle School is simply multiplication of 
Average Cost Per Student Riding the Bus with Number of Student Riding The Bus. For example, if one Student rides 5 Miles on Bus 
and another Student rides 1 Miles on Bus, cost for both are taken as same. This is not a correct estimate of the transportation cost. 
The transportation route also has some serious issues. I witness car accidents at least once a month on the intersection of 185th 
and Highway 26. No wonder Washington county declared this intersection highly dangerous. 185th also has a westview high school 
on the way. Think about high schoolers with their cars with [?]new driver[?] sign: Not safe. 185th also has a big mall with target. It 
is the one of the busiest intersection declared by Washington county. It is not a good way for 500 students to go to school far away 
from them. We have much safer closer middle school: Stoller. Please don[?]t send my kids in this busy, dangerous commute.
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02/18/2020 Karen karenlynnroberts@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Please take into consideration that the use of portables occurs in multiple places through the district. While there[?]s a general 
desire to see a reduction in the use of portables, that does not mean that complete eradication of them is reasonable, possible, or 
necessary. It would create a completely inequitable learning environment across the district to say that portables are acceptable at 
some schools and not at others: they either are or are not allowable. With Springville, Sato, and Jacob Wismer at Stoller there 
would be NO NEED FOR PORTABLES in 2021 with a roughly 90% permanent capacity. Looking forward to 2025 there is a CHANCE 
that an EXTREMELY SMALL number of portables (only TWO of the current SEVEN) may be needed. That is hardly the same as 
[?]being right back where we started in 2025[?]. The district provides a buffer in these projections and if they[?]ve ONCE AGAIN 
OVER-PROJECTED (as they have recently!), there[?]s a likelihood we may not need the portables at all even in 2025! If portables 
are used elsewhere in the district (as we well know they are), it would be completely inequitable to unilaterally refuse their 
consideration at Stoller as an INSURANCE policy for POTENTIAL future growth that is NOT guaranteed. It would be completely 
unjust to tear one school from their community, subject them to two and a half times the commute, ship them down one of the 
county[?]s identified high-crash/high-injury corridors (through FIVE intersections identified as HIGHLY HAZARDOUS), all to avoid the 
POTENTIAL use of a portable or two. Especially when portables are ACTIVELY being used in multiple other places throughout the 
district. Springville kids deserve to attend their ONLY proximal middle school within 4 miles, just like every other general education 
middle school student in the district!

02/18/2020 Ehoy Lawless Lawerenz lawlesse1@hotmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview
If part or all Rock Creek is moved please move us with two northern schools. This way we will be more balanced academically. Map 
A is not acceptable. Map C 2.0 makes sense overall.

02/18/2020 Lara Oluwafemi larafemi@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

FOCUS ON 2021:There is a reason the district set 2021 as the year to target for the objective of getting Stoller to approximately 
90% permanent capacity. Removing Findley in its entirety and Summa, allow for the most northern schools (Springville, Sato, and 
JW) to feed into Stoller meeting that capacity requirement.The district has provided the committee and the public with the 
planning predictions for the next five years and these projections already include the expected growth for the area including issued 
permits. Permits that have not yet been issued can[?]t be factored into the equation in the same way that undecided roads and 
trails could not be considered in earlier conversations. It is not the role of the committee to make speculations about growth that 
do not coincide with the data provided by the district. Therefore, PROJECTIONS for 2025 and beyond are NOT IN SCOPE for these 
discussions.

02/18/2020 Chena kim Kimchena@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Neighborhood schools are for kids that live it that neighborhood. That is the whole purpose of neighborhood schools.  Our kids can 
walk to Jacob Wismer and Stoller. They could walk or bike to Sunset.  They should go to the same high school with the same 
friends. These are friends that live around us and allow our kids to grow together and build relationships with their peers in our 
neighborhood. Busing our kids who can walk to school and then busIng more kids from other neighborhoods is an inappropriate use 
of school funds that should go to schools and teachers. How is this fair? By displacing kids from JW and Finley they would be 
separated from friends in middle school and then again in high school. Springville does not feed into Sunset. How does this make 
sense to displace neighborhood kids that grow up across the street from from each other. Keep our kids together. #walkableschools 
#teachersovertranspertation

02/18/2020 Paul Lawerenz Paul.lawerenz@hotmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Split or no split whatever part of us  moves has to move with two northern schools. Thank you Jason for thinking of Rock Creek at 
the last meeting. Map A is unjust and should not be on table. I liked your idea about sending us to Meadow with Oak Hills and 
Bethany.

02/18/2020 Allan Tan allan.libran@gmail.com Bonny Slope Elem

I like Map C, 2.0, 2.1 and 2.2. Terra Lina, Cedar Mill and Bonny Slope, part of Findley are local communities of north of 26. 
Timberland Middle is a community school of these area with many kids within walking distance to school.  Thanks keep them 
together, lower majority kids transit time, lower school district cost down to many years in the future and build the community. C is 
much better than A which Timberland only take student from its north end. Based on Map C, I think the issue is whether Springville 
or Findley stay at Stoller. Again walking distance and the distance to the Stoller is a fair criteria.  So south of Stoller neighborhoods 
within the walking distance to stoller remains in Stoller. The other part of Findley goes to Timerberland.  Part of Rock creek goes to 
Stoller. Part of Springville goes to Stoller and the rest part goes to five oaks.  None one remain at stoller as a whole elementary 
school.  It is fair to judge by distance to school and walking distance, lower all district transportation cost. ES to MS feeding pattern 
is not important. People is US move every 7 years. It is fair to settle the dispute between Springville and Findley and Rockcreek, just 
be distance and cost, that is it.   This change top issue is to find kids to Timberland, build new school community there.  It is not 
about which elite group stays at Stoller.

02/18/2020 venkata cherkaduvasala ihari@outlook.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I urge the committee to use fact and data before considering the boundary adjustment.Findley school enrollment is on decline and 
SPV enrollment is projected to grow based on studies conducted by Washington county.Based on transportation analysis it[?]s also 
very clear that SPV added to Five oaks just increases commute for kids on average by only  5 minsSPV  in Stoller does not solve the 
overcrowding problem nor make it more adverse for SPV kids than what is already is
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02/18/2020 Kexin Zhang 484888@bsd48.org Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

For those of you that support map A please put yourself in Rock Creek shoes. Would you recommend the same in that case If your 
kid went to Rock Creek? We all know what is good or bad and right or wrong. So, please do the right thing like Jason stood up 
against map A for Rock Creek  even though  it[?]s not his school.

02/18/2020 Sandeep Kumar sandysrivastava@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

EVEN OTHER SUMMA KIDS TAKE BUS DUE TO HOW SUMMA PROGRAM IS OFFERED AT FEW MIDDLE SCHOOLsEvery Middle School 
Walkable Kids where SUMMA is not OFFERED have to take BUS to go to Middle School where SUMMA is OFFERED. So it is 
happening with many other SUMMA Kids in BSD due to the nature of how SUMMA Program is offered at only few Middle Schools 
by BSD. Jacob Wismer SUMMA Kids won't be the FIRST and ONLY WALKABLE Kids to take BUS for SUMMA Program. This is 
EQUITABLE.

02/18/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MEET THE OBJECTIVES:  The goal is to get Stoller to around 90% permanent capacity in 2021.  This is to account for expected future 
growth.  Jacob Wismer, Sato, and Springville can feed into Stoller can will do just that if we move Summa offsite. Stoller should be 
around 90% in 2021- not significantly more, not significantly less.

02/19/2020 Shailesh Joshi jshailesh@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Neighborhood schools over options programPlease keep us with our community.... NORTH BETHANY... clubs , after schoolSPV has 
only one proximal middle school . Setting up all students for successSPV brings in Economic diversity to StollerJw &#43; Sato &#43; 
SPV MINUS SUMMA is 88% permanent in 2021 and is totally sustainable in 2025 as well

02/18/2020 Sandeep Kumar sandysrivastava@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
SUMMA is Not Offered at All Middle Schools, So IT IS NOT NEIGHBORHOOD PROGRAM as told during Feb 13th Meeting.That 
statement was not CORRECT.

02/18/2020 Haoquan Zhang liang.b.y1974@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Map A should not have ever been in the table. This is unjust for Rock Creek. We don[?]t just get moved out, but also move with one 
of the schools that has huge behavioral and academic issues while everyone either stays at Stoller or moves to the new 
Superschool.This is obvious that is wrong and should not have to enter comments day and night to state the obvious

02/18/2020 hrushi hrushik@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I have been following middle school boundary process, thanks for opportunity to provide comment.Pls ensure the elementary 
schools  feeding into Middle School are not split, there is lot of research showing its detrimental to kids at this precarious teenage.  
I strongly support Map C 2.1 which keeps entire Findley in Stoller. This is the only map doesn't split Findley or Springville and also 
achieves the goal of 90% permanent capacity for stoller which is one of the key objectives.

02/19/2020 Shailesh Joshi jshailesh@yahoo.com Springville K-8

TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS HAS SERIOUS ISSUES - It uses &#34;Reduction in No. of Student Riding BUS&#34; but it doesn't 
mention How many Miles extra added for remaining Students still riding BUS? E.g. In the same Map (Map C) where it was shown 
No. of Student Riding BUS reduced by 500, 400-500 Springville Kids are made to Commute double of their current 
commute?TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS HAS SERIOUS ISSUES - COST: It uses &#34;Average Cost Per Student Riding the Bus&#34; 
to show the comparison of Total Cost for Transportation. So if one Student rides 2 Miles on Bus and another Student rides 5 Miles 
on Bus, cost for both are taken as same. The Cost for Each Middle School is simply multiplication of No. of Student Riding Bus with 
this Average Cost (E.g. $455.xx for Map C) per Students. It is not Correct to do this.Personal experiences of terrible 185th corridor 
and how much it takes us to get anywhere Spv to Westview takes 18 mins in reality and Five Oaks is double the distance.

02/19/2020 Shailesh Joshi jshailesh@yahoo.com Springville K-8

SUMMA is Not Offered at All Middle Schools, So IT IS NOT NEIGHBORHOOD PROGRAM as BSD Staff told another day. That 
statement was not CORRECT. Every Middle School Walkable Kids where SUMMA is not OFFERED have to take BUS to go to Middle 
School where SUMMA is OFFERED. So it is happening with many other SUMMA Kids in BSD due to the nature of how SUMMA 
Program is offered at only few Middle Schools by BSD. Jacob Wismer SUMMA Kids won't be the FIRST and ONLY WALKABLE Kids to 
take BUS for SUMMA Program. This is EQUITABLE.

02/19/2020 Shailesh Joshi jshailesh@yahoo.com Springville K-8

Dear Committee, Let us please not lose sight of the top two objectives. Fill Timberland, and Reduce Stoller. While reducing Stoller, 
please do not punish Springville which really has only ONE middle school option under 4 miles (counting school to school : some 
houses are further), Stoller.Jacob Wismer has TWO options under 4 miles : Stoller and Five Oaks.Findley has FIVE options under 4 
miles: Stoller, Timberland, Five Oaks, Cedar Park and Meadow Park.Terra Linda has FOUR options under 2.5 MILES: Stoller, 
Timberland, Five Oaks, Meadow Park.There are MANY options to relocate the Summa program and still keep proximity for most, 
but it is an option program and if we have to travel a little more IF we pick that option, so be it.Please maintain proximity and 
community for regular middle school education. Shipping Springville to Five Oaks will be unprecedented and a gross injustice. You 
would be punishing the only school with no other neighborhood alternatives.Also for 2025 numbers, we are ok with 10-20% over 
permanent capacity (WELL under total capacity) as a community. If we need class sizes that are 33 instead of 30 to be able to serve 
kids without portables, we are very amenable to that.

02/18/2020 Baoyan Liang liang.b.y1974@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Map A should have never existed. This shows us that there is no fairness into this process, but yet we been asked to enter 
comments for the last 4 months or so as if we don[?]t know what Is right and wrong. Please put yourself in the shoes of the school 
that is disproportionately impacted and answer if you would do the same if that was your school.
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02/18/2020 Bradley Wright rtnin3@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

StollerSumma4FairFeedersFuture capacity cannot come at the cost of sustainable feeder patterns for families, neighborhood 
walkability, nor diversity. Stoller feeder patterns should support matriculating neighborhood children to Sunset prior to considering 
patchwork feeder patterns. Summa participation at JW and Findley point to keeping Summa at Stoller to allow children to attend 
their neighborhood schools rather than busing them out and busing in Westview bound families. Why double transportation costs 
when safe, walkable and sustainable options are literally right in the neighborhood? Furthermore, the student body composition 
would retain the balanced backgrounds that BSD seeks to create in schools.Map C 2.0 provides a reasonable basis to consider a 
sustainable, safe and balanced feeder pattern for neighborhood kids.StollerSumma4FairFeeders

02/18/2020 John johnmichaelroberts11@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

It would be completely inequitable to allow the use of portables at multiple other locations throughout the district while 
simultaneously refusing to even consider the use of them at Stoller. I understand the desire to MINIMIZE the use of portables, but 
that will be a slow process that occurs over many years. While a single elementary school in the northwestern most corner of the 
district faces being unduly ripped from their community and sent over 4 miles south (farther than any other general education 
middle school student in the district) down a road the county has identified as one of its MOST HAZARDOUS, it would be 
completely inequitable to refuse the acknowledgement of at least SOME of the already existing portables at Stoller as an insurance 
policy for POTENTIAL growth. It would be remiss to uproot a group of children from their neighborhood middle school and 
community out of a fear of growth above-and-beyond already buffered projections. The district has been known to OVER-PROJECT 
(hence the recent budget debacle). Please do not let the district[?]s guesses about future enrollment 5 years and more from now 
be the basis for creating such an inequitable educational experience for Springville students.

02/18/2020 Manish Manish_Thakore@hotmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

As a Findley parent I strongly support not splitting Findley neighborhood. It is sad due to unavoidable circumstance which is beyond 
the control of parents and kids we are in this situation. Stoller would not have been stoller without countless volunteer hours from 
current demography of stoller parents. Having said that, given the current situation we understand that BSD may not be able to 
keep the entire old demography at Stoller. My request to BSD is to please try to avoid split as much as possible and specially with a 
small neighborhood school like Findley whose enrollment population is declining over the years(BSD school demography data is the 
proof) . So towards this splitting of elementary school issue, BSD should come up with a solution that would best address the over 
population of Stoller issue, keeping in mind primarily the emotional well being of the kids along with other issues like walkability, 
equity, budget as required by different stakeholders.

02/18/2020 Shawli Shawli22@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SUMMA is Not Offered at All Middle Schools and to all students. Summa IS NOT NEIGHBORHOOD PROGRAM as some parents 
claim it. Across the district students ride bus to attend Summa program.Stoller is Springville neighborhood school. Please keep 
Springville at Stoller. Please move Summa program from Stoller.

02/18/2020 Byoungsoo Ham byoungsooham@gmail.com

I'm reposting the comments from my wife. She got the point.Dear Committee members,1. Other elementary schools have many 
middle schools within 4 miles radius; while Springville has only one middle school within 4 miles radius. Springville within 4 miles: 
Stoller Jacob Wismer within 4 miles: Stoller, Five oaksFindley within 4 miles: Stoller, Five Oaks, Meadow parkTerra Linda within 2.5 
miles: Stoller, Five Oaks, Meadows Park, TimberlandIt is injustice that only Springville kids need to go school more than 4 miles 
away while other elementary schools have so many middle schools nearby.2. Summa is optional. We need to honor the general 
public: all the springville kids. If we move Summa to Timberland the rest of Findley said they will go Timberland too. Then majority 
of Springville, Jacob Wismer, and Sato can go to their closest middle school: Stoller. It is not our fault that we need to take bus to 
go our closest school. Unless there is another middle school built in north bethany, it is only fair to share the burden of not having 
middle school close enough: move summa to Timberland! Springville has summa kids as well but we will share the burden. 3. It is 
not fair to divide communities. Jacob Wismer, Sato, and Sprinvgille are defined as north bethany by Washington county. This school 
boundary is dividing us. Please don't isolate Springville from north bethany. I understand that all the comments are from concerned 
parents. What we want is the same. We do not have a middle school in north bethany area, so please let all north bethany share 
the burden. It is not fair that only springville need to sacrifice. Please don't isolate us from our community. Thank you.
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02/18/2020 PRP pram125@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee,Please make sure your decision is factual data driven which solves the overcrowding problem at Stoller for a long 
term sustainable solution. As you know, North Bethany is rapidly growing community and more constructions to come in the 
coming years. Feeding both Springville  and Sato ES to Stoller is not a long term solution will result in overcrowding Stoller within 
few years.  I know committee has hard decisions to make but feeding Springville ES to Five Oaks MS will be only way to address 
the over crowding problem at Stoller.  Based on the BSD provided transportation data, the commute times from/to Sprinville to 
Five Oaks are on par with District Averages. I would also keep JW, Sato and Summa in Stoller. I know many of you are keen on 
moving Summa to Timberland to accommodate springville , but keep in mind that is not a long term solution because of the north 
bethany growth in coming years. And many kids in Summa are around the Stoller neighborhood which reduces the transportation 
costs.  BSD has already been dealing with reduced budget and this acerbates the situation.If Summa is moved from Stoller, there 
will be no Summa program offered in Westview HS boundary. All the summa kids from Westview feeding north bethany will be 
their only familiar faces when they go to Westview.  Same is the case with non-summa Jacob wismer kids in Stoller going to 
Sunset. Keep the feeder patterns clean.  T

02/18/2020 usha ushaketineni@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

When I look at the goals of 90% permanent capacity for stoller and  overwhelming feedback from south and north parents to not 
split ES kids moving to MS.  I see map C 2.1 as the best option.Findley community has long history with Stoller, building school 
through many hours of volunteering.  Most of the Findley students are with in 1.5 miles of stoller and about half of them walk to 
school Thanks for keeping this bond together, Findley numbers are expected to be stable per PSU projection which is key to having 
targeted capacity at stoller.

02/18/2020 Claire T. clairetmk@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

As Findley parents, we support map c 2.1 which keeps entire Findley in Stoller. This is the only map that doesn't split Findley and 
keeps entire Springville together.And this is the map, in which Stoller will not be overcrowded. This map also supports walkability. 
If BSD wants to save budget on transportation then entire Findley should go to Stoller.

02/18/2020 Pratima Dhoot pratima.dhoot@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Summa is optional programSumma is not regular but optional program. It cannot be prioritized over regular middle school 
program. All middle school students (including walkable zone students) into schools where Summa is not offered have to take bus 
to other school where Summa is offered. Jacob Wismer Summa kids won't be the first or won't be the only walkable kids to take 
bus for Summa program. Similarly, Springville students will also have to take bus to attend Summa school. This is EQUITABLE 
solution.

02/18/2020 arunk arun_koroth@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MAPC IS UNDESIRABLE. DOESNT MEET OBJECTIVES AND INCREASES TRANSPORTATION COSTSBSD built 64 million dolar 
Timberland facility to relieve middle school congestion.So ideally the kids clodsest to it should move to Timberland. Move entire 
Findley and SUMMAstudents to Timberland. It doesn't make sense to have Springville students travel sucha huge distance to Five 
Oaks, just to make way for some SUMMA students and concerns about walkability.MAP C doesn't meet 1&amp; 2 objectives. 
Ojective 1- fill Timberland. MAP C utilizes Timberlandonly at 74%. As per MAP C, Stoller is at 100% in 2021 which doesn't meet 
objective 2.MAP C also increases transportation costs. Below analysis is by transporation in BSD site.Springville to Stoller    $30,487 
Springville to Five Oaks  $56,071 ----NOTE THIS AMOUNTBSD WILL BE LOSING $25,584 by moving Springville to Five oaks instead 
of StollerAlso SUMMA is an optional program. Optional means Optional. In general for any activity,in any sphere of life, first 
preference should be given to regular stuff which IS ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED, OPTIONAL comes second..good to have but not an 
ESSENTIAL AT ALL

02/18/2020 sidhua siddharth.arun11@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SUPPORT MAP A2.0. REMOVE SUMMA from stollerPlease prioritize regular school over SUMMA program and help keep Springville 
kids withinNorth Bethany community over 86 SUMMA kids in walkable distance. Springville is already a stablearea with no more 
new developments in its boundary. By moving SUMMA out of stoller and redirecting allof Findley to Tibmberland, the committee 
would be able to achieve BSD objectives to fill Timberlandand bring Stoller to 80% capacity.Also SUMMA is an optional program. 
Optional means Optional. In general for any activity,in any sphere of life, first preference should be given to regular stuff which IS 
ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED, OPTIONAL comes second..good to have but not an ESSENTIAL AT ALL.ASLO TRANSPORATION COSTS WILL 
DRASTICALLY reduce if Springville feeds to Stoller rather than moving them a very huge distance to Five Oaks.You can refer the 
analysis by transporation. Springville to Five oaksSpringville to Stoller    $30,487 Springville to Five Oaks  $56,071 There is savings of 
25,584 movine Springville to StollerFindley to Stoller $22,454 Findley to Timberland    $ 30,742 Increase of 8288Even if you net out 
the difference($25584- $8288) BSD will save more than $17000 by moving Springville to Stoller.

02/18/2020 Yu changoyu@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset
My son wants to go to the same middle school with his Findley friends. One thing we should do to help our children succeed in the 
middle school is to provide a stable social circle to them. So, please do not split any elementary schools.
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02/18/2020 Pratima Dhoot pratima_dhoot@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Neighborhood schools over options program.Proximity matters. Community matters. Springville kids are part of north bethany 
community. They deserve to go to closest north bethany middle school and that is Stoller MS. Walkability is nice to have, sure, but 
CANNOT be prioritized over long commutes and uprooting ~400 students from their community and sending them to school that 
none of their neighbors go to. This is SIMPLY WRONG. Similarly, Summa program CANNOT be prioritized over regular middle 
school program. Moving Summa to Timberland is the only logical solution that has already been agreed upon in last meeting. 
Please stay firm on it.  This also affects Springville Summa kids but we are all in favor of it as best for the community.Thank you.

02/18/2020 Jie michellejiexu@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset
Please keep Findley as a whole. My son wants to stay with his Findley friends. The familiar faces will make him feel safe and 
supported in the middle school.

02/18/2020 sagar Sagar91765@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and Committee members,You have been hearing from all communities through out BSD from every parent[?]s testimony 
and from comments to BSD that preserving community intact is very importance factor to be considered for boundary adjustment. 
solutions that splits the communities are very bad not only for community but also for BSD schools as a whole. Unfortunately, many 
of these same people are simultaneously insisting that Springville to be separated from it's North Bethany community and sent to 
Five Oaks. As you may know, SVP area is most concentrated neighborhood living at the northern most point in the district, we will 
be ripped from our community if we are sent to Five Oaks. Our children will not be able to walk or ride bikes to meet up with their 
friends from neighborhood school,Our children become STRANGERS IN THEIR OWN COMMUNITY.Please keep community together 
.

02/18/2020 vijaya vijayanarun@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MAPC IS UNDESIRABLE. DOESNT MEET OBJECTIVES. WE NEED MAP ALe us not lose sight of the top two objectives. Fill Timberland 
and Reduce Stoller.While reducing stoller, please don't punish Springville, which has only one middle school under4 miles.Jacob 
wismer has  two options Stoller and Five oaks under 4 miles.Findley has five options under 4 miles Stoller, Timberland, Five Oaks, 
Cedar park and Meadow park.Terra Linda has 4 options under 2.5 miles. Stoller, Timberland, Five oaks, Meadow park.There are 
many options to relocate SUMMA program but THAT IS AN OPTIONAL PROGRAM. First preference should be given to regular stuff 
which IS ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED, OPTIONAL comes second..good to have but not an ESSENTIAL AT ALL.Please maintain proximity 
and community for regular middle school education.Shipping Springville to Five Oaks will be unprecedented and a gross 
injustice.You would be punishing the only school with no other neighbourhood alternatives.

02/18/2020 Helen McKee helenjmckee@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset
Please keep our schools based on walkable communities.  Please keep students from earlier education togetheras they progress 
through the grades.  We already see too much depression and feelings of isolation in our youth.

02/18/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

DON'T GERRYMANDER COMMUNITIES:  We need to be cautious of how we arbitrarily split communities.  Sure, it would be nice if 
there were clean ways to give every school the exact same number of students, and there were no portables anywhere.  But 
EQUITY IN EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE means more than just enrollment numbers.  It means that we try to keep communities 
together and give kids a quality education wherever they attend school.  One single community of kids should not be subjected to 
being sent on busses long distances from their home communities - that is not equitable.

02/18/2020 Synge Yu Syngeyu@gmail.com

PLEASE DON'T UPROOT REAL SPRINGVILLE KIDS TO RESERVE STOLLER FOR THE EMPTY BUILDING LOTS!!At the Feb. 13th meeting, 
a committee member tried to use the 2025 projected growth in North Bethany to justify her proposal to uproot 500 Springville kids 
from their community and send them all the way south to Five Oaks. I urged her to take a short field trip from the JW neighborhood 
to the Sato area, the 2025 projected growth she mentioned are still empty building lots as of today.  500 real Springville kids weigh 
a lot more than the empty building lots. Please make right decision and help the Springville kids stay at Stoller..

02/18/2020 JR adla24@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Yes2MapCDear committee members, thank you all for your tireless efforts to solve the issue. Please vote for MapC and keep the 
JW together. SUMMA being moved out of Stoller would split JW into 3 ways - Sunset, WV, and TL and result the terrible feeder 
pattern to Sunset HS (kids go to HS with only 15/500 familiar faces). Rapid growth of Springville &#43; Sato will overcrowd Stoller 
shortly and eventually eliminate JW from Stoller, our backyard middle school! If the additional 6 min commute is not acceptable to 
SPV community, I'm not sure how the additional 10 to 12 minutes of commute would be justifiable to JW kids? Most of these kids 
live within couple of minutes walk-able to distance to JW and Stoller, and spends their after school time in the playground. But 
bringing all the SPV &#43; Sato into Stoller would lead to overcrowd quickly, push JW out, force them to spend their time in 
commute and it is not acceptable. JW kids should not be treated unfairly in this process, and I hope committee makes the wise 
decision not only to solve the current issue, but also to prevent the same issue repeating in the future.
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02/18/2020 Vasu Akkineni vasu.akkineni@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SPRINGVILLE, A COMMUNITY IN TURMOIL - This Middle School Boundary adjustment has put the Springville community into 
uncertainty and turmoil. I have a fourth grader who will be in the first set of students affected by this Middle School Boundary 
change. This whole idea of Springville, a NORTH(most) Bethany school, picked to fill Five Oaks when there are so many other 
schools closer to Five Oaks feels so absurd and unfair. Springville Community has no connections to the Five Oaks communities. 
Next to Springville is PCC Rock Creek Campus, THPRD recreation fields, Bethany nursery, Westview, the commercial center of 
Tanasbourne and Cornell road. If you are adding and trying to fill a new middle school like Timberland to serve the same geography, 
then every student seeking a general education middle school program should be able to get to school with an equitable commute. 
Asking Springville, one of the largest ES in the district to commute a distance of 5 miles to get Middle School General Education, 
when there is an option much closer at Stoller does not make any sense. It is not about BSD transportation being ABLE to do it, it is 
about is it RIGHT to do it and is it FAIR for the community. 

02/18/2020 Karen karenlynnroberts@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Summa is NOT available at every middle school that has Summa students within its boundaries. Summa students all over the 
district are bussed to Summa programs that are NOT within their neighborhood middle school. Summa is clearly NOT a 
neighborhood program! If it were, it would be available to all students in their neighborhood middle school, but IT[?]S NOT. 
Summa students have the OPTION of attending Summa or attending their neighborhood middle school. When the district is faced 
with unbalanced growth between middle schools, we cannot place the location of optional programming for a select few before 
the needs of the larger community.

02/18/2020 VARSHAa a.varsha26@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MOVE ENTIRE SUMMA TO TIMBERLANDEvery middle school walkable kids where SUMMA is not offered have to take BUSto go to 
middle schoole where SUMMA is offered. So it is happening for otherSUMMA kids in BSD due to the nature of how SUMMA 
program is offered only at few middle schools. Jacob Wismer SUMMA kids won't be the FIRST and ONLY WALKABLE KIDS to 
takeBUS for SUMMA program, This is EQUITABLE.Also SUMMA is an optional program. Optional means Optional. In general for 
any activity,in any sphere of life, first preference should be given to regular stuff which IS ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED, OPTIONAL 
comes second..good to have but not an ESSENTIAL AT ALL.Please maintain proximity and community for regular middle school 
education.Shipping Springville to Five Oaks will be unprecented and a gross injustice.

02/18/2020 Gregg McKee erik.mckee@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I live a quarter mile from Stoller. It is ridiculous to bus my child 3 miles to another school.  The parents of Springville Elementary 
are demanding that their neighborhood gets preference over every other person who lives closer to Stoller.  They are doing this by 
making the most noise, complaining the loudest, wearing special shirts for their cause.  It is unfortunate that they might have to 
ride in buses an extra 5 minutes, but given they will have a bus ride anyway, it is hard to feel sympathetic.

02/18/2020 sidhua siddharth.arun11@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MAPC IS UNDESIRABLE. DOESNT MEET OBJECTIVES AND INCREASES TRANSPORTATION COSTSMOVE ENTIRE SUMMA TO 
TIMBERLANDBSD built 64 million dolar Timberland facility to relieve middle school congestion.So ideally the kids closest to it 
should move to Timberland. Move entire Findley and SUMMAstudents to Timberland. It doesn't make sense to have Springville 
students travel sucha huge distance to Five Oaks, just to make way for some SUMMA students and concerns about walkability.MAP 
C doesn't meet 1&amp; 2 objectives. Ojective 1- fill Timberland. MAP C utilizes Timberlandonly at 74%. As per MAP C, Stoller is at 
100% in 2021 which doesn't meet objective 2.While reducing stoller, please don't punish Springville, which has only one middle 
school under4 miles.Jacob wismer has  two options Stoller and Five oaks under 4 miles.Findley has five options under 4 miles 
Stoller, Timberland, Five Oaks, Cedar park and Meadow park.Terra Linda has 4 options under 2.5 miles. Stoller, Timberland, Five 
oaks, Meadow park.There are many options to relocate SUMMA program but THAT IS AN OPTIONAL PROGRAM. First preference 
should be given to regular program which IS ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED, OPTIONAL comes second..good to have but not an ESSENTIAL 
AT ALL.

02/18/2020 Ankita Srivastava ankitasaxena30@gmail.com Springville K-8

It would be completely inequitable to allow the use of portables at multiple other locations throughout the district while 
simultaneously refusing to even consider the use of them at Stoller. I understand the desire to MINIMIZE the use of portables, but 
that will be a slow process that occurs over many years. While a single elementary school in the northwestern most corner of the 
district faces being unduly ripped from their community and sent over 4 miles south (farther than any other general education 
middle school student in the district) down a road the county has identified as one of its MOST HAZARDOUS, it would be 
completely inequitable to refuse the acknowledgement of at least SOME of the already existing portables at Stoller as an insurance 
policy for POTENTIAL growth. It would be remiss to uproot a group of children from their neighborhood middle school and 
community out of a fear of growth above-and-beyond already buffered projections. The district has been known to OVER-PROJECT 
(hence the recent budget debacle). Please do not let the district[?]s guesses about future enrollment 5 years and more from now 
be the basis for creating such an inequitable educational experience for Springville students.
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02/18/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

DON'T GERRYMANDER COMMUNITIES:  Map C 2.0 is a classic example of gerrymandering to try to make something happen that 
doesn't even end up meeting the objectives.  The Meadow Park boundary is a complete mess.  Springville is an island.  Findley and 
Rock Creek are split.  After all of that, Stoller is still at 100% capacity- too high.  Moving Summa makes it too low.  Why are we 
considering these strange maps that don't reflect our communities and don't meet our objectives?

02/18/2020 Nikhil Penmetsa nikhilpen@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset Please consider not splitting elementary schools as the highest priority for the emotional well being of the kids.

02/18/2020 Priya Gadiraju priyagadiraju@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

My request to BSD committee is try to avoiding elementary school split as much as possible and specially with a small 
neighborhood school like Findley whose enrollment population is declining over the years. Please consider solving the stroller 
overcrowding issue for the long term. I wouldn't want kids and parents to go thru this process again in 3-4 years.

02/18/2020 Ankita Srivastava ankitasaxena30@gmail.com Springville K-8

Please Keep Springville in Stoller. Do not move springville kids and force them to travel 4-5 miles just to allow walkability for few 
kids on an optional program. Timberland is a new school which has enough space for Summa , along with hosting new elementary 
schools.  Almost every elementary school have multiple middle school options at reasonable distance. Please don't force springville 
to travel extra distance over a dangerous and long commute to keep space for future development whose predictions cannot be 
accurate. There is enough room now in 2021 and also in future for Stoller to host Springville, Sato and JW.

02/18/2020 Judith Kap judithkap@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Sunset

Please consider Working Map C 2.0 as the best option (instead of the various versions of Working Map A), because map C 2.0 
prevents overcrowding at Stoller. Springville is a fast growing community, and if it would feed into Stoller, then Stoller will quickly 
be overcrowded again (that's what the numbers next to the Map A show). The real estate companies are building lots of new 
homes in the Springville community; are all those new homes in the coming years included in your student growth rates? If not, 
then the capacity utilization % will be even worse in a few years.Map C 2.0 will also allow enough room for SUMMA kids to 
continue to go to Stoller. Furthermore, Stoller is in the same neighborhood as Jacob Wismer and within walking distance for JW 
kids. It doesn't make sense to send the JW SUMMA kids in buses to another middle school and it would be more expensive. Then 
there would be less money to retain/hire teachers! All Springville kids need to be bused to a middle school, no matter which school. 
And the distance to Stoller vs Five Oaks is almost the same. In order to ensure no overpopulation of Stoller in the long run, we 
should bus Springville kids to Five Oaks.Thank you for your consideration.

02/18/2020 Pramodh pb97229@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and Committee member,Please do not discriminate against SVP and send north farthest neighborhood on a long 
dangerous  commute. SVP has 1 middle school in the neighborhood. Its not worth sending SVP to FO due to safety reasons, a single 
accident will put BSD credibility at risk.Please say no to MAP C.Thank you for being fair and being equitable.

02/18/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MOVE SUMMA FROM STOLLER TO FIVE OAKS:  It is entirely possible to have a Summa program housed at Five Oaks middle school.  
The distance from almost every elementary school north of highway 26 is much less than the distance from Springville to Five Oaks 
(4.3 miles).  Summa should go wherever there is space for students choosing to attend.  Five Oaks meets this criteria.  Stoller and 
Five Oaks students should have their Summa option at Five Oaks.

02/18/2020 Suyog Kulkarmi suyog.d.kulkarni@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear committee,We appreciate the efforts you put in to make the best out of the current middle school boundary situation. So first 
of all thank you for your hard work!Having said that we do feel obliged to bring your attention to avoid splitting any ES during this 
process. It is hard for these young kids to lose their close friends that they were together for 6 years. As it has been proven and said 
before that splitting ES to feed into different MSs can be traumatic for these young kids. Please let us avoid that as much as 
possible.We think map C2.1 is the right direction going forward with some minor adjustments. Makes very much sense to keep 
Findley in Stoller. Findley, by your own estimation is going down in enrollment year over year. This makes it the right fit with other 
ES schools like JW and Sato. Thank you for your consideration!Suyog Kulkarni

02/18/2020 Rashmi Mudiyanur Rashmi.mudiyanur@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

Dear BSD and Committee,In the last middle school boundary meeting (2/13), it was hard not to notice that BSD committee 
members were pressured by media presence and Springville wearing red t-shirts and holding banners.-I am empathetic to their 
isolation concern, but this will end up happening to some school, no matter how this boundary change is implemented. One 
elementary or multiple elementary schools might get [?]isolated[?] from their existing communities because of this boundary 
change. It[?]s unfair for any school, not just SPV. BSD must do the right thing and minimize the number of elementary schools that 
will be impacted by this process, avoid two growing communities such as SPV and SATO in the same MS, and definitely AVOID 
SPLITTING elementary kids.-The commute time from SPV to FO was also incorrectly projected as close to 40mins one way. The 
transportation charts presented by BSD completely debunked this. Sincere request to BSD committee members to please make 
decisions based on DATA and not on MEDIA publicity. Keeping growing communities like SPV and Sato in the same middle school is 
just kicking the can down the road. We are in this situation today because SPV was given the option of going to Stoller rather than 
utilize SPV K-8.
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02/18/2020 SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

BSD built another Middle school Timberland to relieve Stoller Middle School, both located in the North of 26. Yet BSD proposes to 
send the  most kids from Springville traveling 2.5x farther than before.Its bizarre BSD is sending the extreme Northern school 
Springville to a Southern school Five Oaks.There are so many other schools in the North that are closer to Five Oaks.Please keep 
Springville at Stoller.

02/18/2020 Anitha anubangaru4u@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and Committee membersI keep hearing from parent testimony and few committee member about springville is a 
growing community and i wanted to keep the record straight .There is little to no land left to be developed in the Springville 
boundary. Projection numbers posted by long-range planning prove this. Springville is expected to grow by roughly 85 students 
between now and 2025; that[?]s a mere 21 students per year. Springville[?]s growth is nearing completion and then will begin to 
decline till 2029 as per PSU numbers. So Please stop saying SpringVille is a growing community ...its not.Thank you for 
understanding.

02/18/2020 SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

In 2019, the Beaverton School District was undertaking a boundary adjustment project with the objective to lower the number of 
students that are enrolled at Elmonica Elementary School. In this case, the district decided to transfer a walkable area of Elmonica 
to Beaver Acres. The proposed solution reduced walkability and increased transportation cost. District Transportation staff provided 
an estimate of the increased cost of transporting students. The majority of the increase in cost was due to providing bus 
transportation to an area of Elmonica that was currently in a Non-Transportation Zone(walkable). The Advisory Committee 
confirmed that in the context of the District[?]s $19 million transportation budget, the increase($20,250) for the proposed boundary 
adjustment would be relatively minor. When possible, the District prefers that students are able to walk to school, but in this case, 
that desire is subordinate to the need to ameliorate overcrowding at Elmonica.The entire Findley, including the walkable portion, 
should be moved to Timberland. When possible walk to school is preferred, but in this case, that desire should be subordinate to 
the need to ameliorate overcrowding at Stoller.

02/18/2020 Rajesh Rajprassu1@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee members , Not all middle schools have Summa program, so It is not a neighborhood program. There is no point in 
discussing about keeping Summa at Stoller . Summa should be moved to new Timberland middle school to reduce overcrowding 
Stoller . It is very sad that More than 45 mins spent on discussing Summa on Feb 13th meeting . Please don[?]t spend any more 
time on Summa in the next meeting as all committee members agreed to move it to Timberland

02/18/2020 jithinr jrathod81@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MOVE ENTIRE SUMMA TO TIMBERLANDEvery middle school walkable kids where SUMMA is not offered have to take BUSto go to 
middle schoole where SUMMA is offered. So it is happening for otherSUMMA kids in BSD due to the nature of how SUMMA 
program is offered only at few middle schools. Jacob Wismer SUMMA kids won't be the FIRST and ONLY WALKABLE KIDS to 
takeBUS for SUMMA program, This is EQUITABLE.Also SUMMA is an optional program. Optional means Optional. In general for 
any activity,in any sphere of life, first preference should be given to regular stuff which IS ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED, OPTIONAL 
comes second..good to have but not an ESSENTIAL AT ALL.Please maintain proximity and community for regular middle school 
education.Shipping Springville to Five Oaks will be unprecented and a gross injustice.

02/18/2020 varshasuren varshasuren@yahoo.co.in Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MAP-C OVERBURDENS Springville students with excessive travelling time, reduces time for extra curricular work and increases 
transportation costs.SUMMA Is just an optional program. First students should be enrolled for regular program. SUMMA 
shouldn'tbe used as a criteria to please JW/Findley and move the regular Springville students to such a far away to Five Oaks. Why 
should Springville students travel MORE THAN 1.5 hr each day  and TOO THE MAXIMUM DISTANCE OF 4.5 MILES to reach a school. 
Also in MAP C, Springville students   HAVE TO HOP AROUND 14 TRAFFIC SIGNALS,  2-3 schools (middle and high schools) and 
multiple school bus stops in beween to reach Five Oaks .- Move Springville back to Stoller- Move all  Findley to Timberland- Move 
JW, Sato and Springville SUMMA to Five OaksSome JW/Findley Comments about the time taken for Springville to Five Oaks is just 
five minutes more than going to Stoller IS COMPLETELY WRONG AND BASELESS.The people making such comments doesn't 
consider the 14 TRAFFIC STOPS between Springville and FO, Traffic leading to US126, and multiple bus stops in between. There is 
no US26 in between Springville and Stoller.

02/18/2020 Shawli Shawli22@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Please do not isolate Springville Kids.Stoller is the closest middle school for Springville by proximity. Sato, Jacob Wismer, and 
Findley all have boundary extending further south, much closer to Five Oaks than Springville is. While our boundary seems big, it in 
fact includes a big chunk of land that is PCC Rock Creek and farmland that no student resides. We are actually a very compacted 
neighborhood touching only the SATO boundary. To get Five Oaks, we would have to travel down south, pass Springville 
elementary, pass PCC campus, pass SATO pirate park neighborhood, pass farmland, pass Westview High, pass Rock Creek 
Elementary, pass Highway 26, pass huge Tanasborne Shopping district, and we still hadn't arrived intended destination. To take the 
other route, we would have to pass the SATO neighborhood, pass Jacob Wismer, pass Stoller, and then cross highway 26, and we 
still have get on Cornell passing a business district before arriving. Five Oaks by no means can ever be our neighboring middle 
school. How will kids socialize with their peers when school is not in session. They cannot walk to Five Oaks. They cannot ride their 
bike through multiple busiest intersections.
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02/18/2020 Sagar sag91765@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
Dear BSD and Committee members Thank you for prioritizing Regular kids over Summa kids for Stoller . SUMMA kids should be 
relocated to a school That has space in this case Timberland , not in an area of high demand.Say NO To MAP C.Thank you.

02/18/2020 jithinr jrathod81@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

COMMUNITY MATTERS. PLEASE DONT RIP APART THE COMMUNITY.We have heard from nearly every parents testimony and from 
comments to BSD that communities must remain intact. Unfortunately many of these people are insisting that Springville be 
separated from their North Bethany community and sent to Five Oaks.We will be ripped out from our community if we are sent to 
FO. Our children won't be able to walk or ride bikes to meet upto their friends from school. They will not be able to bump into 
middle school peers when we are at our local shops, when they congregate at our local fairs and events and our children will be 
very isolated due to the fact that every other North Bethany attends middle school within their community and ours don not. our 
children will become strangers in their own community.WE SUPPORT MAP A2.0. SPRINGVILLE IS NOT A RADIDLY GROWING 
COMMUNITY.There is little or no land left to be developed in Springville community. Springville is expected to growby roughly 85 
students between now and 2025 that is a mere 21 students per year. Springville's growth is nearing completion and then will begin 
to decline. If we move the entire SUMMA and Findley to Timberland, capacity at Stoller will EASILY drop below 100% for 
2025.DIVERSITY MATTERS

02/18/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Springville, Sato, and Jacob Wismer get Stoller to 90% permanent capacity in 2021 if Summa is moved.  We have yet to see 
another scenario that doesn't overfill or underfill Stoller without dramatically gerrymandering boundary lines in 2021.  This solution 
is sustainable for 2025.  We won't have 14 portable classrooms there anymore; maybe if the projections aren't overblown, we 
might have 1 portable building with 2 classrooms.  This won't result in a need for new boundaries in any way, and is in fact the best 
way to keep our communities together.

02/18/2020 ARUNV arun_koroth@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MAPC IS UNDESIRABLE. DOESNT MEET OBJECTIVES. BRING ON MAP AThere are many options to relocate SUMMA program but 
THAT IS AN OPTIONAL PROGRAM. First preference should be given to regular program which IS ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED, 
OPTIONAL comes second..good to have but not an ESSENTIAL AT ALL.Le us not lose sight of the top two objectives. Fill Timberland 
and Reduce Stoller.While reducing stoller, please don't punish Springville, which has only one middle school under4 miles.Jacob 
wismer has  two options Stoller and Five oaks under 4 miles.Findley has five options under 4 miles Stoller, Timberland, Five Oaks, 
Cedar park and Meadow park.Terra Linda has 4 options under 2.5 miles. Stoller, Timberland, Five oaks, Meadow park.Please 
maintain proximity and community for regular middle school education.Shipping Springville to Five Oaks will be unprecedented and 
a gross injustice.You would be punishing the only school with no other neighbourhood alternatives.

02/18/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Springville, Sato, and Jacob Wismer at Stoller (with Summa offsite) is the best solution for 2021.  We will NOT be redrawing 
boundaries in 2025 with this solution- unless we typically redraw boundaries as soon as a school hits permanent capacity?  We 
don't usually do that.

02/18/2020 Shawli Shawli22@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

I would like to thank BSD AND ALL THE COMMITTEE MEMBERS for your data driven decision and precious time.From the last 
meeting there was a clear agreement on the following:1. Move Summa out of Stoller to Timberland 2. Move whole of Findley to 
Timberland 3. Fill Stoller with SPRINGVILLE, SATO and JWWith all the above agreement we can keep Stoller below 90% in 2021. 
This will allow BSD to keep room for growth in 2025. Also 2025 predictions are data that may or may not happen. There will always 
be &#43;- 10% error. In the worst case we can use portables to accommodate the extra 10%.

02/18/2020 pik kei k yip kateyip2009@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

As a Rock Creek parent, I am really against map A because map A send Rock creek to Five Oak along! If some other community 
claim that map C &#34;form an Island&#34; of their community, how does Map A do to Rock Creek?  Not even mentioned that in 
map C, even still need to be adjusted, most of the school re-adjust to new school with their neighbor community.  Map C definitely 
make the capacity more uniform among BSD as well as the transportation cost which is the lowest. Map C 2.0 also take equity into 
consideration.  I strongly encourage committee consider Map C 2.0 as a candidate to move on.

02/18/2020 Pramodh pb97229@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and Committee members Proximity for emergencies: If SVP sent to FO, imagine how difficult it will be to reach FO from 
North Bethany in case of emergencies. Imagine  active shooter scenario and it will be highly impossible to reach FO since you need 
to cross the 26 high interchange which will be jam packed with incoming and outgoing traffic and imagine the 185th and Evergreen 
intersection. I can not even think of a scenario like this. I would prefer home school my kids than send them on this dangerous 
journey every day and worry about the kids safety until they return home.So please prioritize kids safety over transportation cost 
and optional Summa program.

02/18/2020 HARISH CHEGONDI harish.chegondi@gmail.com Springville K-8

Kids in the walkable zone of every Middle School where SUMMA is NOT offered have to take BUS to go to Middle School where 
SUMMA is OFFERED. So it is happening with many other SUMMA Kids in BSD due to the nature of how SUMMA Program is offered 
at only few Middle Schools by BSD. So, please move SUMMA from Stoller to Timberland where there is un-utilized capacity.
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02/18/2020 Vignesh Vkalluri@gmail.com Springville K-8

Springville, Sato, and Jacob Wismer at Stoller- with Summa offsite- meets the objective for 2021.  It is sustainable for 2025 
because it allows for growth.  We don't redraw boundaries as soon as a school hits permanent capacity, and we won't be 
redrawing Stoller boundaries in 2025.

02/18/2020 HARISH CHEGONDI harish.chegondi@gmail.com Springville K-8
Jacob Wismer &#43; Sato &#43; Springville MINUS SUMMA will be at 88% permanent capacity of Stoller in 2021 and is totally 
sustainable in 2025 as well

02/18/2020 Shawli Shawli22@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
Do not split existing neighborhood. Springville has been built out with minimal growth. All the growth are in Sato area. Don't uproot 
established community Springville for the sake of future built in Sato.  Please send the unbuilt home to different school.

02/18/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SUMMA SHOULD MOVE FROM STOLLER:  There were 86 Summa kids from Jacob Wismer attending Stoller last year.  There are 
424 Springville students who need a regular neighborhood school in proximity.  ALL of Jacob Wismer's students can choose to 
attend the regular program at Stoller if they wish (yes, there is room!) in 2021, if Jacob Wismer, Sato, and Springville feed into 
Stoller.  If they would like to choose any other option- Summa, ISB, ACMA, etc. - those options are still available to them just like 
they are to any other student.  But they might have to travel to that option just like other students do.

02/18/2020 HARISH CHEGONDI harish.chegondi@gmail.com Springville K-8 Springville  brings in Economic diversity to Stoller
02/18/2020 Caroline Carolinefritt@hotmail.com Terra Linda Elem Cedar Park MS Sunset Please don[?]t split TerraLinda from its Cedar Mill community.  Keep us at Timberland.

02/18/2020 Meenakshi Dewan meenakshi_dara@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee Members and BSD members,Please don[?]t split JW summa and non Summa students! Stoller will remain 
crowded if you add SPV. It will be pointless having all these district meetings and wasting the resources and time 
then..#DontSplitJWSUMMA#Yes2MapC# SPV&#43;SATO&#61;STOLLEROVERCROWDEDThanks

02/18/2020 Suraj Varma smvarma@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Urging BSD to consider Map C2.1 as the solution to address the overcrowding. The count in Jacob Wismer and Findley are 
decreasing, so this likely will help drive the Stoller count towards 100% while meeting the requirements for adjusting the school 
boundaries to accommodate other schools to Timberland. In addition, this is likely the least disruptive for parents, students, and 
other stakeholders in this whole effort.

02/18/2020 SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

BSD opened the first two Summa programs in 2004 in under-enrolled parts of the district. At first, they also saw Summa as a way 
to balance enrollment away from some middle schools that were full.Great thinking BSD. Move Stoller Summa to Timberland. 
Relieve Stoller. Fill Timberland.

02/18/2020 Janine Kenyon janinekenyon@hotmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem

All, The maps published for the January 30 meeting had Cooper Mountain ES stay together at either Mountain View or – where the 
majority already is - at Highland Park. This was an outcome I was hoping for. The revised maps which all re-introduce the split for 
the most recent meeting on February 13 came as an unfortunate surprise. The way I am reading the maps is: My daughter will look 
around at Mountain View Middle School and see 100% of Errol Hassel ES students, 100% Kinnaman ES students, 100% Hazeldale ES 
students and the vast majority of Chehalem ES students. From Cooper Mountain ES the official number is 30% - but reality is 
significantly different, especially in the current lower grades as demographics have shifted. She will look around and not have any 
support network as she navigates an enormous school. I do not believe splitting Cooper Mountain is reasonable. Splitting out such a 
small group causes significant disruption and takes away the comfort of having their friends start a new school with them.I 
understand that in the grand scheme of things and all you must accomplish; this is not your priority. If there is time, I would urge 
you to consider taking another look at Cooper Mountain ES and to not split out such a minority. Thank you, for all you do for us and 
the community.

02/18/2020 Rabia Ishaq rabiarashid@aol.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Respected members. Please consider the best option where communities stay together and school does not split . And kids should 
attend their Neighboring school . The solution is easy . Feed springville , sato , and Jacob Wismer to stoller. Move summa to an 
other school where space available. This solution will bring stoller to 88% capacity for year 2021. And for 2025 it will be well 
controlled. More over it will keep all the north Bethany communities together.  Thanks

02/18/2020 SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

The week transportation data was collected was not exactly the best week. PCC students had midterm and many of them have take 
home exam. Also enrollment does dip around midterm. Other than that Fall have max enrollment at PCC. So data for winter term 
in the 5th and 6th week is not the perfect showcase.Transportation will face challenge if they think Springville to Five Oaks 
commute can be done in 20-22 mins everyday.

02/18/2020 Bridget brgolf@gmail.com Stoller MS

I am beginning to question whether the Policy JC Factors have any importance whatsoever in the way this process is playing out, as 
the public have been led to believe. Entire BSD has been reshuffled to accommodate one growing school, that refuses to go 
anywhere but to Stoller, that refuses to be split in any way, that exaggerated the travel times to an extent that BSD had to publish 
data to prove their claims false, that refuses to accept the travel data that BSD provided, that refuses to conform to a map that is 
cost effective for all District schools, that is willing to split or even drive out of Stoller, other neighborhood schools for their whim. It 
has been an interesting process to say the least, as the policy JC factors have been completely disregarded in the case of SPV. The 
entire District saw the public display that SPV made at the last Committee meeting by calling media attention. If this is all it takes 
for the Committee to take notice, then the process has been tainted to say the least.
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02/18/2020 Prashant Dewan prashant.dewan@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee Members and BSD members,Please consider Map C!! Stoller will remain crowded if both Sato and SPV feeds 
Stoller as the numbers show! Taking Summa our of Stoller leaves a small portion of JW students feeling Sunset and it[?]s not good 
for their psychological upbringing! Please do not consider Map A!! Thanks for all your hardwork and reading my comment! I hope 
we can achieve a consensus soon! 
#FriendsAndFeeders4AIIJW#KeepJWTogether#DontSplitJWSUMMA#SUMMA@Stoller4HSFeeder#SUMMA-
ProgramNotOption#PreserveWalkability#Yes2MapC# SPV&#43;SATO&#61;STOLLEROVERCROWDED

02/18/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

We need a plan that GETS STOLLER TO AROUND 90% PERMANENT CAPACITY IN 2021.  This is a clear objective and should be a 
priority.  Beyond 2025, we just need to make sure that boundaries are sustainable.  Several middle schools will likely hit capacity by 
2025 or beyond.  We will only need to re-draw boundaries if we get to the point where a school has 14 portable classrooms like 
Stoller does now.  Springville, Sato, and Jacob Wismer at Stoller, with Summa offsite, will not result in anywhere near this level of 
overcrowding in 2025.

02/18/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

We need a plan that GETS STOLLER TO AROUND 90% PERMANENT CAPACITY IN 2021.  This is a clear objective and should be a 
priority.  Beyond 2025, we just need to make sure that boundaries are sustainable.  Several middle schools will likely hit capacity by 
2025 or beyond.  We will only need to re-draw boundaries if we get to the point where a school has 14 portable classrooms like 
Stoller does now.  Springville, Sato, and Jacob Wismer at Stoller, with Summa offsite, will not result in anywhere near this level of 
overcrowding in 2025.

02/18/2020 Ram R rramak@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee Members - I am concerned about any consideration of moving SUMMA from Stoller to any other school.  This will 
significantly reduce feeder pattern for Jacob Wismer kids headed to Sunser High School.  The number of Jacob Wismer SUMMA 
kids has been increasing each year; the upcoming 2020 numbers point to ~45% of the 6th grade class being SUMMA (~60/131 kids).  
Moving these kids will drastically impact high school feeder patterns.  Also 100% of Jacob Wismer is in Stoller boundary...busing 
any split out of here is adding cost while breaking feeder patterns - neither of which benefit BSD.  Please keep SUMMA and non-
SUMMA kids from Jacob Wismer intact at Stoller.  #SUMMA@Stoller4HSFeeder

02/18/2020 Suya Zhang aiyaan@126.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear members, one more thing I want to mention is that my older daughter is in Westview now.  It takes her 18-20 mins to get to 
school everyday, but you are telling me Five oaks is 23 mins (Five Oaks is double of the distance and it passes highway 26 and 
Tanasbourne shopping area)! Another thing,  a couple of members keep saying Findley is walkable to Stoller, the info sheet you 
gave out shows it takes 35:05 for Findley to get Stoller. Please look at all the info sheet that you have, and check if that make sense 
to you.  I am totally lose my faith on these given info.  I drove in the school time morning from my house directly to five oaks, and it 
took me 35 mins without any stop!!! You can try it yourself!!!

02/18/2020 L Marshall lmarshallra@gmail.com Elmonica Elem Five Oaks MS Westview

I[?]ve been watching from the distance all this boundary discussion.  I decided to write to advocate for what it seems the possibility 
of a great new boundary for Five Oaks.   There is an opportunity to have Five Oaks as a clean feed to Westview.   Please consider 
doing this.   Our ES is already split and it will be great to have our MS to HS feed 100% to Westview.

02/18/2020 Rupali Madhur rupali_madhur@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

I strongly support MAP C 2.0 Keeping Springville &amp; Sato together as in MAP A is going to create overcrowding porblems in very 
near future.Map A does not make sense due to above reason.My kid walks to Jacob Wismer and would continue to do so for middle 
school even if that means opting out of SUMMA if SUMMA moves out of Stoller. I expect many SUMMA students to choose the 
same path if SUMMA is moved out of Stoller. so moving SUMMA out of stoller per MAP A does not solve any issue.SUMMA is a 
program, not an optional thing.official BSD bus times from Springville to five oaks clearly show very reasonable commute time of 
22 minutes which is perfect fit per map C 2.0we request committee to clearly reject false rhetoric spread by springville folks about 
long bus commute times for them if they go to Five Oaks middle school based on above data.

02/18/2020 Mara Adams mara.adams@me.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Westview

Strongly advocating for Map A as Map C isolates Oak Hills at Meadow without any other northern (Bethany area) schools, sends ALL 
of Oak Hills to Sunset changing the high school boundary again for the second time in three years, and would make Oak Hills the 
only Sunset feeder at Meadow Park. If a version Map C is adopted, please place east/west Oak Hills in middle schools that have 
another feeder to our respective high schools (ie: Timberland/Five Oaks).

02/18/2020 Rabia Ishaq rabiarashid@aol.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Please feed springville to stoller. Unfortunately springville have only one neighborhood middle school. Other school in the district 
has many option for example . Jacob Wismer has five oaks , stoller , Findlay has even more option , stoller. Timberland , cider park 
and meadow park . Please let[?]s not punish springville by sending them away  from their neighborhood school . I know my fellow 
neighbors wants to keep summa in stoller. Just for the sake of 86 Jacob Wismer summa kids don[?]t make 400 kids travel 2.5 times 
more.

02/18/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS
Dear AC &amp; Sparks,Please do not CHERRY PICK Springville by sending them to Fiveoaks.Feed Fiveoaks first with the areas of 
Sato, Rockcreek and Bethany ES which are much closer to Fiveoaks than Springville.
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02/18/2020 Shauna Rakshe Shauna.puhl@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem

Dear Committee, I have three children. The oldest is in 3rd grade; the youngest is 18 months old. When I look at map A and at map 
C 2.2, I am afraid for my two younger children. I have heard the horror stories about the current overcrowding at Stoller and the 
resulting lack of discipline--heard them from my friends with older kids there. If these maps are adopted, the inclusion of both Sato 
and Springville high-growth areas in Stoller makes massive overcrowding inevitable within just a few years. My 3rd grader might 
be okay, but the younger two would have to fight conditions similar to today's.  Please do not give in to the pressure to adopt such 
shortsighted maps. Adopt map C 2.0! Thank you.

02/18/2020 Kyle Watt kylewatt@gmail.com Springville K-8

There are 9 elementary schools closer to Five Oaks than Springville. Even Jacob Wismer is technically closer to Five Oaks. But the 
only middle school within a 4 mile commute of Springville is Stoller. With the loss of the Springville middle school option, Stoller is 
now the only community middle school for Springville children. Keeping Springville in Stoller is about keeping kids in their 
community. Feeding Jacob Wismer, Sato, and Springville to Stoller can successfully meet the board's objectives and keeps the 
North Bethany community intact.

02/18/2020 Aruna Payala reacharuna@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

#YES2MapC 2.0I would like to support Map C 2.0 owing to the following -1. It results in sustainable Stoller MS in the long term, 
SATO &#43; Springville means Stoller overcrowding in Stoller and there's no way around it2. Preserves walkability and reduces 
transportation costs, wasting precious dollars on just transporting kids is not money well spent3. Most importantly it ensures a 
healthy feeder pattern for JW kids.3.

02/18/2020 Ravi ravidath@gmail.com Stoller MS Sunset ACMA

Springville is a large enough and a growing community that it needs its own neighborhood middle school. Since it is so big, any 
short term boundary adjustments that involve displacing existing communities around Stoller will result ina) Increased busing time 
and cost -  400k per year just in busing, &gt;8000 hrs pm lost due to new travel for kids b) Disruption of  ES-MS-HS feeder patterns - 
JW loses companion school to Sunset (50% to 15%  ). SATO similar. c) Increased Westview overcrowding - Already at 2554 students 
in 2022, SATO/SPV growth will add pressure. SATO must be separated to feed Sunset to reduce this problem. Request to 
committee1. Please try to find a solution to get a neighborhood school for SPV via. expanding SPV-K8, leasing the PCC Rockcreek 
building, partial Stoller or a combination of allIf that is not viable, 2. SPV and RC to Five Oaks - This is the Lowest cost option for 
BSD- Adds 5m travel time but provides a clean feeder to WestView. All other communities unchanged. BSD must put in all efforts 
to create a great middle school at FO.Map c2.1 is the best solution to #2. SUMMA placement should be decided based on BSD's 
plan of record.

02/18/2020 Karen karenlynnroberts@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

With Springville, Sato, and Jacob Wismer (summa elsewhere) Stoller meets the objective for 2021. This scenario is still sustainable 
into 2025 because it has built-in room for growth! Looking at projections, Stoller would only POTENTIALLY be reaching permanent 
capacity in 2025. This doesn[?]t account for the fact that these numbers might very well be OVER-PROJECTED (as they have been 
before), in which case permanent capacity may not be reached even beyond 2025. The district doesn[?]t redraw boundaries as soon 
as a school hits permanent capacity (especially a school that has already invested in placing portables on its campus), and they 
WON[?]T be redrawing the boundaries at Stoller in 2025.

02/18/2020 Gayatri thakore Gayatri_thakore@hotmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

Please please please keep findley together I am walkable to stoller my daughter wants to go stoller as her older sis go to stoller 
and her friends because of boundaries not get stoller so she is sad and said ont know when how can I make new friends hope u can 
understand thx

02/18/2020 VAIBHAV KHANE vaibhavkhane@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Mr. Sparks and AC membersGreat job in last meeting.  Thanks to Mike and Jason for leading the effort to solve the actual problem 
instead of going into circlesThis is what i have learnt from last meeting and would like to see one -map with different variations 
meeting following objectives:1. Timberland, a new middle school needs to be filled above 80% by moving whole Findley ES.  
Findley ES wants to  stay together and Timberland is the right place to accommodate them.2. SUMMA is an option program and 
can be relocated to Timberland which will help to reduce overcrowding at Stroller MS. 3.  Springville community is an integral  part 
of  North  Bethany Neighborhood and needs to go to middle school on north  side of US-26. The logical choice will be Stroller MS 
for Springville community. This will also restrict total daily commute times well below 35-40 minutes 4.  Sending Springville ES  to 
Five Oaks is going to make things worse for  schools on south side from capacity goals point of view. Additionally, it will demand 
daily transportation of Springville kids on one of busiest street in this area, NW 185th Avenue,  which is well-known for traffic 
congestion, high accident rates. I hope all the efforts will be directed towards meeting these objectives.  Thanks for reading my 
comment.

02/18/2020 SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

KEEP COMMUNITIES TOGETHER:When coming up with the final maps, please make sure we don't have any highly gerrymandered 
maps that split communities apart. We will take 2 extra kids per classroom instead of being gerrymandered arbitrarily to meet 
some 2025 projection that may not even pan out. I would rather prioritize real kids that are in the neighborhood now rather than 
empty lots that COULD fill up in the future. KEEP SPRINGVILLE IN STOLLER.
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02/18/2020 erica ericafrankel@gmail.com Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

I am considered walkable to Stoller and know others that can also walk to Stoller but do not want to be split. The mental health 
and well being of our children is more important that the small portion of us that are walkable. If Findley is split then the majority 
of Findley would be sent to Timberland and a small walkable portion would go to Stoller. Then those kids would get split again 
before high school. Splitting them twice is unfair. Splitting up children during these crucial times in their development is not good 
for them. They need to remain with their peers to feel safe to tackle all of the challenging aspects of middle school and the hard 
transition. So though some of us may be walkable it is best for all of the children to stay together and go to Timberland together 
and all continue on to Sunset together.

02/18/2020 SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

KEEP COMMUNITIES TOGETHER:When coming up with the final maps, please make sure we don't have any highly gerrymandered 
maps that split communities apart. We will take 2 extra kids per classroom instead of being gerrymandered arbitrarily to meet 
some 2025 projection that may not even pan out. I would rather prioritize real kids that are in the neighborhood now rather than 
empty lots that COULD fill up in the future.

02/18/2020 Kal Vuppamandla kal.vuppamandla@gmail.com

SPV &#43; SATO &#61; OvercrowdedStoller. The committee is making JW the scapegoat to just get the job done, not right.I feel 
like Map C 2.0 is the only map that can sustain Stoller without overcrowding it in the future. I heard a few committee members 
mention to only worry about 2021 and not about 2025. If this is being done to circumvent the hard decisions ahead of the 
committee, then it is doing a great disservice to the BSD. We want a long term sustainable solution. We don't want to be having 
the same discussion again in 2 -3 years when Stoller becomes overcrowded again. The committee might push this hard decision to 
a later time as a way to appease bullying Springville parents, but it is inevitable that these high growth areas can't fit in a MS and 
leave room for another. What will the committee suggest doing next? Moving entire JW out of Stoller? Remember, Stoller MS is 
right in our backyard. The entire concept of neighborhood school loses its meaning, when kids who can walk are bused away to a 
distant school. Only for kids from a far away neighborhood to be bused in? Where is the justice in all of this?  Unfortunately, it is 
not looking like the committee wants to get the job done right!

02/18/2020 Naveen Kasam kasam_naveen@yahoo.com Springville K-8
Is BSD planning to remove all Portlables by 2025? IS BSD re-drawing boundaries of all elementary and highschools to remove 
portables by 2025? PLEASE DO NOT ISOLATE SPRINGVILLE. WE are integral part of north bethany.

02/18/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear AC,All of Springville, Sato and JW minus Summa will fit in Stoller for 2021 as per the MS objecive. If the enrollment 
projections for 2025 are little higher and if BSD really wants to provide EQUITABLE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT they should put a 
cap on new homes and a precedence to route them to schools that has space in 2025.Please do not uproot entire settled 
communities for the sake of REAL ESTATE.BSD what do you choose ?  REAL KIDS OR REAL ESTATE ?

02/18/2020 SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

We need a plan that GETS STOLLER TO AROUND 90% PERMANENT CAPACITY IN 2021.  This is a clear objective and should be a 
priority.  Beyond 2025, we just need to make sure that boundaries are sustainable.  Several middle schools will likely hit capacity by 
2025 or beyond.  We will only need to re-draw boundaries if we get to the point where a school has 14 portable classrooms like 
Stoller does now.  Springville, Sato, and Jacob Wismer at Stoller, with Summa offsite, will not result in anywhere near this level of 
overcrowding in 2025.

02/18/2020 SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SUMMA is Not Offered at All Middle Schools and to all students. Summa IS NOT NEIGHBORHOOD PROGRAM as some parents 
claim it. Across the district students ride bus to attend Summa program.Stoller is Springville neighborhood school. Please keep 
Springville at Stoller. Please move Summa program from Stoller.

02/18/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear AC,In 2021 All of Springville, JW and Sato clearly fits in Stoller at 83% well below 90% MS boundary objective. If Stoller 
POTENTIALLY be SLIGHTLY over PERMANENT capacity in 2025 assuming the district has not once again OVER-PROJECTED. And with 
Stoller 'currently over both permanent AND total capacity', we would clearly be &#34;NOWHERE NEAR NEEDING TO REDRAW 
BOUNDAIRES IN 2025&#34;. In fact, we would be drastically DECREASING the number of portables in use even in 2025 and 
beyond.Please dont punsih Springville kids for faulty projections

02/18/2020 Uddalak Bhattacharya uddalak1@comcast.net Findley Elem

I support the strong community sentiment of keeping Findley students together when they go to middle and high schools. This 
should be a priority for any elementary school. Also, given the stable to declining enrollment at Findley, I think the Summa program 
should follow Findley. That seems to balance out the middle school enrollment numbers better.

02/18/2020 Irfan Gillani irfan.gillani@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset I live at .7 miles from Findlay and especially moved here for my son[?]s education. It[?]s a walking distance from where I live.
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02/18/2020 Radhika Subramanyan radhooo@hotmail.com Findley Elem Sunset

I support Map C 2.1 variation as this map clearly supports one of the main objective of Middle school boundary adjustment of not 
overcrowding Stoller.Here are some of my observations and suggestions from the published maps from Feb,13th,1.Map A  and all 
its variations and Map C and some variations except Map C 2.1 is not going to solve the overcrowding of Stoller based on 2025 
projection.2. Springville and Sato can not be in the same Middle school as both are the growing community and it will cause the 
overcrowding of Stoller and that is the case in all published maps.3. Splitting ES would definitely have psychological impact on the 
kids.4.Moving Springville to Five oaks would definitely improve the diversity aspect of it.5.Based on the data provided by BSD, the 
commute time from Springville to Five Oaks does not seem to bea big deal.6.Kids walking to school and neighborhood ES  
attending Middle school will cut down the budget, environmentand save tax dollars.

02/18/2020 Sheetal sheetalruiwale@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Please consider walkability because it benefits all students not just walkable ones as it saves money on unnecessary transportation. 
More than half of Findley is in the walkable zone so it needs to stay in Stoller. If FE n JW are together in Stoller that provides a 
good feeder to Sunset high school. FE and JW are close knit members of Stoller community. Therefore we support Map C 2.1.

02/18/2020 Aisha Pervez Aishapervez9@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset
We live less than half a mile from Findley, while purpose for our move in the neighbourhood was to send my son to the school 
where all his friends go. Please please please don[?]t change this it will ruin all our efforts.

02/18/2020 Sun Chiu songsun17@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset ACMA

1. Anyone within 1 mile walking distance to a middle school should be assigned to that school.  2. SUMMA should not be 
segregated; it should be integrated. 3. Stoller SUMMA community achievement  should be encouraged not dismantled - 75% 
summa are from JW/Findley and feed to Sunset 4. Anyone who is currently walking should not be unnecessarily put on a bus to 
another school.5. We should STRIVE to get an equitable feeder pattern from MS to HS. Equitable feeder patterns for all schools 
should be a top priority.  We heard testimony over and over how unfair feeder patterns in the past have harmed children. JW and 
Findley should be in Stoller6. Bussing Springville to Five Oaks cheapest for the district as a whole. Mapc2.1 achieves all of these 
Map2C.1 achieves it at lowest cost.

02/18/2020 Nayung Yu nayungyu@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

I want emphasize that the objective #2 stated in the memorandum on 1/14 was that [?]Adjust the attendance boundary for Stoller 
MS to provide a projected student population of approximately 90% of the permanent capacity of Stoller MS.[?] .. [?] The objective 
is to be met for School Year 2021-22.[?]Only map A meet above objective: The 90% capacity achieved by 2021/2022. Map A gives 
us less than 90%capacity while map C gives you 100% filled stoller. Let[?]s make it simple. Map A meets the objective of the 
middle school boundary adjustment without isolating springville community. Thank you.

02/25/2020 Hassan Masood Hassan.masood1@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset Both my sons go to Findley and I was very happy with their studies. We don[?]t want any change in the svhool
02/18/2020 Rameez Vora Rameez.vora@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset I want no change, my elder daughter goes to Findley and I wish my younger one also attends the same school

02/18/2020 Madhu R mrangar@yahoo.com Springville K-8

SUMMA IS OPTIONAL: I am a Summa parent. My son got an invitation to accept it based on Cogat tests. He had an OPTION to 
reject it. We took the OPTION to accept it.We need to prioritize regular middle school education in the neighborhood over Summa. 
If we need to be bused further for Summa, so be it. I would feel terrible if 500 kids were ejected from their neighborhoods for my 
Summa kid. It just is not right.

02/18/2020 Daniel Paulrajamoney danprathab@hotmail.com Findley Elem Sunset

I support Map C 2.1 variation as this map clearly supports one of the main objective of Middle school boundary adjustment of not 
overcrowding Stoller.Here my suggestions from the published maps from Feb,13th,1.All the maps except Map C 2.1 is not going to 
solve the overcrowding of Stoller based on 2025 projection.2.Growing communities like Springville and Sato can not be in the same 
Middle school as it will cause the overcrowding of Stoller from my observation of published maps.3.Splitting ES or MS will have 
psychological impact on the kids as I observed from my kid who went to Stoller MSas Stoller MS feeds to both Sunset and West 
view HS.4.Diversity should always be considered in any ES, MS and HS student composition. Moving Springville to Five oaks would 
definitely improve the diversity aspect of it.5.Kids walking to school will cut down the budget and save tax dollars.

02/18/2020 Shama Noureen Shama.naureen@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset We live  very near to Findley and the only purpose was to send out kids to this school

02/18/2020 anu karnik anukarnik@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

So is it Fair that if you split up Findley from their friends those that are sent to Stoller will not only be split before middle school but 
again 3 years later when they are split again half going to Sunset and half going to West View? To solve the overcrowding at 
Stoller that is one of the main problems then ALL of Findley needs to stay in Stoller1. Springville in Stoller will lead to overcrowding 
and INCREASE feeder splits2. Springville to FIveOaks is least disruptive 3. BSD must help to make FO a great schoolMapc2.1 is the 
way to go.

02/18/2020 Sach hsachin@gmail.con Springville K-8

OPTIONAL PROGRAM:SUMMA IS OPTIONAL PROGRAM: If every school does not have the program then it[?]s an optional program. 
We should not be forced to just have optional program in Stoller. It has been moved around earlier and should be moved around to 
accommodate regular education kids.We need to prioritize regular middle school education in the neighborhood over Summa. I 
would feel terrible if 500 kids were bussed from their neighborhoods schools just to accommodate Summa kids.
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02/18/2020 Javier Turek javierturek@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

Recently you made changes to maps A and C. In particular Map C aims to reduce transportation costs. While this was not among 
the original goals, we see a lack of transparency with this topic. If you publish new maps, please do release the transportation costs 
for all the new maps. Also, include the differences if SUMMA and other programs are moved.On the other hand, many of the Oak 
hills community is actually at a walking distance from Five Oaks, and much closer than MP, so why are we allowing other 
communities to walk while others cannot? There are many communities in this situation.Also, if we save on transportation (which 
we can do by just reducing the number of buses and asking parents to drive...), where is the money going?I wish that we can start 
talking about success of kids and access to education. However, many parents do only care about their children or their land.

02/18/2020 Karen karenlynnroberts@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

We need a plan to GET STOLLER TO APPROXIMATELY 90% PERMANENT CAPACITY IN 2021. This is the very clear objective given to 
the committee and should be the priority. Beyond 2025, we just need to consider the sustainability of the chosen boundaries. In all 
likelihood, multiple schools throughout the district will hit capacity (or in some cases continue to be at/overcapacity just as they are 
now) by 2025 and beyond. We will only need to re-draw boundaries if we get to the point where a school has 14 portable 
classrooms and is STILL over total capacity such as in the situation at Stoller right now. Springville, Sato, and Jacob Wismer at 
Stoller (with Summa offsite) will not result in anywhere near this level of overcrowding in 2025 or anytime soon thereafter. In fact, 
by 2025 Stoller will easily be able to sustain its population with a DRASTICALLY reduced number of portables on site. All while 
continuing to provide a neighborhood middle school with safe commutes for the North Bethany community.

02/18/2020 Sheetal Sruiwale03@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Keeping Springville and Rock Creek together and feeding into Five Oaks will have a huge impact in increasing their academic 
standards. It will also create a good diversity of kids. I support Map C 2.1. Walkable neighborhoods to Stoller means more money 
for the school district to invest in other programs which will eventually benefit all the students in BSD.  FE, JW and Sato in Stoller 
will address student over crowding issue immediately and at least for the next 5 years.

02/18/2020 Satrajit Gupta satrajit.gupta@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

As a Findley parent, it would be very disappointing to see the Findley split up during the move to middle school. I understand that 
it's a difficult situation involving multiple trade-offs. For the sake of Findley students, it would be important not to split them and 
move them to Stoller, is possible.
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Yes, we will make this a part of the public record.
 

Steven A. Sparks, AICP | Executive Administrator for Long Range Planning | Beaverton School District
16550 SW Merlo Road, Beaverton, Oregon 97003-4348 | (503) 356-4449 

 
District Goal:  WE empower all students to achieve post-high school success.

 
 
 
From: Madhusudhan Rangarajan <mrangar@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2020 1:07 PM
To: Steven Sparks - Exec Admin <Steven_Sparks@beaverton.k12.or.us>
Subject: PDF on Five Oaks proximity
 

This is from a Non-BSD Email address: Please only click links and attachments if you are sure they are
safe

Mr Sparks,
 
One of the moms in my community sent me this chart asking for it to be passed on to you to add as part
of the public records. Could you please add this attachment to the public record?
 
Thank you,
 
Madhu



 

 

FACTOR:  Neighborhood Proximity and Accessibility 
Which elementary communities north of Highway 26  

should feed to Five Oaks middle school? 
 
(Distance in miles along the shortest possible route) 

 
 

 
FIVE OAKS

Oak Hills - 2.0 

Rock Creek - 2.1

Terra Linda - 2.4

Bethany - 2.5

Jacob Wismer - 3.7

Findley - 3.8

Cedar Mill - 4.2

Bonny Slope - 4.2

Sato - 4.3

Springville  - 4.3

These are NINE elementary 
schools north of Highway 26 
that are as close or in 
significantly closer proximity 
to Five Oaks than Springville.   
 
Why would we move THIS 
school to Five Oaks?   
 
Most of these other schools 
have multiple options for 
middle school within a 
reasonable distance. 
 
Springville only has Stoller at 
a reasonable distance.  Do not 
send the furthest northern 
community to a school south 
of the highway. 
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Ms. Trivedi -
 
I have entered your email and file into the public record.  The materials will be forwarded to the
committee.
 

Steven A. Sparks, AICP | Executive Administrator for Long Range Planning | Beaverton School District
16550 SW Merlo Road, Beaverton, Oregon 97003-4348 | (503) 356-4449 

 
District Goal:  WE empower all students to achieve post-high school success.

 
 
 
From: Gauri Trivedi <gauritri@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2020 9:23 PM
To: Steven Sparks - Exec Admin <Steven_Sparks@beaverton.k12.or.us>
Subject: HappyMappy .pdf- Boundary Adjustment Solutions
 

This is from a Non-BSD Email address: Please only click links and attachments if you are sure they
are safe
________________________________

Good Evening Mr. Sparks,
A group of Springville parents have put their heads together and come up with a proposed solution for
review, keeping in mind the objectives of this boundary adjustment process. Please find as attached and
kindly share it with the committee members.

We are grateful for your responses and appreciate your being  on top of this process.

Have a good night!

Gauri

Sent from my iPhone
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Happy Mappy 
 

 
This solution for the five northern middle schools meets the 
committee’s objectives for proximity and getting Stoller to around 
90% permanent capacity in 2021, and considers future growth.  
Splits to existing elementary communities were avoided whenever 
possible.  Summa is in two locations- Timberland and Meadow Park.  
Rachel Carson is at Cedar Park.  
 

PART I: 2021 
PART II: 2025 

 
 
  

STOLLER 

FIVE OAKS TIMBERLAND 

MEADOW PARK 
CEDAR PARK 
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TIMBERLAND 
 
Total capacity: 1100 (no portables) 
Proposed feeder schools:  Findley, Bonny Slope, Cedar Mill, Terra Linda 
 

 Total Students (2021) Summa Students 
(included in total) 

Findley (all) 401 134 

Bonny Slope 309 36 

Cedar Mill 233 15 

Terra Linda 173 13 

TOTALSà 1116 198 
*all these schools feed into Sunset HS 
 
ESTIMATED OPTIONS STUDENTS OFFSITE:  170 
NET RESIDENT STUDENTS: 946 
PERCENT OF PERMANENT CAPACITY: 86.0% 

 
A Summa program at Timberland.  This program would host Summa 
students from Timberland (198 students) and Stoller (155) – total of 
353 Summa Students 
 
Total Enrollment: 1101 
Capacity: 100% 
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STOLLER - 2021 
 
Permanent Capacity (without portables): 1081 
Total Capacity:1375 
 
Proposed Feeder Schools: Springvllle, Sato, Jacob Wismer 
 

 Total Students (2021) Summa Students 
(included in total) 

Springville (all) 424 51 
Sato 396 42 

Jacob Wismer 395 85 
TOTALS à 1215 178 

 
 
ESTIMATED NON-SUMMA OPTIONS STUDENTS OFFSITE:  80 
ESTIMATED SUMMA OFFSITE AT TIMBERLAND:  155* 
NET RESIDENT STUDENTS: 980 
PERCENT OF PERMANENT CAPACITY: 90.7% 

 
 
Total Enrollment: 980 
Capacity: 90.7% 
 
 
 
*We are assuming some students (around 22 in this case) still prefer to 
attend Stoller rather than choose Summa.  There is plenty of room if a few 
more wanted to stay at Stoller, or if all Summa eligible students attended 
Timberland.   
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FIVE OAKS - 2021 
 
Total Capacity (no portables): 1047 
Proposed Feeder Schools: Rock Creek, Bethany, the area of McKinley 
feeding to Westview, and the area of Elmonica feeding to Westview, and 
Oak Hills 
 

 Total Students (2021) Summa Students 
(included in total) 

Rock Creek  308 31 
Bethany 249 38 

McKinley (WHS area) 309 6 
Elmonica (WHS area) 198 2 

Oak Hills 256 47 
TOTALS à 1320 124 

 
 
ESTIMATED NON-SUMMA OPTIONS STUDENTS OFFSITE: 200 
ESTIMATED SUMMA OFFSITE AT MEADOW PARK:  124 
NET RESIDENT STUDENTS: 996 
PERCENT OF PERMANENT CAPACITY: 96.4% 

 
 
Total Enrollment: 996 
Capacity: 95.1% 
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MEADOW PARK - 2021 
 
Permanent Capacity (without portables): 855 
Total Capacity: 939 
 
Proposed Feeder Schools:  Barnes, Aloha-Huber Park, Elmonica (feeding 
to Aloha High School), McKinley (feeding Aloha High School) 
 

 Total Students (2021) Summa Students 
(included in total) 

Aloha-Huber Park 361 1 
Barnes – west of 

Murray 189 2 

Beaver Acres 366 3 
Elmonica (AHS area) 62 5 
McKinley (AHS area) 36 0 

TOTALS à 1014 11 
 
STUDENTS AT ALOHA-HUBER PARK OPTION: 161 
ESTIMATED NON-SUMMA OPTIONS STUDENTS OFFSITE:  100(?) 
NET RESIDENT STUDENTS: 753 
PERCENT OF PERMANENT CAPACITY:  88.1% 
 
A Summa program at Meadow Park  This program would host 
Summa students from Meadow Park (11 students) , Cedar Park (33 
students), and Five Oaks (124 students) -168 total 
 
 
Total Enrollment: 910 
Capacity: 106.4% (permanent), 96.9% (total) 
 

• Estimated that one portable (2 classrooms) would be needed. 
There are 2 portables currently onsite. 
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CEDAR PARK - 2021 
 
Total Capacity: 872 
Proposed feeder schools:  West TV, William Walker, Ridgewood, Raleigh 
Park 
 

 Total Students (2021) Summa Students 
(included in total) 

West TV 171 14 
William Walker 253 5 

Ridgewood 157 3 
Raleigh Park (all) 184 7 

Barnes- east of Murray 80 4 
TOTALS à 845 33 

* all these schools feed to Beaverton High School 
 
ESTIMATED NON-SUMMA OPTIONS STUDENTS OFFSITE:  122(?) 
ESTIMATED SUMMA STUDENTS AT MEADOW PARK: 33 
NET RESIDENT STUDENTS: 690 
PERCENT OF PERMANENT CAPACITY:  79.1% 
 
Cedar Park hosts the Rachel Carson program with 180 students (163 
not already in boundary area). 
 
 
Total Enrollment: 853 
Capacity: 97.8% 
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PART TWO:  2025 
TIMBERLAND 2025 
 
Total capacity: 1100 (no portables) 
Proposed feeder schools:  Findley, Bonny Slope, Cedar Mill, Terra Linda 
 

 Total Students (2025) Summa Students 
(included in total) 

Findley (all) 313 105 

Bonny Slope 351 41 

Cedar Mill 270 18 

Terra Linda 150 12 

TOTALSà 1084 176 
 
 
ESTIMATED OPTIONS STUDENTS OFFSITE:  170 
NET RESIDENT STUDENTS: 914 
PERCENT OF PERMANENT CAPACITY: 83.0% 

 
SUMMA AT TIMBERLAND: Host of Summa students from Timberland 
(176 students) and Stoller (205 max- possibly less) – total of 381 
Summa Students 
 
Total Enrollment: 1119 
Capacity: 101.7% 
 
This is only 19 students over capacity.  This is within a reasonable 
margin of error for permanent capacity at 100%. 
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STOLLER 2025 
 
Permanent Capacity (without portables): 1081 
Total Capacity: 1375 
 
Proposed Feeder Schools: Springvllle, Sato, Jacob Wismer 
 

 Total Students (2025) Summa Students 
(included in total) 

Springville (all) 543 66 
Sato 559 59 

Jacob Wismer 388 83 
TOTALS à 1490 205 

 
 
ESTIMATED NON-SUMMA OPTIONS STUDENTS OFFSITE:  88 
ESTIMATED SUMMA OFFSITE AT TIMBERLAND:  205 
NET RESIDENT STUDENTS: 1197 
PERCENT OF PERMANENT CAPACITY: 110% 
PERCENT OF TOTAL CAPACITY: 87.0% 

 
 
Total Enrollment: 1197 
Capacity: 110% permanent, 87.0% total 
 

• Stoller will have approximately 116 students over capacity  
• 2 portables (4 portable classrooms) may be needed onsite 
• There are currently 7 portables (14 portable classrooms) onsite at 

Stoller.  This will reduce the number of portables to 2 (four 
classrooms).  This  is a significant reduction in portable use for this 
school- the lowest in at least a decade.  For 2025, 10 portable 
classrooms (5 portable buildings) can be removed from Stoller. 
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FIVE OAKS - 2025 
 
Total Capacity (no portables): 1047 
Proposed Feeder Schools: Rock Creek, Bethany, the area of McKinley 
feeding to Westview, and the area of Elmonica feeding to Westview, and 
Oak Hills  
 

 Total Students (2025) Summa Students 
(included in total) 

Rock Creek (all) 252 26 
Bethany 237 36 

McKinley (WHS area) 273 5 
Elmonica (WHS area) 191 2 

Oak Hills 255 46 
TOTALS à 1208 115 

 
 
ESTIMATED NON-SUMMA OPTIONS STUDENTS OFFSITE:  150(?) 
ESTIMATED SUMMA OFFSITE AT MEADOW PARK:  115 
NET RESIDENT STUDENTS: 943 
PERCENT OF PERMANENT CAPACITY: 89.3% 

 
 
Total Enrollment: 943 
Capacity: 90.0% 
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MEADOW PARK - 2025 
 
Permanent Capacity (without portables): 855 
Total Capacity: 939 
 
Proposed Feeder Schools:  Barnes, Aloha-Huber Park, Elmonica (feeding 
to Aloha High School), McKinley (feeding Aloha High School) 
 

 Total Students (2025) Summa Students 
(included in total) 

Aloha-Huber Park 306 1 
Barnes – west of 

Murray 183 2 

Beaver Acres 284 2 
Elmonica (AHS area) 60 5 
McKinley (AHS area) 32 0 

TOTALS à 865 10 
 
STUDENTS AT ALOHA-HUBER PARK OPTION: 161 
ESTIMATED NON-SUMMA OPTIONS STUDENTS OFFSITE:  50(?) 
NET RESIDENT STUDENTS: 654 
PERCENT OF PERMANENT CAPACITY:  76.5% 
 
A Summa program at Meadow Park  This program would host 
Summa students from Meadow Park (10 students) , Cedar Park (33 
students), and Five Oaks (115 students) -159 total 
 
Total Enrollment: 901 
Capacity: 105.1=4% (permanent), 96.0% (total) 
 

• Meadow Park will continue to require 1 portable building (2 
portable classrooms)   

• There are currently 2 portables (4 classrooms) onsite 
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CEDAR PARK - 2025 
 
Total Capacity: 872 
Proposed feeder schools:  West TV, William Walker, Ridgewood, Raleigh 
Park 
 

 Total Students (2021) Summa Students 
(included in total) 

West TV 157 13 
William Walker 232 4 

Ridgewood 174 5 
Raleigh Park (all) 155 5 

Barnes- east of Murray 71 4 
TOTALS à 789 31 

* all these schools feed to Beaverton High School 
 
ESTIMATED NON-SUMMA OPTIONS STUDENTS OFFSITE:  100(?) 
ESTIMATED SUMMA STUDENTS AT MEADOW PARK: 31 
NET RESIDENT STUDENTS: 658 
PERCENT OF PERMANENT CAPACITY:  75.4% 
 
Cedar Park hosts the Rachel Carson program with 180 students (163 
not already in boundary area). 
 
 
 
Total Enrollment: 838 
Capacity: 96.1% 
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Happy Mappy Variation:   
 

1) Five Oaks is under capacity in both 2021 and 2025.  
Students feeding AHS from McKinley and Elmonica could 
be included in Five Oaks, to relieve Meadow Park and 
Mountain View from crowding.  This would cause them to 
have a split for high school (AHS vs. WHS).  However, it 
would keep elementary communities together.   

 
The McKinley and Elmonica communities should be 
consulted on this. 
 
 

2) All of Barnes could feed into Meadow if desired without 
causing extreme changes in either Cedar Park or Meadow 
Park.   

 
The Barnes community should be consulted on this. 
 

3) For more even high school feeders – all of Jacob Wismer 
could go to Sunset, and all of Oak Hills could go to 
Westview 

 
These communities should be consulted on this. 
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are safe
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